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ABSTRACT
Regulation of skin blood flow (Qsk) is vital to homeostasis, with adjustments to flow
in response to important sympathetic thermal and non-thermal reflexes and by other factors
which remain to be fully determined, but include local regulatory mechanisms (i.e. axon
reflexes, release of endothelial vasoactive substances etc.). Laser-Doppler flowmetry is a
well-known technique, used for assessing microvascular function, with raw Q S k traces
displaying marked variability, which is in part due to the above mechanisms, but also
results from passive influences (i.e. oscillations in pressure resulting from cardiac
frequency (fc) or respiration (/"-,), alterations to local transmural pressure and turbulences in
flow due to vessel structure and or the viscosity of blood). T h e central focus of this
dissertation was an investigation and characterisation of an apparently hidden, novel Qsk
phenomenon, which has not been previously reported in the literature, possibly due to
traditional data processing techniques. This phenomenon encompasses high-amplitude
oscillations in Q S k which were detected using laser-Doppler flowmetry in h u m a n and rat
QSk, which have a characteristic frequency of -0.4 H z , spanning -1000 ms, and consist of
high-amplitude peaks, accounting for up to a seven-fold increase of basal QSk-

Experiments presented within this thesis confirm the biological nature of these
oscillations, which are present in both acral and non-acral skin regions. These oscillations,
increase significantly with increases in local and mean skin temperature (TSk; humans and
rats Qsk; P<0.05) and m a y occur independently of core temperature. Further, these
oscillations appear to be unaffected by global changes in m e a n arterial pressure within the
normotensive range (P>0.05). Local application of anaesthetic (i.e. to remove vessel tone)
attenuated these oscillations in response to whole-body heating. However, propranolol
treatment (80mg; orally) produced no significant differences in the characteristics of these
oscillations (P>0.05), despite producing a significant reduction in/c (~ 10 b-min"1; P<0.05).
Differences in baroreceptor loading between a supine and seated posture (as reflected by a
significant increase in fc of - 10 b-min"1 in the seated posture; P<0.05) produced no
differences in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations at the forearm w h e n
recorded at heart level (~ 0.4 H z ) . However, measurements at the thigh in the seated
posture, displayed a significant decrease in the frequency of these oscillations (reduction of
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-0.3 H z ) when compared to the supine position (P<0.05). In addition, alterations to local
vessel pressure by m o v e m e n t of the position of the Q S k measurement site above or below
heart level significantly increased the frequency of these oscillations (by -0.2 H z and -0.1
H z respectively; P<0.05). Remarkably, additional manipulations of local pressure by means
of upper arm occlusion (2 min; to either -90 or 2 4 0 m m H g ) , increased the frequency of
these oscillations in some subjects, while in others a reduction in frequency was observed
CP<0.05). Furthermore, time frequency analysis, shows that these oscillations occur
independently of/c and/b-

Taken together, it is likely that sympathetic nervous system has a minimal role in the
induction of these oscillations (i.e. not associated with an active vasodilator mechanism, as
this system is lacking in acral regions) and the oscillations occurring under conditions
where the sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone to the skin would be expected to be minimal
(e.g. hyperthermia). Local threshold-dependent thermal mechanisms (i.e. TSk ~35-36°C)
m a y mediate these oscillations. However, since these oscillations have also been detected
under normothermic conditions in the thigh and forearm in h u m a n subjects (Tsk ~32-33°C),
it is also possible that local temperature m a y exacerbate or facilitate non-thermal
mechanisms, leading to the induction of these oscillations. The other possibilities are that
multiple mechanisms m a y account for the high-amplitude oscillations, or that the threshold
skin temperature for the induction of these oscillations varies with experimental conditions.
However, if non-thermal factors account for the high-amplitude oscillations, then the
results support a local passive mechanism, as these oscillations appear to be unaffected by
central changes in vascular pressure (i.e. m e a n arterial pressure and oscillations in
intravascular pressure due to fc and f,), yet are greatly affected by local alterations to
pressure and vessel tone. T h e exact local passive mechanism behind these oscillations
remains to be determined, but is likely to be c o m m o n across skin regions and species, and
the physiological relevance of the high-amplitude oscillations m a y relate to enhanced tissue
perfusion, and or heat transfer through the cutaneous circulation.
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M e a n skin temperature, calculated as an area-weighted summation of skin
temperatures, according to International Standards Organisation (ISO) 9886
(ISO, 1992) TC].

Tt

Temperature of the ventral surface of rat tail [°C].

Tw Water temperature [°C].
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Cutaneous tissue plays a major role in the autonomic regulation of body temperature,
which is performed by modifying skin blood flow (QSk)> dictating tissue insulation, sweat
secretion and thermogenesis. Under normothermia Q s k is the principal pathway for heat
loss, and at the extremes of the thermoregulatory zone, Qsk can range from close to zero to
around 8 /-min"1 (Taylor et al, 1984; Rowell, 1986; Johnson and Proppe, 1996). These
large magnitude changes in flow are not seen in other vascular beds, and this, in addition to
the specialised structure of the cutaneous vasculature, is responsible for its ability to
contribute to the maintenance of thermal homeostasis (Brengelmann, 1983; Rowell, 1986).
The following series of projects concentrates on the investigation of flow through the
cutaneous microcirculation, and mechanisms contributing to alterations in this biological
variable.

Skin blood flow is typically measured using venous-occlusion plethysmography
(Johnson et al, 1984; Saumet et al, 1986) and laser-Doppler flowmetry (Johnson et al,
1984; Obeid et al, 1990). In the latter method, light of a k n o w n wavelength is applied to
the skin via a fibre optic probe, and the reflected light is collected by a photodetector and
used to calculate flow. M o v e m e n t of any tissue type within the field illuminated by the
laser probe, and not just red blood cells, will elicit a Doppler shift in the reflected signal,
and the proportion of Doppler shifting equates to flow. A s a natural consequence of this,
the raw laser-Doppler signal contains noise, which is typically removed by filtering
(Stefanovska et al, 1999; Bandrivskyy et al, 2004) and data averaging (Johnson et al,
1984; Crandall et al, 2002). In recent experiments, w e have found evidence that data
averaging m a y result in the loss of some very reproducible and potentially physiologically
meaningful signal oscillations. The central focus of this dissertation is the detailed analysis
of this apparently hidden phenomenon, and the initiation of mechanistic research aimed at
elucidating its physiological relevance.
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In recent experiments, w e were measuring Q S k responses using laser-Doppler
flowmetry, at the mid-anterior thigh of seated subjects, during passive rewarming (air
40°C) from mild hypothermia, induced by cold-water immersion (18°C). While mean Q S k
was physiologically normal, time series analyses revealed unexpected, high-amplitude
oscillations within the raw Q S k signal during cutaneous vasodilation, that were not present
in the normothermic state (Haley et al, 2004). In these experiments, Q S k was also measured
prior to immersion under thermoneutral conditions (air: 28°C) from the same site.
Thermoneutral Q s k averaged -200 arbitrary units ( A U ) and consisted of a fine oscillating
structure that is c o m m o n to Q S k recordings measured in numerous studies within the
literature (Figure 1.1 A ) . However, the Q S k during rewarming contained intermittent, highamplitude oscillations in flow, that appeared not to have been either previously reported or
investigated. These oscillations (-0.4 H z ) spanned -1000 m s , and were comprised of
uniform high-amplitude peaks (of up to -1500 A U ) arising from stable baseline flow (-200
A U ; Figure LIB).

It was initially assumed that methodological factors may have accounted for these
oscillations, including equipment and electronic artefacts. Experiments were undertaken to
test this hypothesis. All experimental techniques, sampling equipment and data acquisition
processes used in the previous experiment, were thoroughly explored, and it was concluded
that these oscillations could not be explained on the basis of non-physiological events.
Furthermore, it was hypothesised that these oscillations were of physiological origin, and
contributed substantially, and perhaps even meaningfully to the measured Q S k (Haley and
Bathis, 2001; unpublished observations). Accordingly, w e sought to further investigate
these high-amplitude oscillations to determine the possible contributing physiological
mechanisms and the physiological relevance, of their existence. This phenomenon forms
the central theme of this dissertation.

Crucial to the understanding of possible mechanisms contributing to these highamplitude oscillations is knowledge of the structure of the cutaneous vasculature from
which Q S k is measured and also a sound understanding of the key principles behind the
laser-Doppler measurement technique. The following Sections contain a description of the
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Figure 1.1 Skin blood flow traces (laser-Doppler flowmetry, arbitrary units) for one subject
at thermoneutrality (28°C, A ) , and during rewarming (B) in a heated climate chamber
(40°C) after cool-water immersion (18°C). Panel B displays the high-amplitude oscillations
in skin blood flow.
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cutaneous microcirculation and the laser-Doppler technique, followed by a discussion of
the possible mechanisms contributing to these oscillations.

1.1.1 Structure of the cutaneous vessels

Cutaneous tissue is classified into acral or non-acral regions, which vary not only in
the structure of the cutaneous vessels, but also in innervation. Non-acral skin covers the
majority of the body surface and structurally, the vasculature is comprised of terminal
branches of arteries connected to arterioles, that feed a complex system of capillary loops,
which empty into subpapillary venous plexi, leading to terminal veins (Charm and Kurland,
1974; Rowell, 1986). The walls of all vessels (excluding the capillaries and some venules,
which only contain endothelial cells and small fibres) contain collagenous fibres, smooth
muscle, elastin and endothelial cells, which form the vessel lining (Charm and Kurland,
1974). Arterioles usually have thick muscular walls and are the resistance vessels of the
vascular system (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Rowell, 1986). Alternatively, veins are the
capacitance vessels, with thin walls, the presence of valves and the ability to exist in a
collapsed state (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Rowell, 1986). However, in some veins
resistance to blood flow can be created, via alterations in the vascular smooth muscle tone
(Charm and Kurland, 1974; Rowell, 1986). The volume, velocity and pressure of blood
flow varies within each vessel. The largest pressure drop is within the arteriole, yet the
majority of cutaneous blood volume is contained within the venous plexus, where the low
velocity of blood flow allows for rapid dissipation of heat, due to the proximity of these
vessels due to the body surface (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Rowell, 1986) which is
generally at a lower temperature. A s the laser-Doppler method (see Section 1.1.2) measures
Qsk in the top 1 m m of cutaneous tissue, Q S k measurements collected by this technique m a y
largely reflect flow through the cutaneous venules, or capillary loops which m a y have
greater proximity to the skin surface (Nilsson et al, 1980; Swain and Grant, 1989).

Acral skin, which covers the palms of the hands, the soles of the feet and also the
nose, ears and lips, has a similar structure to non-acral skin, but has, in addition, specialised
structures called arteriovenous anastomoses (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lossius et al,
1993; Nuzzaci et al, 1999). These arteriovenous anastomoses are not present in non-acral
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regions and have thick muscular walls (-50 urn in diameter) consisting of coiled arterial
vessels and act as capillary bypasses (Lossius et al, 1993; Nuzzaci et al, 1999). The
arteriovenous anastomoses are richly innervated by sympathetic nerve fibers and, when
required, are capable of producing large magnitude changes in downstream blood flow to
the cutaneous venule, thereby, altering the capacity for heat exchange at the skin (Charm
and Kurland, 1974; Lossius et al, 1993; Nuzzaci et al, 1999). Constriction of
arteriovenous anastomoses, results in large decreases in acral QSk> and conservation of heat
(Bergersen et al, 1997). Whereas, relaxation of the vascular smooth muscle tissue within
the arteriovenous anastomoses gives rise to large increases QSk, in order to dissipate heat
(Charm and Kurland, 1974).

Constriction of vessels in both acral and non-acral skin increases body insulation,
protecting against the cold, whereas dilation of these vessels allows for efficient
(convective) heat transfer between the body core and the peripheral tissues and
environment (Charkoudian, 2003). However, while there are similarities in the neural
control of these vessels, there are also significant differences in the control mechanisms
between the two skin regions. In this dissertation, the primary tissue bed studied is nonacral skin regions (Chapter 4 and 5 addresses acral skin regions) and Section 1.1.3.1
includes a discussion of the mechanism that control Q S k in this skin region.
1.1.2 Laser-Doppler flowmetry

Many researchers have reported oscillations in Qsk, as recorded using laser-Doppler
flowmetry (Salerud et al, 1983; K v e r n m o et al, 1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999).
Contributors to Q s k oscillations should be viewed in light of a sound knowledge of the
assumptions behind this method. Laser-Doppler flowmetry employs the Doppler principle
to calculate blood flow, whereby monochromatic, coherent laser light (delivered to the top
1 m m of skin tissue via flexible fiberoptic), becomes shifted in frequency when it is
scattered by moving tissue assumed to be the red blood cells and these shifts are measured
in reflected light (Nilsson et al, 1980; Obeid et al, 1990). The portion of light that strikes
non-moving structures is also reflected, however, frequency shifts are not detected.
Increased cell density and velocity will respectively produce an increased signal amplitude
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and frequency. Electronic processing of the cell density and velocity signal gives a direct
current signal, the amplitude of which reflects the combination of these components and is
the product of red cell density (number per unit volume) and velocity (Nilsson et al, 1980;
Obeid et al, 1990). The flux of red cells is then calculated from the product of red cell
velocity and density, which for a constant haematocrit within the sample volume of tissue,
should be proportional to red cell flow (Nilsson et al, 1980; Obeid et al, 1990). Thus,
factors affecting flow (including both active and passive determinants) that lead to a
transient increase in the velocity or volume of red cells (or a combination of both), could
potentially give rise to measured oscillations in QSk. Unfortunately, one short fall of the
laser-Doppler flowmetry method is that movement results in noise artefact in the laser
signal, thus a repetitive movement (i.e. twitching) m a y also explain these oscillations.
However, this is unlikely, as the high amplitude oscillations have a uniform structure,
which is dissimilar to the noise created by more random movement artefacts.
1.1.3 Possible mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations

For an electric circuit, Ohm's Law describes the relationship between current (I),
resistance (R) and voltage (V), as described in the following equation:

V
I = "j7

Equation 1.1

Thus, current is proportional to voltage and inversely proportional to resistance. This
is analogous to the flow of fluid through a tube, such that flow (Q) of a fluid is proportional
to pressure change (AP; pressure at the start of a tube minus pressure at the end of the tube)
and inversely proportional to resistance (R; Equation 1.2). This relationship has been
further defined by Poiseuille's L a w , which is presented in Section 1.1.3.2.

^ AP „
L) = ~~f

Equation 1.2

Taking into account the relationship between flow, pressure and resistance, it is
possible that the high-amplitude oscillations represent transient increases in blood flow due
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to changes in pressure and resistance. However, this is a very simple representation of flow
and m a y not be directly applicable to the complex mechanisms that control QSk.

Measured Qsk is often highly variable, and is rarely static, with constant oscillations
in flow, which can seem chaotic. The mechanisms that give rise to the high variability of
Q S k have not been fully determined, yet include both active control mechanisms and passive
components which influence Q s k (Lossius and Eriksen, 1995). These mechanisms are
summarised in Figure 1.2 and also explained in the following Sections. These control
mechanism for Q s k also potentially contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations, and the
basis for the potential contribution is addressed.

1.1.3.1 Active control of skin blood flow

Active control of QSk is accomplished by neural, local and humoral mechanisms
(Rowell, 1986; Charkoudian, 2003). These control mechanisms are addressed separately in
the following three Sections.

1.1.3.1.1 Active neural control of skin blood flow

Of all of the potential active control mechanisms for QSk, central neural control has
the greatest consequence, and is determined via important thermal and non-thermal reflexes
(Figure 1.2) (Johnson, 1986; Rowell, 1986). Central neural activity affects all segments of
the cutaneous arteriolar tree (including arteriovenous anastomoses, but with the exception
of the metarterioles, precapillary sphincters and the capillaries), via stimulation of
sympathetic nerve fibres (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Rowell, 1986).

Sympathetic fibres also supply cutaneous venules (Charm and Kurland, 1974;
Rowell, 1986). The majority of postganglionic fibres of the sympathetic nervous system are
noradrenergic (some, such as those associated with sweat glands, are cholinergic; where
acetylcholine is the neurotransmitter), and release norepinephrine (noradrenaline) in
response to stimulation (Pergola et al, 1993; Johnson and Proppe, 1996; Kellogg, 2006).
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HIGH-AMPLITUDE
OSCILLATIONS
ACTIVE C O N T R O L
MECHANISMS

PASSIVE INFLUENCES

Central neural regulation
(via sympathetic nervous system)
Thermal
reflexes

Nonthermal
reflexes

Pressure
Note: Laser-Doppler Flowmetry
(equates Doppler shifts in wave length of
reflected light to red blood cell flow)
R o w = R e d blood cell density (number of cells
per unit volume)* Red blood cell velocity

• Centrally mediated fluctuations in
intravascular pressure due to
cardiac frequency and respiration.
• Local changes in transmural
pressure (vessel collapse). ( 1.1.3.2.1)

(1.1.3.1.1)
i
Non-adrenergic
active
vasodilation

Noradrenergic
Vasoconstriction

Vessel structure
Cutaneous blood flow

•

i
Capacitance
vessels

Local regulation
• Temperature
• A x o n reflex
• Vasoactive substances
• Pre-capillary sphincters
• Vasomotion
• Autoregulation
• Venoarteriolar response
( 1.1.3.1.2)

^

• Branched variable nature of
vascular tree, presence of vascular
structures such as valves. ( 1.1.3.2.2)

Arteriole
Capillary

(Resistance
vessels)

I

Venule

Viscosity of blood
• Blood is two phase fluid (i.e. red
blood cells ( R B C ) and plasma.
• R B C size m a y be greater than
vessel diameter in the
microcirculation, leading to plug
flow.
( 1.1.3.2.3)

Humoral regulation
(i. 1.3.1.3)

Figure 1.2 Potential mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations. Numbers
in brackets refer the reader to relevant Section heading.
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Following stimulation the released norepinephrine binds to the vascular a- and p~
receptors, which act to alter vascular tone (Rowell, 1986). The density and location of these
receptor types (and sub types) is likely to determine the alteration of vascular tone in
response to norepinephrine release; the otj-adrenoceptors lie in the inner layers of smooth
muscle cells of the vessel walls and ©^-adrenoceptors predominate in the outer part (Cankar
et al, 2000). The binding of norepinephrine to an oc-adrenoceptor leads to an influx of
calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, into the cell cytoplasm, initiating contraction of
the vascular smooth muscle (Rowell, 1986; Johnson and Proppe, 1996). Such binding of
norepinephrine to cc-adrenoceptors, occurs in both the arteriole and venule causing both
vaso- and venoconstriction, pushing blood from the periphery to the core (Rowell, 1986).
Although little is written about the binding of norepinephrine to the vascular p V
adrenoreceptors, it is likely that this action causes vasodilation (Crandall et al, 1997;
Stephens et al, 2001). A s the cutaneous vasculature has a predominance of ocadrenoceptors, the vasodilator effects of norepinephrine binding to (^-adrenoceptors is
likely to be small, and the significance of such binding remains to be determined, but m a y
relate to the maintenance of tissue perfusion (Crandall et al, 1997; Stephens et al, 2001;
Kellogg, 2006).

It is generally accepted that norepinephrine is the principal neurotransmitter in
sympathetic noradrenergic vasoconstriction, however, there m a y also be nonnoradrenergic
mechanisms involved (Wallengren, 1997; Stephens et al, 2001; Kellogg, 2006). Cotransmitters such as neuropeptide Y ( N P Y ) and A T P have been suggested (Wallengren,
1997; Stephens et al, 2001). Stephens et al. (2001, 2004) demonstrated that active
vasoconstriction, involves a significant contribution of neuropeptide co-transmission in
non-acral skin, and suggest that N P Y plays a primary role acting on postjunctional N P Y YI
receptors (Stephens et al, 2001; Stephens

et al, 2004). Accordingly, active

vasoconstriction is likely to involve a co-transmitter system and conditions which lead an
increase in neural activity (reduced core and skin temperature, unloading of baroreceptors),
lead to net vasoconstriction in acral skin regions (i.e. palms and soles of feet etc.) (Johnson
and Proppe, 1996; Kellogg, 2006). Consequently, the frequency of stimulus traffic over
these vasoconstrictor fibers determines vessel tone, and increases in QSk are determined via
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a withdrawal of this sympathetic activity (i.e. blood pressure induced passive vasodilation
accompanying smooth muscle relaxation) (Johnson, 1986; Rowell, 1986).

The lower limits of Qsk in non-acral skin regions are also determined by the
sympathetic vasoconstrictor system. However, under conditions of hyperthermia,
vasodilation occurs actively and is greater than that caused by the withdrawal of
vasoconstrictor tone (Johnson and Proppe, 1996; Kellogg, 2006). These increases in Q sk ,
have been attributed to the action of non-adrenergic vasodilator system with an unknown
mechanism (Johnson, 1986; Kellogg, 2006). Although, these mechanisms are poorly
understood, the contribution of the system to Q S k is substantial, with 8 0 - 9 5 % of the total
human cutaneous vascular response to hyperthermia attributed to the activation of this
vasodilator system (Johnson and Proppe, 1996; Kellogg, 2006). Cutaneous active
vasodilation has been linked to the cholinergic nerves that control sweating, as blocking of
these nerves with botulinum toxin attenuates sweating and active vasodilation (Kellogg et
al, 1995). Consequently, the current theories for the coordination of the active vasodilator
response, include mediation by specific non-adrenergic vasodilator nerve fibers (which m a y
also be blocked by botulinum toxin) with an unknown neurotransmitter, but which m a y
involve the release of nitric oxide, or by some neurohumoral action associated with the
activation of the cholinergic sympathetic nerves that supply the sweat glands (i.e. co-release
of a neurotransmitter or vasoactive substance with acetylcholine) (Furchgott and Zawadzki,
1980; Wilkins et al, 2003; Kellogg, 2006). Crandall et al. (1997) showed that sympathetic
active vasodilation was not due to activation of vascular ^-adrenoceptors (Crandall et al,
1997).

The high-amplitude oscillations were first detected in experiments in which subjects
had reduced core temperature, despite having an increased skin temperature(Haley et al,
2004). This m a y have resulted in conflicting temperature signals from these two (core and
skin) thermosensitive regions. The reduced core temperature should have increased
sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone (i.e. causing vasoconstriction), yet in the above mentioned
experiment (see Chapter 2), an increase in Q S k and the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations was observed as core temperature continued to decrease. It was initially
speculated that these results m a y indicate that local skin temperature (see Section 1.1.2.1.2)
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m a y have a dominant influence on skin blood flow, or perhaps a complex interaction of the
sympathetic adrenergic vasoconstrictor and active vasodilator mechanism m a y account for
the high-amplitude oscillations. However, this assumption is highly speculative, and is not
likely, as it has been shown that the active vasodilator mechanism is inactive at core
temperatures below 37°C (Pergola et al, 1993). O n the basis of this, the role of the
sympathetic nervous system in these oscillations m a y be minimal. Furthermore, the action
of neural influences on the cutaneous vessel wall has been suggested to occur in frequency
domain of 0.02 to 0.06 H z (peak ~ 0.04Hz), as sympathectomy and nerve blockade (local
and ganglionic) removes Q s k oscillations in this frequency band within skin blood flow
traces collected via laser-Doppler flowmetry (Kastrup et al, 1989; Stefanovska et al, 1999;
Soderstrom et al, 2003).

Neural control of QSk may also include actions of the parasympathetic nervous system
(Silverman and Stout, 2002). Such control of QSk, has been suggested to reduce the
incidence of local ischaemia, under conditions of adrenergically induced vasoconstriction
and m a y play a role in maintaining microvascular homeostasis (Silverman and Stout,
2002). However, parasympathetic control of Q s k is not well documented and requires
further investigation, prior to consideration of the possible role in the high-amplitude
oscillations.
/. 1.3.1.2 Active local control of skin blood flow

Skin blood flow may also be affected independently of central neural mechanisms by
local factors (Figure 1.2), many of which have been suggested in the literature, and are
briefly summarised below (Taylor et al, 1984; Pergola et al, 1993). First, local control has
been suggested to include a metabolic component, whereby the build up of metabolites
leads to increase in flow via the action of an unknown metabolic vasodilator substance
acting on pre-capillary sphincters (Fung and Zweifach, 1971; Rowell, 1986). However,
blood flow to the cutaneous tissue is usually m u c h greater than that metaboHcally required,
thus vasodilation in response to the build up of metabolites is not a controlling factor under
normal conditions, and m a y only be of consequence with ischaemia, and thus m a y not
contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations (Rowell, 1986; Durand et al, 2004). Other
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local mechanisms that m a y contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations include altered
autoregulation, vasomotion, axon reflexes, the local release of vasoactive substances or a
direct effect of local temperature.

Autoreuglation is term used to describe the local mechanisms which act to maintain
Q s k and attenuate large changes in capillary pressure in situations where perfusion pressure
is altered (Durand et al, 2004). Autoregulation is thought to be a pure myogenic response,
with the arteriolar vascular smooth muscle cells continuously responding to alterations as
vascular pressure, leading to changes in arterial vessel diameter (Rowell, 1986; Johnson,
1991; Durand et al, 2004). This mechanism is of particular importance in brain and kidney
tissue, yet as Q s k at normothermia is greater than that metaboHcally required, the need to
autoregulate blood flow during minor changes of perfusion pressure would be less
important (Durand et al, 2004). Furthermore, Durand et al. (2004) found that
autoregulation of Q S k was only of consequence during large reductions in perfusion
pressure leading to cutaneous vasodilation, and m a y not be significant in healthy subject.
Another example of autoregulation within the vascular system is the venoarteriolar
response, where increases in venous pressure lead to vasoconstriction, occurring via
myogenic or local neural mechanism (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Vissing et al, 1997;
Crandall et al, 2002; Durand et al, 2004). The venoarteriolar response is well documented
in h u m a n skin, and is important in the maintenance of blood flow with changes in whole
body posture, as well as changes in limb position (see Section 1.1.3.2.1) (Jepsen and
Gaehtgens, 1993; Vissing et al, 1997). However, altered transient induction of the
venoarteriolar response or other autoregulatory myogenic mechanisms are unlikely to
explain the high-amplitude oscillations as subjects in the study where the high-amplitude
oscillations were first detected, maintained a static seated posture and these oscillations
were detected under conditions where Q S k was elevated.

Independent to autoregulatory mechanisms, cutaneous smooth muscle activity also
leads to oscillations in Q sk , called vasomotion. Vasomotion is caused by either an inherent,
coordinated, rhythmic contraction of the vascular smooth muscle cells, which is propagated
between cells, and is independent of any neural or humoral influences (Salerud et al, 1983;
Rowell, 1986; Kastrup et al, 1989). Recently it has been suggested from experiments
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conducted in animals that vasomotion, m a y arise from specialised pacemaker interstitial
cells that generate electrical depolarisation, leading the vascular smooth muscle to contract
(Harhun et al, 2005; M c H a l e et al, 2006). Vasomotion is unHkely to contribute to the
high-amplitude oscillations, as it has a characteristic frequency domain from 0.06 to 0.15
H z (peak -0.1 Hz), and gives rise to low-amplitude fluctuations in flow, which m a y be
abolished with tissue heating (Salerud et al, 1983; Kastrup et al, 1989; Soderstrom et al,
2003).

The 'axon reflex' is a proposed local neural mechanism to control Qsk, and it is
thought to be important in the cutaneous tissue response to mild mechanical trauma
(Rowell, 1986; Hornyak et al, 1990; Habler et al, 1997). Such stimulus m a y excite
unmyelinated sensory neurons and cause impulses that are passed centrally and
antidromically (i.e. away from the central nervous system) via the axon branches (Hornyak
et al, 1990). This process could result in the release of vasoactive substances (i.e. the
neuropeptides substance P and calcitonin gene-related peptide), from the excited sensory
nerve endings, causing cutaneous vasodilation, protecting the cutaneous tissue from injury
(Chahl, 1988; Hornyak et al, 1990). These nerves m a y also have basal outflow, which m a y
increase with sympathetic activation, however sympathetic activation above a certain
threshold m a y prevent vasodilation (Habler et al, 1997). Such reflexes are decreased with
cooling, but not during rewarming (Hornyak et al, 1990; Habler et al, 1997). Axonal
reflexes, however are unlikely to explain these local mechanisms, as blockade of the
responsible nerves does not attenuate the increase in blood flow observed following
increases in local tissue temperature (Kellogg, 2006). Axonal reflexes m a y also contribute
to the high-amplitude oscillations. Sympathetically-induced vasoconstriction, and the action
of axon reflexes are antagonistic, where a low stimulation frequency of one causes the
response mediated by the other (Hornyak et al, 1990; Habler et al, 1997). Thus, as
rewarming continues, sympathetic stimulation frequency m a y decrease, allowing axon
reflexes to intermittently control QSk. However, this is a tentative assumption.

Distinct from the local active mechanisms of vasodilation caused by the axon reflex,
the local release of other vasoactive substances is another postulated control mechanism of
Qsk (Kvernmo et al, 1999). These vasoactive substances are usually passive vasodilators
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(i.e. bradykinin, histamine, serotonin and the prostaglandins), and mechanistically are
dependent on intact endothelium to initiate vasodilation (Ignarro, 1989). These vasoactive
substances are stored or synthesised in the vascular smooth muscle, endothelial or mast
cells, and which can act locally to improve tissue perfusion, through smooth muscle cell
relaxation and are often associated with pathological conditions (Rowell, 1986; Ignarro,
1989; K v e r n m o et al, 1999). Nitric oxide is another potent local vasodilator substance,
which induces the formation of cyclic guanosine monophosphate through activation of the
enzyme, guanyl cyclase leading to vasodilation, and is important to basal regulation of
blood flow and also under conditions of stress (i.e. heat stress or increased local sheer
stress) (Ignarro, 1989). T h e exact role of these vasoactive substances in the control of Q s k
has yet to be determined, however, they m a y have physiological significance under both
basal conditions (i.e. nitric oxide) (Furchgott and Zawadzki, 1980; Kellogg et al, 1998) and
in response to tissue injury or hypoxia (Rowell, 1986; Vallance et al, 1989). Given that the
turnover of a vasoactive substance is dependent on both its production and removal from
the micro-vasculature, and these processes can often occur in seconds (Ignarro, 1989), the
local release of vasoactive compounds m a y help explain the high amplitude oscillations.
Such a process could be self-regulating as such compounds m a y be immediately washed
out by the resulting increase in blood flow. However, previous studies have shown that
stimulation of intrinsic vasodilators (i.e. nitric oxide) results in changes to the laser-Doppler
signal frequency at bands of 0.01 H z (Kastrup et al, 1989), and these would not be related
to the current oscillations (Figure L I B ) , which occur at a frequency of -0.4 H z .

Finally, local temperature has been shown to affect Qsk by mechanisms independent
of central sympathetic activation (Pergola et al, 1993). Local cooling of the skin results in
a strong localised vasoconstriction, where QSk can approach zero. This local vasoconstrictor
response is not abolished by proximal nerve blockade, but is attenuated by the local
application of bretylium (inhibits neurotransmission of adrenergic nerves); indicating that a
local noradrenergic mechanism m a y account for this vasoconstriction (Pergola et al, 1993).
A n increased affinity of the vascular smooth muscle a-adrenoceptors to norepinephrine,
local axon reflexes, increased blood viscosity, alterations to smooth muscle function and
other noradrenergic mechanisms m a y also contribute to the vasoconstrictor response to
localised cooling (Kellogg et al, 1993).
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Elevated local skin temperature produces large magnitude increases to Q sk . This
response is biphasic with an initial rapid vasodilation (3-5min), followed by a slight
vasoconstriction and then a slower vasodilation that becomes maximal and plateaus after
25-30 mins (Pergola et al, 1993; Minson et al, 2001; Kellogg, 2006). Several studies have
shown that heating of skin temperature to 42°C induces maximal vasodilation (Taylor et al,
1984), that is not further increased with core heating, and is of a similar magnitude to the
vasodilation induced by treatment with sodium nitroprusside and bretylium tosylate (agents
known to induce vasodilation) (Taylor et al, 1984; Saumet et al, 1998). The initial phase
of vasodilation is mediated by local axon reflexes associated with afferent fibres, as local
anaesthetic attenuates the initial vasodilation, yet proximal nerve blockade has no effect on
this response (Roddie, 1983; Pergola et al, 1993; Minson et al, 2001; Kellogg, 2006). The
activation of the axon reflex causes release of an unknown vasodilatory neurotransmitter
(Kellogg, 2006). Local nerve blockade has no effect on the second phase increase in QSk,
with local warming. The second phase of vasodilation, has been associated with nitric oxide
release, since blocking of nitric oxide synthesis (with L - N A M E ) , reduces and prevents this
secondary vasodilator response (Kellogg et al, 1999; Minson et al, 2001). Others have
suggested that local heating directly affects the vascular smooth muscle and removes the
inherent vasomotor tone (Pergola et al, 1993). Hence, local temperature can be a powerful
controller of Qsk, but it has been shown to neither abolish the response to increased central
vasoconstrictor or vasodilator drive (Johnson et al, 1976; Pergola et al, 1993).
Nonetheless, it could possibly contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations.

1.1.3.1.3 Active humoral control of skin blood flow

In addition, to these neural and local control mechanisms, QSk is also under humoral
control (Figure 1.2) (Rowell, 1986). A n example of humoral control of Q s k can be seen in
the action of circulating epinephrine, where the global release (from adrenal medulla) in
response to stress (mental, hyperthermia, hypoglycaemia, exercise etc.) leads to
vasoconstriction of the cutaneous vessels, as a consequence of epinephrine a-adrenoceptor
binding. Other circulating hormones that m a y

affect Q S k include norepinephrine,

anigotensin II and vasopressin (Rowell, 1986; Dunser et al, 2003). The consequence of
humoral factors in the control of Q S k remains to be established (Rowell, 1986), however,
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these humoral factors are thought not to be important to the high-amplitude oscillations as
they all act as powerful vasoconstrictors, and these oscillations were detected under
conditions where Q s k was increasing.
1.1.3.2 Passive influences on skin blood flow

Active control of Qsk accounts for only some of the high variability seen in QSk
measurements, and work by m a n y researches has shown that Qsk is affected passively by
factors that result from it being a part of an inherently oscillating transport system within a
functioning organism (Figure 1.2) (Stefanovska, 2002).

From Poiseuille's equation, the theoretical flow of fluid with constant viscosity in a
cylindrical rigid vessel with a constant radius and length, is determined by the pressure
drop along the vessel, and gives rise to steady laminar flow profiles (Charm and Kurland,
1974; Li, 2004) (Equation 1.3).

^
7tr4AP
Q = —

Equation 1.3

W h e r e Q = flow
r = inner radius of vessel
A P = change in pressure across vessel
r\ = viscosity of fluid
/ = length of vessel

Unfortunately, the application of this somewhat simple representation of flow to
blood flow in the human body, is difficult, since the only constant from Poiseuille's
relationship which remains potentially unaltered is the vessel length, yet w h e n viewing the
vascular system as a whole, this too can be altered when w e consider the existence of
vascular structures such as arteriovenous anastomoses (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Balar et
al, 1989; Li, 2004). M a n y researchers have sought to describe or simulate blood flow in
the body, and most agree that complicated (and yet to be determined) equations would be
required to accurately describe the high variability of blood flow (Charm and Kurland,
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1974; Balar et al, 1989; Li, 2004). However, in the investigation of sources of variability
in the Q s k signal as collected by laser-Doppler flowmetry, and in considering of the
variables from Poiseuille's equation, it is not hard to imagine the occurrence of oscillating
flows in h u m a n cutaneous vessels. Thus, variables such as pressure (intravascular,
transmural and hydrostatic), vessel structure (radius, elasticity and the branched nature of
the vascular system) as well as properties of the blood itself m a y effect flow passively, and
give rise to true variations (or possibly only disturbances or turbulence) in blood flow that
would appear as oscillations in the Q s k signal, as recorded by laser-Doppler flowmetry
(Charm and Kurland, 1974; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Li, 2004). For example, given
that increases in the laser-Doppler signal can arise from both a change in either or both the
velocity and density of red cells, the interactions of red cells and the vessel wall, could slow
the velocity of red cells movement, leading to a decrease in measured QSk- It is also worth
noting the possible complex interrelationship of these variables, such that changes in one of
these variables is likely to have an affect on others (i.e. alterations in pressure affects vessel
elasticity), which can m a k e investigations to determine the source of blood flow
oscillations all the more difficult.
1.1.3.2.1 Passive influence of pressure on skin blood flow

Alterations in any of the variables from Poiseuille's equation may affect flow in all
sections of the cutaneous vasculature (arterioles, capillaries and venules). Pressure is a
particularly important factor to consider, when examining passive mechanisms that m a y
contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations. Pressure must be evaluated on both a central
level (i.e. centrally mediated oscillations in intravascular pressure due to cardiac frequency
and respiration) and local level, where transmural pressure m a y have large consequences on
vessel structure and blood flow. It is important to note that the cutaneous vasculature m a y
modulate changes in pressure within the local circulation by a process termed
autoregulation and this m a y be viewed as an example of the elasticity of the vascular
system (Section 1.1.3.1.2) (Johnson, 1991; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Durand et al,
2004).
Cardiac function creates oscillations or pulses in blood flow, and the cardiac pressure
wave can clearly be seen in the aorta, yet is generally thought to diminish by the time the
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blood reaches the arterioles (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004). However, the effect of
cardiac function on oscillations in blood flow in the microvasculature has been clearly
demonstrated as intermittent and somewhat smaller pulsations of flow, and these can be
seen in the smaller vessels (Charm and Kurland, 1974; K v e r n m o et al, 1998; Stefanovska
et al, 1999). Furthermore, the arterial pulse wave has been measured in the capillaries, and
the influence of this pulse wave m a y be more evident at higher skin temperatures (Fagrell
et al, 1977). Passive oscillations in intravascular pressure can also occur due to respiratory
function (Miick-Weymann et al, 1996; Stefanovska et al, 1999). A s pressure is the driving
force for blood flow within the body, it is not unexpected that oscillations in intravascular
pressure could giveriseto oscillations in flow, yet the amplitude of these oscillations m a y
be dampened by factors such as vessel elasticity (Li, 2004). T h e current high-amplitude
oscillations have a characteristic frequency of -0.4 H z (Figure L I B ) , and thus the
described lower amplitude oscillations in Qsk due to cardiac frequency (1.6-0.4 H z ) and
respiration (0.4-0.15Hz) m a y contribute to these oscillations.

Transmural pressure, when referring to the cutaneous vessels, is the pressure or
tension across the vessel wall (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Li,
2004). Alterations to transmural pressure m a y lead to oscillations in QSk, due to the effects
on vessel radius which could be particularly of consequence in the capillary and venule,
where the vessel patency is not protected by thick rigid, muscular vessel walls (Li, 2004).
Transient alterations in transmural pressure can occur due to dependency, where the spatial
position of a vessel leads to distension (i.e. venous pooling in upright posture) (Rowell,
1986; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993). The response to an increase in transmural pressure as
suggested by Jepsen and Gaehtgens (1993) is distension of the vessels and a reduction in
total vascular resistance. However, after this initial response blood flow is reduced, due to
vasoconstriction (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993). This process is termed the venoarteriolar
response, and is an example of autoregulation (Section 1.1.3.1.2) (Johnson, 1991; Jepsen
and Gaehtgens, 1993; Durand et al, 2004). The opposite happens on reductions in
transmural pressure to a certain level, and beyond this there is vessel collapse (Jepsen and
Gaehtgens, 1993; Li, 2004). The effect of changes in transmural pressure is dependent on
the pre-existing vessel tone (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993). However, it has been suggested
that a collapsed vessel m a y give rise to self-induced oscillations in flow. Mechanistically,
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this follows the rationale that flow in the collapsed section would be minimal until the build
up of pressure over time (intravascular pressure), prior to the collapsed section, was greater
than the external pressure, and flow would occur (Pedly and Lou, 1998; Bertram et al,
2001). The level of flow for vessel opening is termed the critical opening pressure, and an
increase in flow above this level would continue until such time as the external pressure
again became greater than the internal pressure, and the vessel would return to the
collapsed state (Pedly and Lou, 1998; Bertram et al, 2001). This mechanism, has been
demonstrated during in vitro studies of collapsible tubes, and a similar mechanism m a y
potentially describe the high-amplitude oscillations.

1.1.3.2.2 Passive influence of vessel structures on skin blood flow

The cutaneous microvasculature includes arterioles, venules and capillaries (Charm
and Kurland, 1974). These vessels have an average diameter of 50, 20 and 8 u m
respectively (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Vessel radius in the body varies not only due to
transmural pressure, but also due to the different types of the blood vessels, the branched
structure of the vascular tree, the influence of active control mechanism (as described
previously) and is also passively determined by the elastic properties of the vessels
themselves. The vascular system is a branched system of tubes with varying widths, shapes
and elasticity (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004). Turbulent flow, occurs when smooth
laminar flow is disrupted. T h e branches of the vascular tree structure could potentially give
rise to oscillations or disturbances to flow, as turbulence is created by the flow through this
complex vascular structure (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004), especially when w e
consider the presence of structures such as the venous valves, arteriovenous anastomoses
and precapillary sphincters, which can mechanically alter flow. Mechanical alterations in
Q S k due to the physical movement of such structures m a y explain the high-amplitude
oscillations, though it is unlikely that illumination of these structures themselves are the
source of these oscillations, as it would be virtually impossible to precisely and randomly
locate these structures from the skin surface, within the very small field illuminated by the
laser-Doppler Q s k recording. This, however, does not preclude the effects of these vessel
structures, causing downstream alterations to Q S k contributing to the high-amplitude
oscillations.
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1.1.3.2.3 Passive influence of the viscosity of blood on skin blood flow

Blood is not a uniform liquid, it comprises of a suspension of cells in plasma
(Charm and Kurland, 1974). The interaction of particles within a fluid can cause variations
in flow patterns, furthermore the interaction of fluids with the vessel wall will also cause
disturbances to flow (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lipowsky, 1995). Although the effects of
viscosity on blood flow have been assumed to be relatively small, and of far less
consequence than the elastic properties of the vessels, there are situations where viscosity
could be considered important (Lipowsky, 1995; Li, 2004). Fluid in contact with the vessel
wall, does not slip, forming a boundary layer, where flow at the vessel wall is zero and flow
in the centre of the vessel is not impeded by viscous forces (Charm and Kurland, 1974;
Lipowsky, 1995). This boundary layer can exist all the way to the centre of the vessel in the
case of fluids with low flow and high viscosity (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Thus, blood
flow in larger vessels m a y not be greatly affected by blood viscosity. A s plasma, which has
a fairly low viscosity, flows at the edges of vessels and the more viscous or solid particles
flow in the vessel centre (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004). Temperature and osmotic
pressure m a y also affect blood and plasma viscosity (i.e. increasing temperature decreases
blood and plasma viscosity, and increased plasma protein concentration, increases plasma
viscosity) (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004). Experiments conducted in vitro, have
shown that red blood cell deformability is increased at temperatures above 36.8°C, and this
m a y be of consequence during blood flow through the capillary affecting flow
characteristics (Artmann et al, 1998).

In humans, capillary radius averages approximately 8 urn and red blood cell diameter
is 7-8 um, thus the red blood cells must contort to flow through the microcirculation
(Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lipowsky, 1995; Li, 2004). Thus, viscosity m a y not be a factor
affecting flow in capillaries, as much as blood flow in a two-phase (plasma and cells)
system, where cells conform to 'stacked or edge-on flow' dynamics depending on vessel
diameter (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Capillaries are not innervated and capillary radius
responds passively to internal, transmural and hydrostatic pressure (Charm and Kurland,
1974). However, when the vessel diameter is greater than the cell diameter, generally
plasma flows along the edges of the vessels and cells flow in the centre. Yet, as vessel
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diameter decreases, cells must deform to fit through the capillary, and can form plugs or
instantaneous blockages to flow as they perform these conformational changes (Charm and
Kurland, 1974). It is in this w a y that flow within the capillary could appear to oscillate (i.e.
low flow as plugs form, increased flow when cells changes shape to fit through reduced
capillary diameter) (Charm and Kurland, 1974). M o r e cells equates to more plugs and more
irregular flow. However, it has been shown that the total amount of capillary flow is not
affected by haemoconcentration (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Accordingly, this plugaffected type flow is another mechanism, which m a y contribute to the high-amplitude
oscillations.

The pressure around the red blood cell affects its ability to deform, as does the elastic
properties of the cell (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lipowsky, 1995). Shear stress is a term
given to the resisting force that represents the deformation of a fluid to the direction of
flow, and is thought not to be important to flow with in larger vessels (Busse and Fleming,
1995; Lipowsky, 1995). However, in smaller vessels (where red blood cell size approaches
vessel diameter), shear stress is increased as the red blood cells deform to fit through the
vessel, leading to increases in capillary radius to reduce friction (Charm and Kurland, 1974;
Lipowsky, 1995). Situations that give rise to increases in shear stress, such as the increased
blood viscosity seen with polycythaemia (i.e. increase haematocrit), could trigger the
release of vasoactive substances (nitric oxide) (Defouilloy et al, 1998). The local release of
such substances is thought to help prevent blockades in vessels due to vasodilation (Busse
and Fleming, 1995). These results highlight the importance of consideration of the passive
contributors to Q S k when studying rhythmical flow oscillations in the cutaneous vessels, and
the mechanisms, which potentially contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations.
1.1.4 Summary of mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations

Of the possible mechanisms described above (Figure 1.2), the following can be
excluded. First, humoral regulation due to the fact that, most humoral regulators act as
powerful vasoconstrictors, and the high-amplitude oscillations were first detected when Q s k
was elevated. Second, these oscillations are unlikely to be due to illumination of a specific
vessel structure, since it is improbable that precise placement of the laser-Doppler probe
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could occur over a specific vessel in multiple subjects. Third, w e have also excluded local
mechanisms such as vasomotion, as this process has a characteristic frequency of 0.1 H z
and gives rise to low-amplitude fluctuations in QSk, which m a y be abolished with tissue
heating (Salerud et al, 1983; Kastrup et al, 1989; Soderstrom et al, 2003). Thus, w e
believe these oscillations are not related to normal spontaneous vasomotion of the vascular
smooth muscle. W e

also believe these oscillations are not related to myogenic

autoregulatory mechanisms, since Q S k under most circumstances is far greater than
metabolic requirements (Durand et al, 2004). Therefore, the following mechanisms remain
as possible explanations of the high-amplitude oscillations: neural, local and passive
determinants of Q S k (see Figure 1.2). The principal theme of this series of experiments is to
evaluate s o m e of these mechanisms using both animals and humans, and to possibly further
elucidate mechanistic contributors to the high-amplitude oscillations.

1.2 PURPOSE
The focus of this thesis is upon Qsk, and specifically the investigation of what we
believe to be novel, high-amplitude oscillations in QSk, first reported during passive
rewarming from a mild hypothermic state (Haley et al, 2004). Herein, w e present a
detailed description of these Q S k responses, an investigation of the potential mechanisms
contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations (as summarised in Figure 1.2), and a
discussion of the possible physiological relevance. The exact mechanisms controlling Q S k
are yet to be fully determined, thus a possible concomitant benefit of investigating these
high-amplitude oscillations, is the possibility of gaining insight into the poorly understood
control mechanisms of QSk- Our particular focus was on active and passive contributions to
Q sk , and h o w these m a y affect the high-amplitude oscillations. In the context of this thesis,
active contributions relate to experiments in which the effects of thermal and non-thermal
reflex manipulations on the high-amplitude oscillations were investigated. In addition, the
experiments conducted to explore the passive contribution focus on central and local
alterations in intravascular and transmural pressures, which determine QSk-

The QSk measurements collected in these experiments are considered and valued on
two levels. First, blood flow is treated as an average flow, and is evaluated to determine
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h o w flow changes in response to the actions of various control mechanisms (i.e.
sympathetic nervous system) in the maintenance of homeostasis. Second blood flow is
considered, as a biological signal, which is analysed using traditional signal-processing
methods, thus, enabling evaluation as a contributor to oscillations in the raw Q S k signal.
Both levels have been included, with the view that additional information could be gained
about the mechanisms behind the high-amplitude oscillations. Moreover, since another
primary focus of this research was to characterise the high-amplitude oscillations, the data
analysis methods included the development of a specific method to identify and describe
the features of the high-amplitude oscillations. This approach is not c o m m o n to the
investigation of QSk, yet was deemed important as a high level of detail m a y be required to
elucidate mechanistic contributors to the high-amplitude oscillations.

The following Chapters contain a description of the experiment in which the highamplitude oscillations were first detected and the processes taken to validate the unexpected
Q S k responses (Chapter 2). Second, an explanation of the approach to analysis of these
oscillations is presented (Chapter 3). Next, a series of experiments testing the following
hypotheses is reported in Chapters 4-8. Last, with a focus on the factors presented in Figure
1.2, a discussion of the conclusions drawn regarding possible mechanistic contributors to
the high-amplitude oscillations is included.

1.3 HYPOTHESES
It was hypothesised that:

1) Thermal mechanisms contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations, and these are
related to an elevated skin or local temperature, and occur independently of core
temperature.

The high-amplitude oscillations were first detected in subjects during rewarming from
cold exposure. The high-amplitude oscillations were not present in prior thermoneutral
measurements of QSk, and occurred despite subjects experiencing an afterdrop in core
temperature (see Chapter 2). Since an increased frequency of the high-amplitude
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oscillations is seen in combination with increases to skin temperature with rewarming, a
causal relationship m a y exist. This hypothesis is explored in Chapters 4 and 5, which
present results from experiments conducted in humans and using an animal model.

2) If the high-amplitude oscillations represent a local biological, and possibly a
physiologically significant process, then these oscillations will be attenuated by
topical application of anaesthetic at one skin site, yet will remain at a contralateral
but non-treated skin site.

Active central and local mechanisms in the control of QSk, primarily act to modify
vessel tone, via altering the constrictive state of the vascular smooth muscle. Topical
application of anaesthetic, could remove the central and local active influences on QSk,
and thus m a y attenuate the high-amplitude oscillations, in response to whole-body
heating. The experiment exploring this hypothesis is presented in Chapter 6.

3) Local passive, non-thermal mechanisms may contribute to the physical
mechanisms associated with the high-amplitude oscillations and these oscillations
m a y involve either the collapsible tube or plug flow conditions.

The laser-Doppler method equates movement to flow, such that increases in flow could
represent either increases in velocity or volume of red cells (or both). T w o possible
passive mechanisms that could contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations; the
collapsible tube or plug flow conditions. These could exist respectively in venules and
capillaries, (i.e. due to the relative size of the red blood cell and vessel lumen). In the
collapsible tube hypothesis, the high-amplitude oscillations represent flow w h e n the
venule lumen is open, and the low level of flow between the oscillations relates to the
collapsed vessel. The plug flow hypothesis relates to the deformation of red blood cells
through the capillary vessel lumen, such that the high-amplitude oscillations represent
high velocity red cell m o v e m e n t after deformation, and low flows represent periods
where the red blood cell is in the process of deformation, and velocity is slow. Local
transmural pressure and flow changes would greatly affect both these flow dynamics.
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Thus, the experiments presented in Chapter 7, aim to explore this hypothesis, through
manipulations of local pressure and flow.

4) The high-amplitude oscillations may be related to cardiac or respiratory function.

The cardiac and respiratory frequency domains for the control of QSk are 0.4-1.6 Hz and
0.15-0.4 H z respectively. The high-amplitude oscillations have an approximate
frequency of 0.4 H z and thus m a y be related to the influences of cardiac frequency and
or respiration on QSk. The experiment presented in Chapter 8, explored to contribution
of cardiac and respiratory function to the high-amplitude oscillations.
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CHAPTER 2: DESCRIPTION OF ORIGINAL METHOD FOR INDUCING HIGHAMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS IN SKIN BLOOD FLOW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Blood flow to the skin is more variable than any other vascular bed. This is primarily
due to the thermoregulatory changes that occur in response to both metabolic activity and
ambient temperature (Kakihana et al, 1998). The variability of h u m a n skin blood flow
(Qsk), has been analysed by m a n y groups, with several rhythmical oscillations identified
and classified into frequency domains for the control of Q S k oscillations (Kano et al, 1993;
Bernardi et al, 1997; Stefanovska et al, 1999). High-amplitude oscillations generally fall
within the cardiac frequency domain of Q s k (Stefanovska et al, 1999). However,
oscillations of large magnitude (i.e. up to a seven-fold increase), such as the current highamplitude oscillations, have not, to our knowledge, previously been reported. These
oscillations appeared to be a novel physiological phenomenon, which w e have briefly
described in the literature (Haley et al, 2004). This Chapter aims to provide further detail
of the experiments in which the high-amplitude oscillations where first detected, and the
processes taken to validate these unexpected Q s k results. Further, an initial characterisation
of these oscillations is included, and is the primary purpose of this Chapter.

Skin blood flow data is most commonly analysed in one of two ways. First, it is taken
as an average of data collected over extended periods (5 seconds to several minutes)
(Johnson et al, 1984; Rendell et al, 1998; Crandall et al, 2002; Davison et al, 2004). The
second analysis method involves signal-processing techniques to determine the frequency
components within a sample of data (Kano et al, 1993; Bernardi et al, 1997; Stefanovska
et al, 1999). The later method gives insight to contributors to oscillations in Q s k (such as
cardiac frequency and respiration (Kano et al, 1993; Bernardi et al, 1997; Stefanovska et
al, 1999)), whereas the former gives a global measure of changes in flow, which is
insensitive to flow patterns and oscillations that contribute to overall flow. W e believe the
use of these traditional data analysis techniques, m a y be responsible for the high-amplitude
oscillations not previously being detected by other researchers. However, it is also probable
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that these oscillations are a function of the experimental design from which they were first
observed.

In the above mentioned study, and as described in this Chapter (i.e. the experiments
where the high-amplitude oscillations were first detected), w e used a non-specific betablocker to reduce (3-adrenergic tone, and subjects were then pre-cooled and subsequently
heated from a hypothermic state. Unfortunately, these methods were not specifically
designed to explore Q s k , on a level greater than a simple assessment of the changes in Q sk ,
in response to these stimuli. Thus, in the initial section of this Chapter a discussion of the
rationale of the experimental protocol is included. A concomitant to the lack of specificity
of these methods to Q s k responses is a limited capacity to interpret possible mechanisms
contributing

to

the high-amplitude

oscillations. Nonetheless, the

high-amplitude

oscillations were detected under conditions where core and skin temperature were
changing, and hence m a y be related to thermoregulatory mechanisms for the control of QSk-

Based on the results of the experiment presented in this Chapter, the first hypothesis
of this thesis (Section 1.3) was formed. It was hypothesised that the high-amplitude
oscillations m a y be related to an elevated skin temperature and m a y occur independently of
core temperature, and this hypothesis is tested in Chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis. However,
a discussion of the possible influences of adrenergic control and deep-body thermal state on
these high-amplitude oscillations as well as other potential mechanisms contributing to
these oscillations is included in Section 2.4 of this Chapter, to provide the rationale in
forming this hypothesis.
2.1.1 Rationale of experimental protocol

Environmental temperature affects energy metabolism and may influence body
composition in humans (Roberts, 1978; Katzmarzyk and Leonard, 1998). A proposed
mechanism for this affect is via the adipocyte-derived peptide hormone leptin, which has
been implicated in control mechanisms of energy intake and expenditure in animals and
humans studies (Martinez et al, 2000; Forbes et al, 2001). Studies have shown that normal
circulating leptin levels are required for long-term control of fat mass, as mutations in
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leptin and leptin receptor genes are disruptive to energy homeostasis in rats, and such
mechanisms m a y also relate to h u m a n energy balance (Clement et al, 1996; Montague et
al, 1997; Trayhurn et al, 1999). Decreased levels of leptin are associated with weight gain,
whereas increases in leptin have been shown to decrease caloric intake and body mass
(Havel, 2000; Martinez et al, 2000). Control mechanisms of leptin production remain
unresolved. However, recent in vivo and in vitro experiments in humans have shown
decreased leptin concentrations and reduced leptin secretion respectively with reduced
temperature (i.e. in vivo temperatures: -6.3 °C ambient or 18°C cool-water immersion and
in vitro temperatures range: 27-34.5°C) (Peino et al, 2000; Ricci et al, 2000; Zeyl et al,
2004). It is uncertain h o w environmental temperature alters in vivo leptin levels, wholebody energy balance or adipocyte metabolism, however these studies clearly show an acute
effect of temperature on leptin concentration. The majority of h u m a n adipose tissue is
located in the subcutaneous depot, where it is susceptible to environmental temperature
fluctuations (Astrup et al, 1980). Therefore, it m a y be plausible to assume that long-term
alterations in temperature could effect plasma leptin concentration, and this m a y be part of
an adaptive mechanism which changes body adiposity, thus providing an appropriate level
of insulation for the body core (Zeyl et al, 2004).

The effects of reduced environmental temperature on leptin turnover could be
centrally-mediated via increased sympathetic outflow (reducing leptin synthesis) or due to
altered perfusion of the adipose tissue (reducing the release of synthesised leptin). However
local effects of temperature changes m a y also contribute. Zeyl (2006), hypothesised that in
vivo studies could be conducted to determine the relative contributions of elevated leptin
production and increased rate of perfusion in subcutaneous adipose tissue during
rewarming by kinetic analysis of plasma leptin levels in humans with and without
sympathetic (3-blockade. During these experiments designed to explore leptin kinetics
during rewarming from a cold exposure, w e were measuring Q s k via laser-Doppler
flowmetry, and inadvertently noticed reproducible high-amplitude oscillations in the raw
QSk signal. In these experiments w e were also interested in the effects of (3-blockade on
leptin kinetics during rewarming, thus subjects completed the experimental protocol on two
separate occasions; one with and one without the non-specific fi-blocker propranolol.
Comprehensive details of these experiments are reported elsewhere (Zeyl, 2006), however
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the focus of that work was not on the high-amplitude oscillations. Thus parts of this
experiment are reproduced here, with reference only to the methods and results as they
relate to Qsk and the high-amplitude oscillations.

2.2 METHODS
2.2.1 Subjects

Healthy males (n=l) and females (n=l) aged 21-53 years (mean = 28.9 ± 9
participated in a two-day, cold-water immersion and rewarming study with, and without
(control), a (3-adrenoceptor blocker (propranolol). The Human Research Ethics Committee
of the University of Wollongong approved the study protocol, and subjects provided
written, informed consent. Subject physical characteristics (mean + S.D. of measurements
collected on both experimental days) are presented in Table 2.1. Subjects' height and mass
were measured using a stadiometer (Holtain Ltd., Crymych, U.K.) and platform scale
(A&D, Model No., FW-150k, Milpitas, CA, U.S.A) respectively. Skin folds were measured
at seven sites (triceps, biceps, subscapular, supraspinal, mid-abdominal, medial calf and
mid-thigh; Harpenden caliper, Eiyoken-type, Maikosha Co Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and the sum
of seven skinfolds is presented in Table 2.1. Trials with female subjects were conducted
one or two months (mean 34.7 ±15.1 days, range = 21-57 days) apart to reduce withinsubject variation due to the menstrual cycle, whereas the trials with male subjects were held
at least two weeks apart (mean 21.0 ± 6.4 days, range = 14-28 days).
2.2.2 Protocol

On testing days, fasted (overnight) subjects arrived at the laboratory
subject then received a standardised breakfast of 38 kJ-kg"1 with 5 ml kJ-kg"1 fluid (as
foods). Subjects then rested (seated) until 1000 h, following which subjects clothed in
swimwear received instrumentation, before transferral to a thermoneutral (28°C) climate
chamber to allow thermoneutral Qsk data collection. Subjects maintained a seated posture
from this time until the end of the trial. At 1100 h during the propranolol trials only,
subjects received 80 mg of propranolol hydrochloride (Deralin: Alphapharm Pty. Ltd.,
Australia) orally.
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Table 2.1 Subject characteristics: * indicates a significant difference between females and
males (P<0.05).

Subject

Gender

Age

Height

Mass

S u m of seven

(yr)

(cm)

(kg)

skinfolds ( m m )

1

F

24

162.9

51.9

116.8

2

F

25

169.0

64.4

105.8

3
4

F

22

170.2

67.2

186.9

F

30

160.7

73.3

265.8

5

F

21

176.0

60.9

113.5

6

F

30

165.1

68.7

110.5

7

F

23

170.0

61.4

139.5

25.0

167.7 *

64.0*

148.4

5.2

6.9

58.9

188.2

96.3

142.2

Mearl (females)
SD

8

M

3.7
37

9

M

21

178.0

70.4

105.1

10

M

24

179.0

81.7

147.4

11

M

175.4

85.8

185.1

12

M

39
21

181.6

90.1

186.8

13

M

34

185.5

79.7

63.2

14

M

53

180.0

85.4

114.0

Mean (males)

32.7

181.1

84.2

134.8

SD

11.7

4.4

8.2

44.5

Overail Mean

28.9

174.4

74.0

141.6

SD

9.2

8.3

12.7

50.7
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Propranolol, is competitive antagonist which targets (3-adrenoeeptor sites, competing
with sympathetically released substances (i.e. norepinephrine and epinephrine) for available
^-adrenoceptor binding sites. Thus, propranolol reduces the effect of sympathetic activity
on ^-adrenoceptors and is termed non-specific as it affects all (3-adrenoceptor subtypes
(product information; Alphapharm, Australia 2005). Within the body there are three known
(3-adrenoceptor subtypes, which are designated Pi, 02 and (33. In cardiac tissue the p Y
adrenoceptor subtype predominates and sympathetic stimulation of this receptor leads to an
increase in myocardial contractility and cardiac frequency (Strosberg, 1995). Sympathetic
stimulation of (^-adrenoceptors (found in the lungs, gastrointestinal tract, liver, uterus,
vascular smooth muscle, and skeletal muscle) leads to relaxtion of smooth mucsle and the
breakdown of glycogen (i.e. liver and skeletal muscle) (Strosberg, 1995). The p Y
adrenoceptor subtype is associated with fat tissue (Collins et al., 2004), and stimulation of
this receptor induces lipolysis (Collins et al, 2004). After ingestion propranolol is rapidly
and almost completely absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract, reaching peak plasma
concentrations in 1-3 hours after a single dose (product information; Alphapharm, Australia
2005). Following absorption, propranolol is metabolised by the liver and has a plasma halflife of 3-6 hours, however the duration of pharmacological effect is longer (product
information; Alphapharm, Australia 2005).

At 1200 h (i.e. allowing adequate time for propranolol absorption) in both the control
and propranolol trials, subjects commenced chest-deep cool-water immersion in a seated
upright posture (18°C ± 0.05), and continued for 60 min. The immersion was followed
immediately by rewarming (60 min), in which subjects remained in swimwear and rested in
a heated climate chamber (40°C ± 0.22), enabling the investigation of changes in Q s k during
rewarming. Following the rewarming period, subject instrumentation was removed.
2.2.3 Measurements

2.2.3.1 Skin blood flow

Skin blood flow (Qsk) was estimated using single-point laser-Doppler flowmetry (TSI
Laserflo B P M 2 with a P-435 laser fibre optic probe, Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.;
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internal refresh rate -7 Hz). Prior to thermoneutral data collection a fibre optic probe holder
(Figure 2.1) was glued (Collodion®, Mavidon Medical Products), to the right mid-anterior
thigh, and remained in position throughout the experiment. This device was deemed
critical, since it allowed measurement from exactly the same site during both the
thermoneutral and rewarming periods. Skin blood flow data were also collected during the
first 2 min of every 15-min period of the rewarming phase. These data were collected at 20
H z using an eight channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIOA18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and passed to a computer for storage.

2.2.3.2 Tissue temperature

Rectal, skin, air and water temperatures were collected throughout the experiment at
0.2 H z using thermistors connected to a data logger (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant
Instruments Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). All thermistors were calibrated following previously
established methods (Regan, 1998) as described in Appendix One. Results were reported
after raw data were corrected using calibration equations gained from this process.

Core temperature (Tc) was measured at the rectum (Tre), using a thermistor, inserted
12 c m beyond the anal sphincter (FF Type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow
springs, O H , U.S.A.). Skin temperature (TSk) was measured using thermistors (EU type,
Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.) secured to the skin at
eight sites (forehead, left upper chest, right scapula, right upper arm, left forearm, left hand,
right mid-anterior thigh and the left calf). M e a n skin temperature (TSk) was derived from an
area-weighted summation from the temperature measurements at the above mentioned sites
(International Standards Organisation, 1992).

Tsk= (((Tforehead + Tarm + Tforearm)*0.07) + ((TSCapula + Tchest)*0.175) + (Thand*0.05) + (T^*

0.19) + (Tcaif*0.20))

Equation 2.1
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Figure 2.1 Perspex laser-Doppler probe holder with laser-Doppler flowmetry probe. Probe
holder was glued to subject's leg to enable measurement from exactly the same site
throughout the experimental protocols.
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M e a n body temperature (Tb) was calculated from T c and TSk, using the weightings of
0.75 and 0.25 during normothermia, 0.65 and 0.35 during cold-water immersion and 0.8
and 0.2 (for T c and TSk respectively) during rewarming (Hardy and DuBois, 1938).
2.2.3.3 Cardiac frequency and blood pressure

To ascertain the efficacy of the propranolol treatment, since blocking of cardiac pY
adrenoceptors, was expected to reduce cardiac frequency (fc), ventricular depolarisation
was measured at 0.2 H z throughout both trials (Model PE3000, Polar Electro Sport Tester,
Kempele, Finland). Blood pressure was measured using auscultation during both trials prior
to immersion (for the propranolol trial, this corresponded to 30 minutes after propranolol
ingestion), and at ten-minute intervals during the rewarming. M e a n arterial pressure was
calculated using the formula ((systolic-diastolic)/3) + diastolic.
2.2.4 Data analysis

The laser-Doppler method is extremely sensitive to movement artefact, which
intermittently causes noise in the Q s k signal. If such noise was noted, during an experiment,
the time was recorded and the movement artifact was later removed (Figure 2.2) After
removal of noise artifact, Q s k data were analysed first to provide a simple mean flow across
the 2-minute blocks. W h e n

high-frequency oscillations were detected, data were

fractionated to isolate baseline (i.e. the data points of the Q s k signal between the highamplitude oscillations) and peak data; these were averaged separately (see Chapter 3,
Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 for details). The characteristic feature of the highamplitude oscillations, was a large magnitude change in the amplitude of Q s k signal, and
this differed from the baseline data which had m u c h smaller changes in amplitude of the
Qsk signal. Thus, w e utilized the differences in amplitude between data points of the Q s k
signal to classify the high-amplitude oscillations, from baseline data, and formulated an
automated analysis technique. The basis of this analysis technique, included identification
of a threshold to classify the high-amplitude oscillations (termed peak data) from the
baseline of the signal (non-peak data) and processing of data using an peak identification
algorithm to provide characteristics of the high-amplitude oscillations.
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Figure 2.2 Skin blood flow trace (as measured using laser-Doppler flowmetry from the
mid-anterior thigh at 28°C) from one subject showing movement artifact. Time points from
-5-6 and -8-9 min correspond to subject movement, as noted during data collection. These
time points were excluded from analysis.
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For the current data set a threshold of 90 A U was used for peak classification, and
this threshold was determined, after analysing, the distribution of the Q s k of the signal, with
the threshold selection based on having both an adequate sensitivity (i.e. ability to detect
and correctly classify peak data) and specificity (ability to classify non-peak data correctly),
A n accuracy score for classification for the threshold of 90 A U , was 0.96 and deemed
adequate for the process of classification as a perfect score giving 1 0 0 % accuracy in
classification would have a score of 1 (Section 3.3.2). Put simply, via the algorithm, each
data point in the Q s k signal, was evaluated and when a large (i.e. greater than 9 0 A U )
difference between data points was detected, this data was classified as peak data. The peak
identification algorithm, contained routines to analyse the peak data, and provided details of
the frequency (Hz), width (ms), and peak height ( A U ) of the high-amplitude oscillations.
Data classified as non-peak data via the algorithm, were averaged to give baseline flow
(AU). In addition the amplitude of the oscillations was calculated as peak height - baseline
flow ( A U ; Figure 2.3). All Q s k data, with the exception of peak frequency (Hz) and width
(ms) are presented in arbitrary units (AU: linear scale).

At normothermia, thermal data were averaged for the two minutes coinciding with the
Qsk collection period. Thermal data during both the cold water-immersion and the
rewarming were calculated as 2 min averages, for 1 min prior and 1 min after each 5 min
interval of the rewarming period. The averages calculated for the time points 5, 20, 35 and
50 min of rewarming coincide with the Q S k measurements. Local temperature at the site of
Qsk measurement was estimated from skin (Tsk-thigh) temperature measurements collected
from the thigh. These measurements were averaged as for the other thermal data. The
cardiac frequency data were averaged in the same manner as the thermal data for
measurements taken in the thermoneutral and rewarming data collection periods. Subject's
mean arterial pressure was averaged for thermoneutral measurements, and for each
measurement at ten-minute intervals of the rewarming phase of the experiment. All Q sk ,
thermal and cardiovascular data are reported for n = 14 in the control study and n = 14 for
the propranolol study until 80 minutes (following 20 min of rewarming), thereafter data are
reported for n = 12, due to the inability of two subjects to complete the experimental
protocol.
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Figure 2.3 Skin blood flow trace (arbitrary units; A U ) for one subject during rewarming in
a heated climate chamber (40°C) after cold-water immersion. The oscillations in this case
consist of a high-amplitude peak (-1200AU), extending from a stable baseline flow
(-100AU) (Haley et al, 2004). The dashed line i indicates the baseline portion of the skin
blood flow signal, whereas the absolute height of the dashed line // marks the peaks height.
The amplitude of the high-amplitude oscillations is defined as baseline minus the peak
height.
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Statistical analysis for Qsk, thermal and cardiovascular measurements consisted of a
compound M A N O V A (effects: time, treatment and time by treatment interaction) and were
used to compare differences between the two treatments (control and propranolol). Both
genders responded similarly, with no between-gender differences being evident (P>0.05,
except physical characteristics; Table 2.1). Thus, data were pooled for analysis. All thermal
(°C), cardiac frequency (beats per minute) and blood pressure ( m m H g ) results are reported
as means ± the standard error, unless otherwise stated. Alpha was set at 0.05.

2.3 RESULTS
2.3.1 Cardiac frequency and blood pressure
Cardiac frequency (fc) was significantly decreased with cold-immersion for both the
control and propranolol trials, however upon rewarming there was a gradual increase in
heart rate that was approximately linear (Figure 2.4 A; F[io,3] = 45.24, P = 0.0011).
Treatment with propranolol significantly reduced resting heart rate (-10 b-min"1)
throughout the propranolol trial and a significant treatment and time interactions were also
found, with propranolol suppressing the rise in heart with rewarming (F[i,i3] = 41.11,
P<0.0001). This result was important indicating effective (31-adrenoceptor blockade, by the
propranolol treatment. D u e to the non-specific nature of propranolol, it is assumed that the
p*2 and P3 -adrenoceptor subtypes were also affected.
At normothermia, mean arterial pressure averaged 80.29 ± 2.75 mmHg in the control
study and averaged 80.36 + 3.07 m m H g , 30 min after propranolol ingestion. Upon,
rewarming mean arterial pressure increased slightly under both conditions (control and
propranolol) and measured 88.06 ± 2.30 m m H g and 88.94 ± 2.97 m m H g respectively, at
the end of the rewarming period. N o significant differences were found between
measurements at normothermia and during rewarming, nor was a treatment effect of
propranolol detected (P>0.05).
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Figure 2.4 Cardiac frequency (A), rectal (B), mean body (C), mean skin and local skin
temperature at the right mid anterior thigh (Tsk-thigh; D ) during thermoneutral seated rest
(28°C; t = 0), and during 60 min rewarming in a heated climate chamber (40°C) after 60
min of cool-water immersion (chest-deep; 18°C) for both control and propranolol trials
(80mg single oral dose). Data are means ± standard errors (n = 14 control trial and for n =
14 for the propranolol trials for measurements up to 80 min, thereafter n = 12). * refers to a
significant time effect and ** refers to a significant treatment effect (P<0.05).
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2.3.2 Tissue temperature

Cool-water immersion produced a gradual T r e decline for both conditions, and a postimmersion afterdrop, with m i n i m u m values being observed at 50 min (F[io,3] =26.19, P =
0.0106) of rewarming (36.2 ± 0.1 °C (control), 36.0 ± 0.2°C (propranolol) Figure 2.4 B ) .
M e a n T s k tracked environmental temperature, increasing rapidly during rewarming, from
31.0 + 0.3°C (control) and 30.8 ± 0.2°C to 35.3 + 0.2°C (control) and 35.0 ±0.3°C (Figure
2.4 B; F[io,3] = 1231.45, P<0.0001). Local temperature at the site of Q s k recording, as
represented by Tsk-thigh, was reduced by cold-immersion for both the control and
propranolol trials, and increased rapidly in both trials during rewarming (Figure 2.4 D;
F[io,3] = 1161.35, P<0.0001). M e a n body temperature was decreased from basal levels
under both conditions (control and propranolol) by cold-water immersion. U p o n
rewarming, T b gradually returned to pre-immersion levels and was slightly elevated above
these levels by the cessation of rewarming (Figure 2.4 C; F[in,3] = 1176.33, P < 0.0001).
Neither Tre, TSk, Tb, nor local temperatures of Tsk-thigh showed a significant main effect for
propranolol treatment, or a significant interaction of treatment and time (P>0.05).
2.3.3 Skin blood flow

2.3.3.1 Validation

The high-amplitude oscillations were first noted during data collection and appeared
to be a novel phenomenon, however it was initially considered that experimental or
equipment problems were the source of the oscillations. Collaborative investigations were
conducted to validate the skin blood flow recordings and confirm the biological nature of
these blood flow responses (Haley and Bathis, 2001; unpublished observations). The
following summarises the outcomes of these investigations, as it was important to exclude
non-biological factors as possible contributors to these oscillations.

First, noise artefact (i.e. created by subject movement; Figure 2.2) was excluded as an
explanation for the oscillations, as subject movement was limited in experiments and the
use of the specially designed perspex probe holder (Figure 2.1), substantially reduced
movement of the laser probe. Additionally, the high-amplitude oscillations have a highly
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reproducible structure, which is dissimilar to the random structure of noise artefact created
by movement.

Second, an interaction between the internal refresh rate of the blood perfusion
monitor (-7 H z ) and the sampling frequency (20 H z ) was suspected as a source of the highamplitude oscillations. The occurrence of such an interaction was evaluated and the
experiment was repeated, with the signal from the blood perfusion monitor collected via the
analogue to digital converter and also a high speed chart recorder (Hioki model 8831; Hioki
E E Corporation, Nagano Japan) with sampling rate of 500 kHz. Skin blood flow data
collected in this repeat experiment, confirmed the absence of the high-amplitude
oscillations prior to immersion and the presence of these oscillations during the rewarming
period. The high-amplitude oscillations were present and similar in the Q S k recordings from
both the data collected using the analogue to digital converter and the high speed chart
recorder (Figure 2.5).

An effect of ambient temperature (~40°C) on the experimental equipment during the
rewarming period was the final factor considered to account for the high-amplitude
oscillations. In another repeat experiment the data collection equipment (laser-Doppler
flowmeter) was externalised from the climate chamber (via specially designed openings in
the chamber walls) and only the fibre optic probe was exposed to the heat, during the
rewarming period. The high-amplitude oscillations were still evident in the Q S k recordings
during rewarming, despite housing the laser-Doppler flowmeter at approximately 20°C
throughout the entire experiment. Combined the results of these three investigations
demonstrate that the data collection procedures did not introduce the high-amplitude
oscillations to the Q S k signal. Thus, it was concluded that biological processes m a y account
for these oscillations and the next section provides an initial characterisation of the highamplitude oscillations.
2.3.3.2 Initial characterisation of the high-amplitude oscillations
Thermoneutral QSk from both the control and propranolol experiments confirmed the
absence of high-amplitude oscillations within the raw Q S k data. However, oscillations were
present during rewarming. Thermoneutral Q S k data (measured at 28°C) are presented in
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Figure 2.5 High-speed chart recording of high-amplitude oscillations from one subject (as
measured by laser-Doppler flowmetry at the mid-anterior thigh) during passive whole-body
heating (T a = 40°C). The stepwise structure (as highlighted for a single step within the
signal in the red circle) of the signal relates to the internal refresh rate of the laser-Doppler
blood perfusion monitor.
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Figure 2.6 (A), in which w e found no evidence for high-amplitude oscillations. After
approximately 10-20 min of rewarming, high-amplitude oscillations became evident within
the Q S k data (Figure 2.6 (B)). T h e oscillations occurred in all subjects in both the control
and propranolol trials, at various stages of rewarming.

Immersion significantly reduced mean QSk, while rewarming significantly elevated
Qsk for both the control and propranolol treatments (F[4,8] = 7.99, P = 0.0068; Table 2.2).
However, while the propranolol treatment appeared to systematically dampen this
rewarming effect, no significant main effect for treatment, or treatment by time interaction
were evident (P>0.05).
Characterisation of the high-amplitude oscillations included calculations to determine
the baseline flow (average flow excluding the oscillations), and the oscillation peak height
(absolute height of the high-amplitude oscillations). From these variables, the amplitude of
these oscillations was determined (peak height minus baseline flow). The width of the
oscillations was calculated as the average time from the upward excursion above baseline
flow to the downward excursion to or below baseline flow. The frequency of the
oscillations was determined using a peak identification algorithm (Chapter 3, Section
3.2.2.5). A n annotated skin blood flow trace is shown in Figure 2.3, displaying the baseline
portion and absolute height (peak height) of the skin blood flow signal. The oscillations
consisted of a high-amplitude peak (-500-1000 A U ) , extending from a stable baseline
(-100-200 A U ) , spanning -1000 m s , and a frequency of -0.2-0.3 H z (Table 2.2). A s the
high-amplitude oscillations appear in bursts, the frequency calculations over entire data set,
underestimate the actual frequency of these oscillation; thus the mean frequency was
calculated only from files containing the oscillations throughout the entire file, and was
calculated as -0.4 Hz. T h e characteristics of these oscillations are summarised in Table 2.2,
which, with the exception of the amplitude and width, showed a significant increase as
rewarming progressed (P<0.05). N o significant main effect of the propranolol treatment on
these characteristics was evident (P>0.05), nor was a treatment by time interaction present
(P>0.05).
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Figure 2.6 Skin blood flow traces (arbitrary units; A U ) for one subject at thermoneutrality
(28°C, A ) , and during rewarming (B) in a heated climate chamber (40°C) after cool-water
immersion. Panel B displays the high-amplitude oscillations that were present in skin blood
flow traces collected during rewarming.
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Table 2.2 Skin blood flow data (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated), during
thermoneutrality and rewarming from cool-water immersion (n=14 control and for n=14 for
the propranolol trials for measurements at thermoneutral and during rewarming until 20
mins, thereafter n=12). Data are 2-min means (+SEM; see text for details) at thermoneutral
(Ta = 28°C) and during rewarming (Ta = 40°C) at the data collection time points (5, 20, 35
and 50 mins). * indicates a significant time effect (P<0.05). See Figure 2.3 for an annotated
sample of the skin blood flow variables.
SKIN BLOOD
FLOW
VARIABLE

TREATMENT

TIME OF MEASUREMENT
REWARMING (min)

THERMONEUTRAL

Average
flow (AU)

Control
Propranolol

Frequency of
highamplitude
oscillations
(Hz)
Peak height
(AU)

213.4 (±25.2)
206.0 (±20.7)

Control
Propranolol
Control
Propranolol

Baseline
flow (AU)

Control
Propranolol

Amplitude
of highamplitude
oscillations
(AU)
Width of
highamplitude
oscillations
(ms)

Control
Propranolol
Control
Propranolol

50

20

35

50

173.0

277.7

365.4

394.1*

(±36.1)

(±51.0)

(±65.7)

(±71.4)

111.6 191.1 269.4

201.9

(±28.5)

(±29.7)

(±9.6)

(±38.5)

0.15

0.20

0.22

0.25*

(±0.06)

(±0.05)

(±0.04)

(±0.05)

0.04

0.13

0.19

0.19

(±0.03)

(±0.05)

(±0.06)

(±0.06)

979.9

979.2

955.8

1151.2*

(±137.3)

(±50.4)

(±74.7)

(±113.3)

702.9

860.0

991.0

920.3

(±59.9)

(±94.4)

(±77.5)

(±68.0)

87.1

188.4

248.9

246.7*

(±17.4)

(±54.4)

(±72.7)

(±69.4)

53.2

119.0

141.9

111.1

(±3.0)

(±15.2)

(±14.5)

(±22.2)

887.9

790.7

726.1

904.5

(±127.0)

(±79.6)

(±91.1)

(±134.0)

660.4

752.9

849.1

809.2

(±63.2)

(±101.4)

(±80.0)

(±83.1)

948.6

1008.8

1166.0

1179.5

(±17.7)

(±120.9)

(±95.4)

(±123.0)

917.5

1147.9

1035.7

1036.1

(±28.3)

(±149.8)

(±43.1)

(±33.7)

2.4 DISCUSSION
The primary aim of this Chapter was to introduce the experiment in which the highamplitude oscillations werefirstdetected and provide an initial characterisation of these
oscillations. Results show these oscillations appear to be of a biological nature, and are
unlikely to be explained m y experimental or equipment artefact. The oscillations are
uniform, comprising of a high-amplitude peak (-500- 1000 A U ) , extending from a stable
baseline (~ 100-200 A U ) , spanning -1000 m s and having an average m a x i m u m frequency
of -0.4 Hz. The high-amplitude oscillations were detected in all subjects in both the control
and propranolol experiments, at an ambient temperature of 40°C, after approximately 10-20
mins of rewarming, but not during basal measurements at 28°C. Firm, conclusions on the
mechanisms leading to the high-amplitude oscillations are not possible based on this
experiment, since it was not specifically designed to explore these oscillations. However, it
is likely that these oscillations are mediated thermally.
Propranolol was used in this study to explore leptin kinetics, and not to specifically
alter Qsk- Nonetheless, w e have demonstrated no significant effects on the Qsk
measurements, and propranolol application didn't attenuate or significantly affect the highamplitude oscillations collected in this experiment, and this was despite a significant
reduction in cardiac frequency (-10 b-min"1) indicating efficacy of the treatment. Activation
of the sympathetic nervous system, is thought to alter cutaneous vascular tone, via the
binding of norepinephrine to the vascular cci-, a 2 - and p Y adrenoceptors, which act to alter
vascular tone (Rowell, 1986). Norepinephrine binding to the cc-adrenoceptors leads to
constriction (Rowell, 1986; Johnson and Proppe, 1996), whereas binding to the vascular (3adrenoceptors is likely to cause vasodilation (Rowell, 1986; Crandall et al, 1997; Stephens
et al, 2001). Evidence for a functional role of the receptors is inconclusive (Crandall et al,
1997). However, as the cutaneous vessels have a predominance of ct-adrenoceptors, the
vasodilator effect of norepinephrine binding to (^-adrenoceptors is likely to be small, and
the significance of such binding is unclear (Rowell, 1986; Crandall et al, 1997; Stephens et
al, 2001).

In light of this, one might anticipate the lack of a significant affect of propranolol on
QSk to be expected. However, there was a non-significant reduction in all the Q s k measured
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variables (i.e. average, peak height, baseline, amplitude, width and frequency of the highamplitude oscillations), possibly blocking of the vasodilation via activation of the vascular
pVreceptors. Brick et al. (1966) studied the effects of propranolol in h u m a n forearm skin
and found no effect on the vasoconstrictor response of 0C2-receptors to norepinephrine.
However, the normal vasodilator response to epinephrine acting on vascular pVreceptors
was converted to a vasoconstrictor response (Brick et al, 1966). The suppression of blood
flow in the current study (while not significant), m a y provide further evidence for a
functional role of the vascular pVreceptors, in situations where sympathetic release of
norepinephrine is likely to be increased (reduced core temperature), functioning possibly to
increase tissue perfusion.
On the basis of the results of the experiment presented in this Chapter, the first
hypothesis of the thesis was formulated (Section 1.3). It was hypothesised that these
oscillations are related to thermal mechanisms and m a y be specifically related to an
elevated skin or local temperature and occur independently of core temperature. Since both
thermal and non-thermal reflexes contribute to sympathetically mediated control of Q S k
(Johnson, 1986; Oberle et al, 1988), w e must also consider the role of non-thermal
mechanisms in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations.

However, non-thermoregulatory mechanisms, including the action of baroreflexes or
exercise regulate QSk, have been shown to be minimal with sustained posture (Johnson,
1986), and as a seated posture was maintained throughout both experiments, nonthermoregulatory control of Q s k is unlikely to have large effects on Q s k responses produced
during our experiments. Furthermore, in the current project, w e observed no significant
time effect in m e a n arterial pressure during both the control and propranolol trials, possibly
indicating minimal baroreceptor activation and thus non-thermoregulatory influences were
assumed to be minimal. The high-amplitude oscillations are detected under conditions of
thermal stress, were there are alterations to both Tsk and T c , thus, thermoregulatory
mechanisms for the control of Q S k are more likely to contribute to these oscillations.

In non-acral skin such as that of the thigh and forearm, neural control of QSk is
accomplished via the involvement of two branches of the sympathetic nervous system
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(Johnson and Park, 1979; Pergola et al, 1993; Kellogg, 2006). T h e first of these is an
adrenergic vasoconstrictor system and a non-adrenergic active vasodilator system (Johnson
and Park, 1979; Pergola et al, 1993; Kellogg, 2006). Reflex vasoconstriction caused by
reductions in skin (and core) temperature, is created solely by sympathetically induced
vasoconstriction and not a withdrawal of vasodilation (Stephens et al, 2001). However
with increased skin temperature, vasodilation is partially due to withdrawal of
vasoconstrictor tone, and also due to active vasodilation, which has been shown to be
inactive at core temperatures below approximately 37°C (Pergola et al, 1993). In addition,
increases in core temperature above 37°C results in a large increase in Q S k (Johnson, 1986).
Core temperature remained depressed below 37°C, in the current experiment, thus the
action of active vasodilation mechanisms on the cutaneous vasculature would be expected
to be minimal and thus, m a y not contribute to the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations.
Results from this experiment show a significant increase in average Qsk as well as in
the frequency, peak height and baseline of the high-amplitude oscillations. The amplitude
of the oscillations also increased, yet not significantly. This occurred despite rectal
temperature (Tre) remaining depressed, and continuing to decrease during rewarming as
subjects experienced the afterdrop phenomenon. Afterdrop is the continued cooling of the
core temperature despite removal from the cold, which m a y be partially explained by
increased Q sk , but also perhaps by heat conduction d o w n the thermal gradient from core to
skin and reduced heat production due to attenuated shivering (Savard et al, 1985).
Reductions in core temperature are associated with increased sympathetic nervous system
activation that acts to cause vasoconstriction of the cutaneous arteries, which would be
expected to decrease Q S k (Harrison et al, 1983; Bonde-Petersen et al, 1992; Bernardi et al,
1997). However, as Q s k and the oscillation characteristics increased with rewarming, this
suggests that these oscillations are meditated by factors not involving centrally mediated
(i.e. core temperature) induction of the sympathetic vasoconstrictor system.

Skin temperature affects QSk, creating alterations in blood flow that are not reliant on
sympathetic activation (Savard et al, 1985; Pergola et al, 1993; Kellogg et al, 1999).
Under the conditions of our experiment the variables of the high-amplitude oscillations and
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Q s k increasing in parallel with increases in T sk and local temperature (Tsk-thigh; offset by 4°C), and thus may be related to skin temperature. However, T sk would modulate Q sk , via
the same neural mechanisms as alterations in T c (i.e. the sympathetic nervous system),
which w e assume to have minimal influence on these oscillations. Hence, perhaps it is the
local temperature of the skin that acts locally to induce the high-amplitude oscillations. A s
thermoregulatory control of Q s k is achieved by the interaction of temperature signals from
the core and skin, and core temperature is thought to be the dominant signal (Hensel, 1973)
(see Section 1.1.3.1.1). Local temperature may have to reach a threshold to overcome the
centrally mediated vasoconstrictor drive, prior to the induction of these oscillations. Local
temperature, at the site of Qsk recording during this experiment was ~36°C, at the point
when the high-amplitude oscillations were first detected. Further, experiments are required
to evaluate the role of local threshold temperature in the induction of these oscillations. Yet,
it assumed that thermal mechanisms are fundamental in the induction of these oscillations.
2.5 SUMMARY

The high-amplitude oscillations appear to be a phenomenon of physiological origin.
Our results are indicative of a minimal centrally mediated sympathetic role in the induction
of these oscillations, as reductions in core temperature (associated with the afterdrop),
would be expected to modulate sympathetic vasoconstrictor drive. Instead, increases in Qsk,
and the high-amplitude oscillations frequency, relating to increased local temperature with
rewarming, may explain these oscillations. These oscillations were also not affected by
propranolol treatment, despite achieving a significant reduction in cardiac frequency,
indicating that fi-adrenoceptor activation may not be mechanistically involved in the highamplitude oscillations.

Whatever, the nature of the mechanisms inducing these oscillations, they appear to
contribute significantly to mean QSk, and have a semi-periodic nature, with an approximate
maximal frequency of 0.4 Hz. Similar oscillations appear not to have been previously
reported in the literature, due perhaps to the use of traditional data processing techniques.
Such techniques may not adequately describe all the information contained within the highamplitude oscillations, thus the next Chapter focuses on the development of an analysis
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method for the high-amplitude oscillations, in order to provide detailed characterisation of
the high-amplitude oscillations.
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPMENT OF DATA ANALYSIS METHOD FOR THE
HIGH-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS IN SKIN BLOOD FLOW
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Biological signals such as skin blood flow (QSk) can be evaluated via many data
processing techniques. Traditionally, Q S k samples are averaged over large time scales (5
seconds up to several minutes (Johnson et al, 1984; Rendell et al, 1998; Crandall et al,
2002; Davison et al, 2004). Another method for analysing Q S k recordings, which is used
widely within the literature, is the use of signal processing via spectral and time frequency
techniques. Spectral analysis provides quantification of the frequency components within a
sample signal. Averaging of Q s k signals reduces the information present in the resulting
level of flow (i.e. reduced specificity), where as signal processing gives frequency
components without an indication of actual levels of flow, or changes in amplitude of
frequency components. This Chapter gives a brief overview of these techniques and
displays h o w they are inadequate to fully characterise all the information within the highamplitude oscillations. Furthermore, the aim of the work presented here was to develop a
flexible method of analysing the high-amplitude oscillations, providing detailed and
accurate characterisation of these oscillations.

If the high-amplitude oscillations represent physiologically relevant changes in flow,
then development of a method to describe these oscillations was critical, since accurate
characterisation of these changes in flow m a y be important to determining the mechanisms
and physiological relevance of these oscillations. A s the structure of the high-amplitude
oscillations m a y not be well described by traditional analysis methods, the data analysis
system described within this Chapter is used throughout this thesis to analyse and
characterise the high-amplitude oscillations.
3.1.1 Traditional measurement and handling of skin blood flow signals

The most common methods used to measure Qsk include venous-occlusion
plethysmography (Johnson and Park, 1979; Johnson et al, 1984; Saumet et al, 1986;
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Winsor et al, 1987) and laser-Doppler flowmetry (Nilsson et al, 1980; Johnson et al,
1984; Leahy et al, 1999). Laser-Doppler flowmetry is used within this thesis and is
described in Section 1.1.2. A limitation of this method is that the raw laser-Doppler signal
often contains noise, which is typically removed by filtering (Bracic and Stefanovska,
1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999; Bandrivskyy et al, 2004) and data averaging (Johnson et
al, 1984; Rendell et al, 1998; Crandall et al, 2002; Davison et al, 2004). A further
limitation of this technique is that most laser-Doppler flowmetry systems (including the one
used throughout this thesis), only measure Q s k at a single site, and it has often been
demonstrated that Q s k in response to thermal stimuli m a y be highly variable between
adjacent skin sites within a skin region (Cotter et al, 1993). A consequence of these
limitations is that QSk measurements are perhaps better viewed as an indication of changes
in flow rather than an absolute measure of flow, and standard methods of reporting QSk
reflect this view.

The traditional data analysis processes of QSk signals include data smoothing, such
that collected signals are averaged over large time scales (Johnson et al, 1984; Rendell et
al, 1998; Crandall et al, 2002; Davison et al, 2004). Skin blood flow measurements are
also frequently reported in the literature after correction to either maximal or m i n i m u m
flow or are expressed as cutaneous vascular conductance ( C V C ; QSk/ mean arterial
pressure) (Tenland et al, 1983; Johnson et al, 1984; Crandall et al, 1996; Davison et al,
2004). These are normalisation processes, and allow evaluation of the relative (i.e. as
compared to m a x i m u m or m i n i m u m flow) or active (i.e. C V C ) changes in Qsk. Further,
remembering the analogy of O h m ' s law (Section 1.1.3) to QSk, where flow is proportional
to pressure change (AP) and inversely proportional to resistance. The use of C V C takes into
account any changes in blood flow due to changes in blood pressure, and thus better reflects
absolute changes in Qsk (Boignard et al, 2005). These analysis methods, if applied to the
current data regarding the high-amplitude oscillations, would result in suppression of these
oscillations from the results, and thus a more specific analysis method was developed.
3.1.2 Signal processing techniques

Signal processing is the term used to describe the analysis, interpretation and
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manipulation of signals. Crudely, a signal can be described as any quantity, which varies
with time, thus Q s k can be thought of as a signal and can be described using signal
processing techniques (Kano et al, 1993; Stefanovska et al, 1999). Skin blood flow is an
inherently oscillatory signal, and oscillations in flow, can be small or large and can occur
slowly or rapidly. The rate at which flow oscillates periodically is referred to as the
frequency, which is typically expressed in cycles per second or equivalently Hertz (Hz)
(James, 1999). The amplitude of the signal is a measure of the magnitude of the oscillations
and in the current treatment, Q S k is expressed in arbitrary units (AU). The length of each
oscillation cycle in time is called the period of the waveform (i.e. oscillation) because the
shape of the waveform repeats periodically at this interval (James, 1999). More generally,
the frequency of a periodic waveform is the inverse of its period (Frequency = 1/Period).
O n e other property of a signal is the phase and this is of particular importance in describing
signals such as Q S k since flow is a result of a combination of oscillations (i.e. those created
by cardiac function and respiration etc.). If w e consider a signal consisting of two
oscillations (waveforms) with identical frequency and amplitude, phase refers to the
alignment of waveforms in time as one oscillation m a y be at its m a x i m u m amplitude, when
another is at m i n i m u m amplitude. The difference in time of the alignment of the two signals
(i.e. the time difference between the first signal reaching m a x i m u m (or m i n i m u m )
amplitude and the second signal reaching the m a x i m u m (or m i n i m u m ) amplitude) is the
phase difference and represents the way the two signals are aligned with respect to each
other at all times (James, 1999). This example only considers the interaction of two
oscillations, Q S k signals are complex and contain a multitude of oscillations, and the source
of some oscillations remains to be determined.

Due to the complex nature of many signals, the mathematical processes to describe
these signals are also very complex. However several methods have been developed and in
the literature, Q S k signals have been analysed using the Fast Fourier Transform or Wavelet
analysis. Both analysis methods are described in the following sections (i.e. 3.1.2.1 and
3.1.2.2) and give estimates of the frequency and amplitude components of the Q s k signal.
Additionally, Wavelet analysis can give time localisation of the estimated frequency
components, which m a y be important in signals such as Qsk, where the frequencies of
oscillations present within the Q s k signal m a y vary over time (Stefanovska et al, 1999).
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The use of Fast Fourier Transforms and wavelet analysis on Q s k in the literature has
illuminated m a n y contributors to oscillations in this biological signal, and these findings are
summarised in Section 8.1.

3.1.2.1 Fast Fourier Transform

The most fundamental periodic signal is the sinusoidal signal (i.e. a signal that varies
sinusoidally overtime). A n y other periodic signal can be thought of as a combination of
sinusoidal signals added together, where each sine waveform can have a different
amplitude and phase (James, 1999). This is the basis of Fourier analysis and is principle is
extended in Fast Fourier Analysis, where the raw periodic signal is also fitted with cosine
waveforms and is termed fast due to its efficiency (requiring less computational time). The
Fast Fourier Transform employs an algorithm to process the whole data set and creates a
series of representative sine and cosine waves coefficients at an appropriate amplitude and
phase (James, 1999). In simple terms the algorithm, identifies the combination of sine and
cosine waveforms that form the raw signal and provides a series of data to describe the
identified waveforms (Kvernmo et al, 1998; James, 1999). For ease of interpretation, the
coefficients are plotted on a power spectrum, where the contribution (i.e. the portion of the
signal) described by the identified frequency components is displayed (Kvernmo et al,
1998). The resolution of the Fast Fourier Transform is limited by the sampling frequency
and length of the raw data signal. The m a x i m u m frequency, which can be identified is the
Nyquist frequency and can be determined by dividing the sampling frequency by two
(James, 1999). T h e length of the raw data signal determines the frequency resolution, and is
equal to one over the sample length. A further limitation of this method is an inability to
provide time localisation (i.e. w h e n a specific identified frequencies occur in the raw data
signal) of frequency components. Results from early investigation of the high-amplitude
oscillations showed a somewhat intermittent frequency of these oscillations. Thus the highamplitude oscillations m a y not be well described by the Fourier method, as w e cannot
determine which frequency in the resulting power spectrum contributes to these
oscillations.
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3.1.2.2 Wavelet analysis

Wavelet analysis is a type of time-frequency analysis, which is in principle similar to
Fourier analysis, and uses a waveform to fit a raw data signal and gives an estimate the
constituent frequency components (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991). Like the sine and cosine
waveforms in a Fast Fourier Transform, wavelet analysis employs a mother wavelet (i.e. a
defined waveform), which is compared to the raw data signal and scaled (i.e. adjusted in
similar manner to alterations in the amplitude and phase of sine and cosines waveforms) to
fit the raw data (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991). A large variety of mother wavelets are
available, giving this method greater flexibility and often a shorter computational time than
the Fast Fourier Transform. The other advantage and major difference between the wavelet
method and Fourier analysis, is the ability to analyse data in both the frequency and time
domain (i.e. the algorithm can identify the frequencies present and when they are occurring
within a raw data signal) (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991; Torrence and C o m p o , 1998).

Time localisation is possible with the wavelet transform, as scaling of the mother
wavelet ours in both the time (via a process called translation) and frequency domain (via a
process called dilation) (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991). Thus a signal is fitted in multiple
windows of time (i.e. translations of varying length) with the mother wavelet at various
frequencies (scales or dilations). The transform creates scale (window) and amplitude
values to relate the mother wavelet to the sample signal. Small dilations (or small windows
of examined data) capture the high frequency components, and large dilations relate to low
frequency components (Torrence and C o m p o , 1998). Another advantage of this technique
is the scalability of the mother wavelet to capture variations in width and amplitude of the
identified signals (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991). Output from the wavelet transform is
usually presented on a three-dimensional scalogram, where the contribution of the
identified frequencies (magnitude or amplitude) is plotted versus frequency and time.

In signals like Qsk, where the frequency components vary over time (i.e. termed nonstationary signals) the ability to detect when a frequency is occurring within a particular
signal is important (Stefanovska et al, 1999). Further, wavelet analysis m a y be more suited
to the intermittent nature of the high-amplitude oscillations, as the identification of sharp
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spike like structures, usually takes less wavelets basis functions than sine and cosine basis
functions (Vidakovic and Mueller, 1991). Wavelet analysis has been successfully used
within the literature to analyse Q S k recordings (Section 8.1.1) (Stefanovska et al, 1999;
Geyer et al, 2004). However, in the literature most reports fail to utilise the time
localisation feature of wavelet analysis (i.e. output from the algorithm is averaged across
the time domain, giving only an indication of frequency components of the whole raw
signal). T h e use of this process gives information that is similar to outcomes that would be
expected by Fourier analysis and is not theoretically the correct use of the wavelet
transform (Torrence and C o m p o , 1998). Nonetheless, the justification for this approach (i.e.
averaging the wavelet transform over time rather than using an fast Fourier transform),
relates to the ability to calculate a wavelet transform on a logarithmic frequency scale,
giving greater resolution of low frequencies (Stefanovska et al, 1999).

Wavelet analysis is used within this thesis, specifically for comparison with published
results of this approach and for some comparisons with other physiological measures
(cardiac frequency and respiration) collected in parallel with Q s k recordings (Chapter 8).
However wavelet transforms did not appear in principle to offer any advantages over a
method, which could reliably identify, characterise and count individual peaks (oscillations)
in the data and a discussion of the rationale of these Q S k data analysis techniques is
addressed in the following.

3.2 METHODS
The basis of this analysis method, is that of identifying the high-amplitude
oscillations, which in an early examination of the data, were found to be characterised by a
high-amplitude peak in flow, which extended from a basal flow (with a m u c h smaller
oscillatory nature, which m a y in this context be thought of as noise). It was also noted from
this early analysis that these oscillations had a generally clear separation of adjacent peaks
in flow, thus it was proposed that an analysis method with an approach to identify peaks in
flow, with subsequent counting and characterisation of these oscillations could be
developed, and provide relevant information about this phenomenon. Given suitable data,
such methods are relatively easy to implement and have been used, for example, in the
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analysis of pulsatile secretion patterns of various hormones in vivo (Guardabasso et al,
1988).
3.2.1 Assumptions and data sets used in development of analysis technique

The results regarding the high-amplitude oscillations presented in this thesis are
largely a study of a phenomenon defined by the algorithm below. The extent to which the
properties identified are a consequence of this particular algorithm then need to be
addressed. Briefly, the algorithm was designed to identify in time series data (sampled at
-20 H z ) rapid changes in Q s k signal, and to group these changes into pulse-like structures
for counting and characterisation

The data analysis techniques were developed using two separate sets of data. The first
data set contains 137 data files (each approximately two minutes in length), collected
during the h u m a n experiments presented in Chapter 2. The second data set was collected
during experiments conducted in rats and includes 78 data files (each approximately 5
minutes in length; Chapter 5). All data files were collected at 20 Hz, using an eight channel,
12-bit analog to digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H ,
U.S.A.), which was connected to a single-point laser-Doppler flowmeter (TSI Laserflo
B P M 2 with a P-435 laser fibre optic probe, Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.; internal
refresh rate -7 Hz).
3.2.2 Peak identification and characterisation protocol

The following protocol was performed separately for both the human and rat data
sets. Classification of the high-amplitude oscillations was initially based on an arbitrary
threshold determined by visual inspection of the raw Q s k traces, and results using this
method have been reported in the literature (Haley et al, 2004a; Haley et al, 2004b).
However, the use of an arbitrary threshold, potentially encountered difficulties in
classification, when baseline Q S k changed within a data collection period. Thus, a more
robust method was required, and the data previously reported have been reprocessed as
described in the following. The numerical outputs of reprocessing are qualitatively similar,
and lead to the same conclusions. However, the n e w numerical outcomes are thought to be
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more accurate, reflecting the increased sensitivity and specificity of the analysis system,
with specific results for the h u m a n and rat data sets reported in Chapters 2 and 5
respectively.

3.2.2.1 Calculation of skin blood flow differences and filtering

The data were first processed such that individual Qsk data points in each file were
expressed as differences between adjacent data points (termed Q s k differences and denoted
by AQ S k (t)), where immediately adjacent data points were sequentially subtracted from the
previous data point (i.e. AQ S k (t) = Q S k (t) - Q S k (t-1)). The Q S k differences were then filtered
with a 3-point moving average (AQ s k (t)) to remove the oversampling artefacts, created by
the interaction of the sampling frequency (20 H z ) and the internal refresh rate of the laserDoppler flowmeter (TSI Laserflo B P M 2 , Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.; internal
refresh rate -7 Hz). Figure 3.1 shows this process for a section of Q S k data collected during
one of the h u m a n experiments.

3.2.2.2 Distribution analysis

Identification of the high-amplitude oscillations for counting and characterisation,
relied on the data being classified as belonging to either the peak flow of the oscillations
(peak data) or basal data between the oscillations (baseline data). W e assumed, that large
values in the calculated 3-point moving average Q s k differences would indicate the presence
of a high-amplitude oscillation (i.e. since a large value would indicate a large change in
flow between consecutive data points), and if w e plotted the distribution of (AQ s k (t)) on a
continuous scale and identified an appropriate threshold (termed cutpoint). The cutpoint
was determined via distribution analysis as described below and was used to evaluate the
(AQ S k (t) data such that differences between data points that were greater than the cutpoint
would be classified as peak data and those differences smaller than the cutpoint would be
baseline data.
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Figure 3.1 R a w skin blood flow (Q sk ) data (A) from one h u m a n subject during passive
rewarming (Ta =40°C), from cool-water immersion (see Chapter 2 for details). Panels B, C
and D display the steps in data processing for the raw QSkdata in panel A. Data was first
processed to give the differences in individual QSk data points (B), and then the resulting
Q S k differences are processed with a moving average (n = 3; C ) . Finally the absolute value
of the moving average of QSk differences is calculated and used for distribution analysis
(D). See text for details.
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T o determine an appropriate cutpoint (i.e. one that would correctly distinguish
between peak and baseline data), the absolute value of the (AQ s k (t)) data were first
calculated (l(AQSk (t))l). Then the absolute values of the 3-point moving average of the Q s k
differences (l(AQsk (t))l; Figure 3.1 D ) were boxed (width = 10 Q s k units; Figure 3.2 with yaxis on log scale for clarity) to provide a distribution of the data (i.e. all data files were
combined and boxed, resulting in separate distributions of the h u m a n and rat data sets). O n
viewing the resulting distributions, it appeared that Q s k data for the h u m a n and rat data sets
contained a central portion (which constitutes the baseline of the laser flow) and a tail
portion (peak data). The term used to describe a distribution with two or more portions is
multi-modal, and often indicates that data is not homogenous and the observations c o m e in
fact from two or more overlapping distributions (Hill and Lewicki, 2006). This assumption
forms the basis of our analysis technique (i.e. that peak data could be distinguished from
baseline data). Thus the selected cutpoint would be required to distinguish between data in
the central portion (baseline data) and tail portion (peak data). T o enable selection of an
accurate cutpoint the resulting distributions were fitted to multi-modal normal distribution
models in a two-step process as described below.

1) The extreme tail of the distribution (containing peak data) was isolated from the
central portion of the distribution (containing baseline data) using a cutpoint
determined initially by visual inspection (portion of data > 100 A U for human data
set, and > 90 A U for rat data set). A non-parametric density function (f(x)) was then
fitted to the isolated tail distribution. Predicted values of f(x) at the box midpoints
were then fitted to the s u m of two normal distributions:
1 -(x -pi)2 1 -(x -p2)2 ,! x

f(x)^V(27t- Sl 2 )

e

r

• r+—

(2- S l 2 )

Equation 3.1
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of the boxed absolute moving average (n=3 data points in arbitrary
units (AU)) of skin blood flow differences (l(AQSk (t))l), for human (A) and rat (B) QSk data
displaying the central (baseline data) and tail portions (peak data) of the data. See text
details.
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where s and u are the fitted standard deviation and m e a n respectively, and r is the
fitted proportion of data in the tail accounted for by the 1st (left) component.

2) The contribution of the fitted tail distributions (peak data) was the subtracted from the
full distribution (baseline and peak data) after scaling the tail according to the
proportion of total data accounted for by the peak data. The resulting distribution
(baseline data) of l(AQSk (t))l was then reflected around zero to recover the signed
(AQ s k (t)) distribution which was then fitted to a normal distribution (mean =u 3 , S D =
S3)-

For each experimental series (i.e. human and rat data sets) the distribution parameters
(s, u) were used to select cutpoints for classification of individual (AQ S k (t)) into the central
and tail distributions, based on sensitivity and specificity of each cutpoint as described in
the next section.

3.2.2.3 Determination of cutpoints for peak classification

Classification of peak data from baseline data was dependent on selecting a cutpoint
to accurately determine between data contained within the central distribution (i.e. m e a n
=P3, S D = S3) and data belonging to the tail distribution (i.e. the distribution described by
means =Ui and U2, S D =si and S2 and the proportion descriptor r). Since data contained in
the distributions was on a continuous scale, and if w e consider the Q s k distributions as two
subsets of data, one containing peak data (tail portion) and the other containing non-peak
data (central portion), then selection of an appropriate numerical cutpoint would determine
the number of data points classified as peak and non-peak data. T o simplify, if w e consider
the classification procedure as a test, with possible positive and negative outcomes, data
below the cutpoint would be positively identified as baseline data and data above the
cutpoint would negatively classified as peak data. Thus, the selected cutpoint would
determine the effectiveness of the classification procedure (i.e. to correctly classify of peak
data), and evaluation of the accuracy of the cutpoint has been addressed using a receiver
operating characteristics curve.
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Receiver operating characteristics curves are c o m m o n l y used within the literature to
determine discriminative power of medical diagnostic tests, and can also be used to
determine the accuracy of a selected cutpoint to differentiate between positive and negative
outcomes of a data distributed on a continuous scale (Lasko et al, 2005). A good
diagnostic test a high sensitivity (ability to discriminate positive cases as positive) and
specificity (ability to classify negative cases as negative) is desired, however as sensitivity
and specificity are usually inversely related it is important to select a cutpoint to optimise
both sensitivity and specificity (Lasko et al, 2005).

Specifically, the test evaluated by the calculated receiver operating characteristics
curve related to whether data belonged to the central distribution (baseline data) or
otherwise (the tail distribution; peak data). There were four possible outcomes from our
test;first,data belonging to the central distribution correctly classified as baseline data (true
positive). Second, data belonging to the central distribution classified as peak data (false
positive). Third, data belonging to the tail distribution classified as peak data (true negative)
and data belonging to the tail distribution classified as baseline data (false negative).
Sensitivity represents the true positive rate and specificity represents the true negative rate
as describe by the following equations (Lasko et al, 2005).
( true positives ^\ .
Sensitivity = [(tm& positiyes + M$e

negatives)

J

( true negatives ^ .
Specificity = ^ ( t m enegatiyes + falsepositives) J

Equation 3.2

Equation 3.3

A receiver operating characteristics curve provides a visual comparison of the tradeoffs between sensitivity and specificity (in the form of one minus specificity), and has been
applied to the Q s k data, to distinguish baseline from peak data. T h e data from the central
and tail distributions (Section 3.2.2.2) were reflected around zero and the positive portion
of the resulting distributions were used to determine a cutpoint in order to classify the Q s k
as baseline or peak data. While the cutpoint was determined from the positive portion of the
central and tail distributions, the selected cutpoint will evaluate the Q S k data in both a
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positive and negative direction. Sensitivity and specificity was calculated for a range of cut
points from 10-400 (AQ s k (t)) units (in increments of (AQ s k (t)) 10 units; Equation 3.2 and
3.3).

From this process a receiver operating characteristics curve was then plotted from
(0,0) to (1,1) displaying sensitivity (true positive rate (y-axis); i.e. proportion of data
correctly classified as baseline data), versus 1-specificity (false positive rate (x-axis); i.e.
proportion of baseline data misclassified as peak data). T h e area under the receiver
operating characteristics curve evaluates the discriminative ability (or quality) of the test
and given that an area of 1 indicates a perfect test in which no misclassifications occur and
an area of 0.5 indicates a poor test where outcomes are related to chance (Greiner, 1995).
Given this, an area under the receiver operating characteristics curve of greater than 0.95
was required for this the peak classification method to be deemed adequate.

Following determining the discriminative ability of the test, the optimal cutpoint (one
associated with highest sensitivity and specificity) was determined by calculating an
accuracy score for each possible cutpoint as explained in Equation 3.4 and selecting the
cutpoint with an accuracy score closest to one (since in a perfect test sensitivity and
specificity would both equal 1) (Greiner, 1995).
/sensitivity + specificty^
Accuracy score = I

~

I

Equation 3.4

3.2.2.4 Initial classification of data points

After determining an optimal cutpoint, the value of this cutpoint was then used as a
threshold (in both a negative and positive direction) to classify Q s k data points. Data was
processed using an algorithm, which was implemented in Visual Basic for Applications
( V B A , Microsoft Corp. V6.0) running under Excel (Microsoft Corp. V9.0) and data points
within the created (AQ s k (t)) data strings were flagged as up (Up; data points greater than
the positive threshold) or d o w n ( D o w n ; data points less than the negative threshold)
excursions or otherwise not flagged (baseline data).
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3.2.2.5 P e a k data identification

Following the initial classification data points (i.e. flagged as U p or D o w n or
otherwise not flagged), the flagged data points were further examined and classified using
the algorithm. The identification processes and reference terms of the algorithm are
explained below (see Appendix T w o for full listing).

The algorithm gave two types of saved output; the first relating to information about
individually classified peaks (termed Peak Record) and the second relating to data blocks
of a defined length which contained average information about blocks of data and the peaks
contained within such blocks (termed Block Record). Data from the Peak Record
recorded the characteristics of each identified high-amplitude oscillations and was later
used to determine the efficiency of the algorithm in accounting for the high-amplitude
oscillations as explained in Section 3.2.2.6. Data contained within the Block Record
presented the average (calculated from the data stored in the Peak Record) frequency (Hz),
width (time in milliseconds between the up and d o w n excursion of the oscillation), and
peak height (absolute) of the high-amplitude oscillations. In addition, the block record
included a calculation of average flow of the entire Q S k signal including the high-amplitude
oscillations and an average of flow excluding these oscillations (termed baseline flow).
These Q S k variables (i.e. average flow, baseline flow, frequency, width, peak height and
amplitude (peak height- baseline flow), have been employed throughout this thesis to
describe the high-amplitude oscillations and the process to calculate each of these is
described in the following text.

Each high-amplitude oscillation was thought of as a peak in flow with a defined start
and end point. The algorithm would identify a peak (data belonging to the high-amplitude
oscillations) as a structure beginning with one or more positive excursions above threshold
(i.e. data flagged as U p ) and ending with one or more negative excursions below threshold
(i.e. data flagged as D o w n ) . A peak end (the end of an oscillation; termed peak_end) was
defined as the last negative excursion before a positive excursion (the position of which
was identified in next_peak_start).
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O n entry, for analysis of a data file the algorithm skips data points until the 1st
positive threshold (Up flag) is detected, searches for peak_end & next_peak_start, and
then calculates and stores the peak descriptive data (i.e. frequency, width, peak height etc.)
in a Peak Record structure. If missing data or end of data was encountered the current peak
was aborted and flagged as truncated in the Peak Record. In preliminary analyses,
constraints on peak structure (e.g. m a x i m u m or m i n i m u m length as defined by a m a x i m u m
or m i n i m u m number of positive (termed rise elements) or negative (termed fall elements)
excursions above threshold) were tested and if failed the current peak was aborted and
flagged as invalid with a descriptor in the Peak Record. Since the high-amplitude
oscillations have a characteristic width of -1000 m s , this process was to ensure that nonpeak data was not included in the calculation of the characteristics of these oscillations.

As the high-amplitude oscillations were identified from the calculated QSk differences
(Section 3.2.2.1) data that was not classified by the algorithm as peak data (i.e. not flagged
as U p or D o w n ; termed non-threshold data) also included data belonging to the highamplitude oscillations as data points which represented the top of the oscillations were less
than threshold and not initially identified. Thus, the algorithm then examined the data
flagged as non-threshold data and data points encountered within peak structures (i.e.
between an U p and the next D o w n flag) were flagged as plateau elements. Non-threshold
data between peaks were flagged as baseline elements. At this point the algorithm had
identified the start, end and plateau elements contained within each high-amplitude
oscillation and had also flagged all non-peak data (baseline data). This data was then
recorded in the Peak Record, and in addition the base for each peak was calculated as the
average (in Q s k arbitrary units; A U ) of the data points immediately before and after the
peak structure and also stored in the Peak Record. Thus for each classified valid peak
within the Peak Record, the algorithm gave information about the start and finish data
points for of each peak, the centre of each peak (time), the time between subsequent peaks,
the number of elements (data points) contained within each peak (including rise, plateau
and fall elements) and also gave in arbitrary units ( A U ) the average value of the base and
plateau (average of flagged plateau elements) of each peak structure.
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Data files could be processed in data blocks (termed datablock) of a defined variable
length, enabling long data files to be processed such that changes in the Q s k over time and
possible changes in the characteristics of the high-amplitude oscillations within a data file
would not be lost by averaging the signal over large time scales (this was of particular
importance to the work presented in Chapters 5 and 7). The algorithm gives output to the
Block Record about each data block, calculating the start, end and duration of each
datablock (in minutes) as well as calculating the length (in minutes) of any missing data
points. Based on the data in the Peak Record the Block Record also has results for the
Frequency (Hz), Width (ms), Peak Height ( A U ) of the high-amplitude oscillations in each
data block and the average Baseline flow (average of data between high-amplitude
oscillations; A U ) . In addition an average flow ( A U ) of the whole Q s k signal is reported to
the Block Record. Data files were processed in datablocks containing approximately two
and five minutes of data for the h u m a n and rat data set respectively. The logic of the
algorithm and the data structures are illustrated below (Table 3.1; see Appendix T w o for
full details).

3.2.2.6 Efficiency of algorithm

After classification and characterisation of the high-amplitude oscillations a measured
of the efficiency of the algorithm was needed. This was assessed by its ability to account
for elements above and below the thresholds within the defined peaks structures after
eliminating data within truncated peaks (as recorded in the Peak Record). Efficiency of the
algorithm was calculated as the proportion of data accounted for within the identified peaks
expressed as a percentage of the total identified excursions above and below the threshold
(i.e. a measure of h o w m u c h data was excluded in truncated peaks). Efficiency within each
processed data file was averaged separately to give a total efficiency score for both the
human and rat data sets.
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Table 3.1 Logic of peak identification algorithm and data structures (note: continues over
page)

For each datablock
Initialise BlockRecord
Loop through data flags
Reset data index to next_peak_start if known or increment data index
If current flag = U p then
N e w PeakRecord in BlockRecord
Find_peak_end (sets Abort and stores message in PeakRecord if fail
criteria or missing data)
If Not Abort Then
set valid_peak Flag in PeakRecord
calculate and store peak data in PeakRecord
Loop until end of datablock
Next datablock

Find_peak_end
Loop through data flags
Increment data index
Test current flag
If Flag = Missing or data_index >n_data Then
set Abort = True
If Flag = U p and last_Flag = D o w n then
set peak_end = provisonal_end
set last_Flag = U p
flag peak as valid in peakrecord
set next_peak_start = data_index
If Flag = D o w n Then
set provisional_end = data_index
set last_Flag = D o w n
Loop Until peak_end>0 or Abort = True
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Peak record
start (data row)
end (data row)
centre (time)
peakelements (data rows)
plateauelements (data rows)
riseelements (data rows)
fallelements (data rows)
width (data rows)
base ( L D F units)
plateau (LDF units)
lastpeak (time between adjacent peak centres)
Status (string descriptor e.g. valid, invalid, truncated etc.)

Block Record
file_name
sample_interval (ms)
1st data row
Last data row
Non-missing data rows (count)
peaklDmethod (String descriptor)
number of peaks
number of valid peaks
peak_elements (count)
plateau_elements (count)
baseline_elements (count)
baseline (mean & SD, L D F units)
peak_height (mean & S D )
AllnonMissing (mean & S D )
Peak records (maximum 200)
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3.3 R E S U L T S

3.3.1 Distribution analysis

After visual inspection of the distributions of the boxed (width =10) l(AQSk (t))l da
the central (baseline data) and tail (peak data) portion of the distribution were isolated for
both the human and rat data sets. In each data set, the tail distribution was fitted with the
sum of two normal distributions. For the human data set the calculated means (u) and
standard deviations (s) for this process were p.j= 140.9, si =37.5, p 2 = 272.1 and s2 = 71.6
and the proportion of the tail distribution accounted for by the first normal distribution (r)
was 0.73. Results for the tail distribution fitting in the rat data set gave were Ui= 126.7, si
=31.3, u 2 = 276.7, s 2 = 25.9 and r = 0.95.

Fitting of the reflected central distribution for both the human and rat data sets (a
subtraction of the contribution of the fitted tail distributions (peak data)) with a normal
distribution gave U3 = 0, s3 = 26.5 and u 3 = 0, s3 = 24.5 respectively. Figure 3.3 shows the
resulting distributions of the central (baseline data) and tail (peak data) for these processes
in both the human and rat data sets, with the y-axis count presented on a log scale for
clarity.
3.3.2 Sensitivity and specificity of cutpoint

The positive portion of the distributions was used to create a receiver operator
characteristic curve to ascertain the quality of the test and also to select a cutpoint for the
classification of the QSk as either baseline or peak data. Figure 3.4 displays the resulting
receiver operator characteristic curves for the human and rat data sets, and the area under
these curves (as an indicator of the quality of the test, and calculated using the trapezoidal
rule) was greater than 0.99 for both data sets indicating a high quality test to discriminate
between the central and tail portions of the data. The optimal cutpoints for the human and
rat data sets respectively were 90 and 80 (AQ sk (t)) units and had respective accuracy score
of 0.96 and 0.97 (Equation 3.4).
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3.3.3 Efficiency of algorithm

The efficiency of the algorithm was calculated as percentage of data accounted for
within the classified peak structures out of the total elements above and below the threshold
after eliminating data within truncated peaks (i.e. classified peaks minus truncated peaks as
a percentage of total classified peak data). T h e resulting efficiencies of the algorithm for the
human and rat data sets were 9 8 . 9 % and 9 5 . 7 % respectively.

3.4 DISCUSSION

This principal aim of this Chapter was the development of a method to characterise
the high-amplitude oscillations. O n the basis of the results regarding this aim, the use of the
described peak identification method for analysing the high-amplitude oscillations seems to
provide adequate and accurate data about this phenomenon. This is evident in the results of
the receiver operating characteristic analysis, which in both the h u m a n and rat data sets,
showed a high quality test (area under the receiver operating characteristic curves greater
than 0.99) to discriminate between the baseline and peak data. Evaluation of the selected
cutpoints (based on the generated receiver operating characteristic curves) for the h u m a n
and rat data sets found, an acceptable accuracy (greater than 0.95), and an efficiency of the
algorithm in identifying peak data that was greater than 9 0 % .

A primary aim of this thesis is to sufficiently characterise the high-amplitude
oscillations, and this process of characterisation m a y be important in determining the
mechanisms contributing to these oscillations. T h e use of traditional data smoothing
methods (i.e. averaging and cutaneous vascular conductance; Section 3.1.1), which while
providing global changes in flow in response to certain stimuli, conceal the high-amplitude
oscillations and thus are not specifically helpful to the required characterisation of these
oscillations. Signal processing techniques (Section 3.1.2) m a y

provide frequency

information about Q S k signals and are used within the literature to characterise oscillations
in Q s k (Kano et al, 1993; Stefanovska et al, 1999). In particular, wavelet analysis has
provided information about factors contributing to fluctuations in QSk, and this method will
be used in Chapter 7 to analyse the high-amplitude oscillations. However, the developed
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peak identification method will be the primary analysis tool in the characterisation of the
high-amplitude oscillations as presented in this thesis.

For simplification the peak identification and analysis process is summarised in
Figure 3.5. T h e output of this process provides information about the baseline (the average
level of flow from which the high-amplitude oscillations extend above), the width (the
average length in m s of each oscillation), the peak height (the average height of oscillations
above zero flow) and the frequency of these oscillations (Hz). The amplitude of the highamplitude oscillations calculated by subtracting the average baseline flow from the average
peak height (Figure 2.3 shows an annoted sample of the high-amplitude oscillations) is also
included. These calculated Q S k variables (i.e. baseline, width, peak height, amplitude and
frequency), are presented throughout this thesis and give detailed information about the
structure of the high-amplitude oscillations. T h e output of the peak classification algorithm
also so calculates the time between individual high-amplitude oscillations, and as these
oscillations appear to be somewhat intermittent in nature, accurate time localisation of each
oscillation m a y be important in determining triggers for the high-amplitude oscillations.

3.5 SUMMARY
This Chapter describes the methods used to analyse the high-amplitude oscillations
throughout the thesis, and was developed using two Q s k data sets; one h u m a n data set
collected during the experiments described in Chapter 2 and one rat data set from the
experiments presented in Chapter 5. T h e analysis method employs an algorithm, which
contains classification routines, which identify the high-amplitude oscillations, based on
peak identification cutpoint (threshold). Separately for the h u m a n and rat data sets, the
classification threshold was determined, by analysing the distributions of the differences in
absolute laser data (i.e. the data was processed such that the differences between the
individual laser data points were calculated, and then the distribution of the absolute value
of these differences w a s determined). U p o n the viewing the resulting distribution, it
appeared that the laser data contained a central portion (which constitutes the baseline of
the laser flow) and a tail portion (the high-amplitude oscillations). Thus, a classification
threshold w a s selected to differentiate between the two portions of the distributions and was
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Figure 3.5 Flowchart of the data analysis process, displaying the in analysis steps from the
raw skin blood flow signal to the processed skin blood flow results. See text for details.
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used to classify peak data. Selection of the threshold was based on receiver operating
characteristics curve analysis, enabling evaluation of an optimal cutpoint for each data set.
Based on the results, it appears that this analysis method is accurate and adequate to
characterise the high-amplitude oscillations. The analysis method is flexible and extendable
and m a y have advantage over traditional methods for analysing the high-amplitude
oscillations, as output from the analysis process gives both structural (baseline, width, peak
height and amplitude) as well as frequency information about these oscillations, and such
information m a y critical to determining the mechanisms that contribute to this phenomena.
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CHAPTER 4: SIMPLIFICATION OF METHOD FOR INDUCING HIGHAMPLITUDE OSCILLATION IN SKIN BLOOD FLOW
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Upon verifying the biological nature of the high-amplitude oscillations and
development of a method to characterise these oscillations, studies were undertaken, to
develop a method that would simplify the induction of these oscillations. The oscillations
were first detected, during a passive rewarming (air; 40°C) from a mild hypothermic state,
induced by cool-water immersion (18°C, 60min) and contributed substantially to the
measured QSk- It appeared that, as subjects experienced an afterdrop in core temperature
and as the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations increased in parallel with an
increase in skin temperature during rewarming, the oscillations m a y be related to the
increasing skin temperature. The oscillations were measured on the mid-anterior thigh,
which is a non-acral skin region. Control of skin blood flow (QSk) in non-acral regions
involves both sympathetic noradrenergic vasoconstrictor and non-adrenergic active
vasodilator nerves (Kellogg, 2006). A s core temperature w a s reduced in the previous
experiment, the action of the adrenergic vasoconstrictor tone should have been optimised,
while the action of the active vasodilator nerves was assumed to be minimal. Despite this,
an increase in average Q s k was observed as rewarming continued, possibly suggestive of a
dominant role skin temperature in mechanisms contributing the increased QSk- Interestingly,
in the previous study propranolol application seemed to have no significant effect on the
high-amplitude oscillations, despite the possibility that under propranolol treatment,
sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone m a y have been enhanced.

Based on these results, the first hypothesis tested in this thesis was developed and it is
proposed that these oscillations m a y occur independently of core temperature and are
related to an elevated skin temperature. However, it was not k n o w n whether the oscillations
were related to the specific experimental conditions of our previous experiment. Therefore,
an experiment was conducted repeating the methods of the previous study, but without the
pre-cooling phase and drug treatment, to ascertain whether such oscillations could be
induced when subjects were passively heated (air; 40°C) from a normothermic state. Since
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these oscillations m a y occur independently of core temperature, this experiment tests
whether passive whole-body heating could induce the high-amplitude oscillations in thigh
Qsk- The experiment also evaluated the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in an
acral skin region (finger-tip). Acral skin regions lack sympathetic neural regulation from
active vasodilator nerves, and neural control of Q S k is achieved solely by modulating
sympathetic adrenergic vasoconstrictor tone (Kellogg, 2006). The results of our first
experiment point to a minimal role for the sympathetic active vasodilator system in the
induction of the high-amplitude oscillations, thus it is possible that these oscillations could
be detected in acral skin regions where this neural control mechanism is absent. The
contribution of the high-amplitude oscillations to measured Q S k and occurrence of the highamplitude oscillations under conditions where it m a y have been expected to see marked
reductions in QSk, due to decreased core temperature (in the previous experiment), m a y be
suggestive of a functional role for the oscillations. Furthermore, if the oscillations were
found to occur in acral skin regions, then these oscillations represent fluctuations in QSk,
m a y represent changes in Q S k that occur globally across the body's skin surface, providing
further need to investigate a physiological role for these oscillations.

4.2 METHODS
4.2.1 Subjects

Six healthy, male (n=3) and female (n=3) subjects aged 23-53 years (mean = 33.8 +
11.8 yr), participated in the experiment. Subject physical characteristics were (mean ±
S.D.); height = 179.5 + 10.9 c m (Holtain Ltd., Crymych, U.K.); mass = 77.0 + 13.9 kg
( A & D , Model No., FW-150k, Milpitas, C A , U.S.A).
4.2.2 Protocol

The experimental protocol from our first study (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2) was
repeated, but without the cold-immersion pre-treatment. After instrumentation, subjects
clothed in shorts and t-shirt, were seated in a climate chamber (28°C) for 30 min prior to
the collection of baseline Q S k data from the mid-anterior thigh (left and right leg
randomised). Air temperature was rapidly increased to 40°C, with data collection starting
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after 30 min. Subjects were heated for a period of -80 min, with Q s k measurements
occurring at the thigh initially (30-70 mins), and then at the finger tip (Section 4.2.3.1),
after which subject instrumentation was removed.
4.2.3 Measurements

4.2.3.1 Skin blood flow

Skin blood flow was estimated using single-point laser-Doppler flowmetry (TSI
Laserflo B P M 2 with a P-435 laser fibre optic probe, Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N ,
U.S.A.). Prior to thermoneutral data collection a fibre optic probe holder was glued to the
right mid-anterior thigh, allowing measurement from exactly the same site throughout the
experiment. A second probe holder was glued to the subjects right index finger. Data were
collected at 20 H z throughout the experimental data collection periods, using an eight
channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield,
O H , U.S.A.) and passed to a computer for storage. Thermoneutral QSk data were collected
over a 2 min period to confirm the absence of the high-amplitude oscillations. At 40°C, QSk
data were collected in 2-min blocks at 35, 45, 55, and 65 min. Following the final Qsk
measurement at 75 mins of heating, in four subjects the laser-Doppler probe was
repositioned into the probe holder on the tip of the right index finger for a period of 2 min
to allow evaluation of the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in the Q S k from an
acral skin region.

4.2.3.2 Tissue temperature and cardiac frequency

Mean core temperature (Tc) was estimated from an unweighted average of rectal (Tre)
and aural temperature (T au ). Rectal temperature was measured using a thermistor, inserted
12cm beyond the anal sphincter (FF Type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow
springs, O H , U.S.A.). Auditory canal temperature was recorded using, a thermistor inserted
by the subject into their right ear adjacent to tympanic membrane (Edale Instruments
(Cambridge) Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Thermistor calibration was completed as described in
Appendix One.
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Skin temperatures were measured from calibrated thermistors secured at eight sites
(forehead, left upper chest, right scapula, right upper arm, left forearm, left hand, right
anterior thigh and the left calf; E U type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow
springs, O H , U.S.A.). A n area-weighted summation was used to calculate m e a n skin
temperature (Tsk; (International Standards Organisation, 1992); see Section 2.2.3.2). Local
skin temperature at the thigh and right index finger (TSk-thigh and Tsk-finger respectively)
were also measured using a thermistor taped immediately adjacent to the laser-Doppler
probe holder ( E U type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.).

Mean body temperature (Tb) was calculated from Tc and Tsk, using the weightings of
0.75 and 0.25 (for T c and Tsk respectively) during normothermia, and 0.8 and 0.2 (for T c
and TSk respectively) during passive heating. (Hardy and DuBois, 1938)

Cardiac frequency (fc) was monitored from ventricular depolarisation (Model
PE3000, Polar Electro Sport Tester, Kempele, Finland). All thermal and/ c were collected at
0.2 H z , with thermal data recorded using a data logger (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant
Instruments Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.).
4.2.4 Data analysis

Thermoneutral QSk data (20Hz) were collected over a 2 min period to confirm the
absence of the high-amplitude oscillations. At 40°C, Q S k data were also collected (20 H z )
for a 2 min period at 35, 45, 55, and 65 mins. Skin blood flow data were analysed as
described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2), using the peak identification algorithm, which
classified data on the basis of a threshold (cutpoint) and characterised the high-amplitude
oscillations. A cutpoint of 100 A U from the boxed absolute moving average of Q S k
differences (l(AQSk (t))l), was selected for the peak identification algorithm. This cutpoint
had an accuracy score of 0.98, based on the receiver operator characteristics curve, and was
used to classify peak from baseline data. For the Q s k measurements collected at the finger
the peak identification algorithm used a cutpoint of 50 A U , which had an accuracy score of
0.96, for the probability of correctly classifying peak data as based on the receiver operator
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characteristics curve. All Q S k data, with the exception of peak frequency (Hz) and width
(ms) are presented in arbitrary units (AU: linear scale).

Thermal and/c data were averaged for the 2 mins coinciding with the QSk collection
period during normothermia, and were calculated as two minute averages, for 1 min prior
and 1 min after each 5 min interval of the passive heating period. The averages calculated
for the time points 35, 45, 55 and 65 min of heating coincide with the QSk measurements.
Local temperature at the site of Q S k measurement was estimated from skin (TSk-thigh)
temperature measurements collected from the thigh. Local temperature at the finger-tip
(Tsk-finger) was also measured during Q S k measurements at the finger-tip, following -75
minutes of heating. These local temperature measurements were averaged as per the
thermal data. Thermal (°C) and/ c (bmin 1 ) data are presented ± the standard error of the
mean, unless otherwise stated.

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare QSk, thermal and cardiovascular
measurements after 35 min of whole-body heating with data after 65 min of heating. Both
genders responded similarly, with no between gender differences being evident (P>0.05;
Qsk, thermal and/ c measurements). Thus, both genders were pooled for analysis. Alpha was
set at 0.05.

4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Tissue temperature and cardiac frequency

Mean core temperature (fc) was 37.2 ± 0.1 °C under thermoneutral conditions and
was unchanged during whole-body heating and measured 37.3 ± 0.1°C at the conclusion of
the experiment (Figure 4.1 A; P=0.603). In contrast, mean body temperature was affected
by environmental temperature increasing from 36.0 ± 0.1 °C at normothermia, to 37.0 +
0.1°C after -80 minutes at 40°C (Figure 4.1 A ; P<0.0001). M e a n T s k tracked environmental
temperature, increasing rapidly during heating, from 32.5 + 0.3°C to 35.8 + 0.1 °C (Figure
4.1 B; P<0.0001). Local temperature (TSk-thigh) at the site of QSk also increased rapidly in
during passive heating (32.2 + 0.3°C (normothermia) and 36.1 ± 0.2°C (after heating);
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Figure 4.1 B , P<0.0001). The high-amplitude oscillations were present after approximately
40 minutes of heating; this corresponded to T c of 37.3 ± 0.3°C, T b of 36.9 ± 0.3°C, T s k of
35.4 ± 0.7°C and Tsk-thigh of 35.8 ± 0.9°C. Local temperature at the finger-tip (Tsk-finger)
averaged 36.3 ± 0.1°C. Cardiac frequency (fc) averaged 83.0 ± 3.0 b-min"1 at normothermia,
and increased slightly with passive heating (86.0 ± 2.0 b-min"1), but this increase was not
significant (Figure 4.1 C, P = 0.513).
4.3.2 Skin blood flow

Resting thermoneutral QSk at the thigh was similar to that measured in our previous
experiment, averaging 217.0 ±35.2 A U and contained no evidence of the high-amplitude
oscillations. (Figure 4.2A, see also Figure 2.5A showing a thermoneutral Q S k trace from the
previous experiment). Upon, heating mean Q s k at the thigh was significantly elevated (P =
0.006; Table 4.1), reaching 394.7 ±75.AU by the end of the passive heating. The highamplitude oscillations were again evident, following 45-55 min of heating at the thigh
(Figure 4.2 B ) , and occurred in all subjects (Table 4.1). The oscillations consisted of a highamplitude peak (-400-800 A U ) , extending from a stable baseline (-200-300 A U ) , spanning
-1000 m s , and having frequency of -0.1 H z (mean frequency of files containing
oscillations throughout entire file ~0.4Hz). The amplitude, width and peak height of the
oscillations did not significantly increase with passive heating (P>0.05). However the
baseline flow reflected the increase in average Q S k and was increased significantly during
passive heating at the thigh (P<0.05).

Average Qsk measured at the finger-tip (n = 4) was greater than that at the thigh and
averaged 751.7 ±188.2 A U following 75 mins of passive heating. T h e high-amplitude
oscillations were also present at the finger-tip and occurred at a frequency of 0.64 ±0.10 H z
(Figure 4.2 C ) . Interestingly, despite the frequency of these oscillations being greater at the
finger-tip than the m a x i m u m frequency detected at the thigh, all other measures (i.e.
amplitude, peak height, baseline flow and width) of the high-amplitude oscillations were
similar between the two skin regions (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 M e a n core (A), mean body (A), mean skin (B), local skin (B) temperature at the
site of skin blood flow recording and cardiac frequency (C), during thermoneutral seated
rest (28°C; t=0), and during 80 min passive heating in a climate chamber (40°C). Data are
means ± standard errors (n=6). * refers to a significant time effect (P<0.05).
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Figure 4.2 Skin blood flow traces (Qsk; in arbitrary units; A U ) measured at the right midanterior thigh for one subject during thermoneutral seated rest (28°C, A ) , and during
passive whole-body heating (B) in a heated climate chamber (40°C). Panel C displays a Q s k
collected from the same subjects right index finger during the passive whole-body heating.
See text for details.
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Table 4.1 Skin blood flow data (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated), during
thermoneutral and passive whole-body heating (n=6). Data are 2-min means (±SEM; see
text for details) at thermoneutral (Ta = 28°C) and during heating (Ta = 40°C) at the data
collection time points (35, 45, 55 and 65 mins; measured at the thigh and 75 mins at the
fingertip). * indicates a significant difference. See Figure 2.3 for an annotated sample of the
skin blood flow variables.
TIME OF MEASUREMENT
FOREARM

SKIN

BLOOD
FLOW
VARIABLE

Average
flow (AU)
Frequency
of highamplitude
oscillations
(Hz)
Peak
height
(AU)
Baseline
flow (AU)
Amplitude
of highamplitude
oscillations
(AU)
Width of
highamplitude
oscillations
(ms)

FINGER
TIP

HEATING (min)

1HERMONEUTRAL

35

217.0 0*5.2)

» ™

45

55

65

316.8

367.4

394.7*

751.7

(±46.8)

(±41.2)

(±75.2)

(±188.2)

75

0.06

0.13

0.06

0.03

0.64

(±0.02)

(±0.08)

(±0.01)

(±0.01)

(±0.10)

722.4

1008.2

687.5

780.0

888.3

(±269.7)

(±220.9)

(±159.1)

(±207.9)

(±140.5)

224.4

271.2

240.0

390.0*

403.1

(±36.1)

(±28.8)

(±38.6)

(±78.0)

(±216.3)

503.7

755.7

370.0

675.7

779.3

(±256.0)

(±199.8)

(±190.6)

(±297.1)

(±134.4)

1138.9

913.7

1066.4

1129.1

1050.3

(±482.1)

(±21.2)

(±457.5)

(±488.1)

(±69.3)
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4.4 D I S C U S S I O N

Results from these studies support the hypothesis that the oscillations could be
induced during passive whole-body skin heating (air; 40°C) without a prior cold exposure.
These results also show the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in an acral skin
region (finger-tip), after whole-body heating. Measurements of Q S k at normothermia (28°C),
again confirmed the absence of the high-amplitude oscillations, yet after approximately 40
minutes of heating the high-amplitude oscillations became evident in the Q S k recordings and
were similar to those detected in the previous experiment.

Based on results from the experiment presented in Chapter 2, it was hypothesised that
these oscillations m a y occur independently of core temperature and it was also unlikely that
the sympathetic nervous had any involvement in the induction of these oscillations. Results
from this experiment further support this hypothesis, as the high-amplitude oscillations
occurred, despite no change in the level of core temperature, with passive heating. Taken
together, the results from this and the previous experiment indicate that oscillations
appeared to be independent of core temperature, and were possibly related to skin warming.

Under the conditions of our previous experiment the variables of the high-amplitude
oscillations and Q S k increased in parallel with increases in TSk- However, in this experiment
w e see a significant increase in Tsk, without a significant difference in the measured
variables of the high-amplitude oscillations. Thus, perhaps there is a threshold level of TSk,
above which w e see the high-amplitude oscillations, and increases in these oscillations
variables are dependent on increases in total QSk- T h e average time to onset of the
oscillations was approximately 10-20 mins in our previous experiment, which corresponded
to a TSk of ~35.5°C. M e a n skin temperature in this experiment was ~36°C at the average
time of onset (45-55 min) for the high-amplitude oscillations. Therefore, results from both
suggest that the threshold f Sk for the induction of these oscillations is approximately ~36°C
(mean and local).

The current high-amplitude oscillations occurred under conditions when active
vasodilation should have been optimised, as core temperature remained above 37°C
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(Johnson et al, 1976; Taylor et al, 1984). However, in the previous experiment core
temperature was depressed and activation of the active vasodilator mechanism would be
expected to be minimal. This m a y mean that the oscillations were not associated with the
gradual activation of the vasodilatory mechanism. Nonetheless, w e cannot exclude the
possibility that oscillations occurred when active vasodilation approached maximal levels.
W e have also demonstrated in this experiment the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations in regions of acral skin (finger-tip), where an active vasodilator system is not
present (Johnson and Park, 1979). Collectively, these observations point to a c o m m o n
mechanism of the induction of these oscillations in both acral and non-acral regions of skin.
Therefore, it is not likely that the sympathetic active vasodilator mechanisms contribute to
these oscillations.

The results from this experiment also support a minimal roll of sympathetic
noradrenergic vasoconstrictor nerves in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations.
These nerves are c o m m o n between acral and non-acral regions, however in this and the
previous experiment (Chapter 2), w e have seen the induction of these oscillations under
conditions where vasoconstrictor drive should have been enhanced (i.e. reduced core
temperature in Chapter 2) and in the current experiment, where vasoconstrictor drive
should have been minimal (Johnson et al, 1976), and are reflected by the large increases in
average Q S k produced at both the thigh and finger tip. Further, evidence of the
independence of the high-amplitude oscillations to the sympathetic noradrenergic outflow,
m a y relate to the temporal disparities in the sympathetic modulation of Q S k and the
m a x i m u m frequency of these oscillations (-0.4 Hz). D u e to the complex second messenger
system involved in sympathetic transmission, it is unlikely that these mechanisms could
produce oscillatory responses at frequencies of 0.4 H z (Rosenbaum and Race, 1968).

Control of QSk is contributed to not only by neural mechanism, but also by local
factors. Since the high-amplitude oscillations m a y occur independently of neural
mechanisms it is possible these oscillations m a y relate to local mechanisms. O n e possibility
is that these oscillations are a local reflex phenomenon, where the local temperature of the
skin acts to induce the oscillations. M a n y studies have shown clear local thermal control of
QSk. However, such control is limited under conditions of systemic vasoconstriction
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(Johnson et al, 1976; Kellogg et al, 1999). With increases in local temperature, Q s k
increases can occur as a direct action of heat on the vascular smooth muscle (i.e.
independent of sympathetic mechanisms), reaching a m a x i m u m vasodilation with a skin
temperature of 42°C (Taylor et al, 1984; Kellogg et al, 1999). Thus, perhaps local
mechanisms, induced by changes in local skin temperature are contributing to these blood
flow oscillations.

Local mechanisms that may contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations include
altered vasomotion, axon reflexes or the local release of vasoactive substances. Vasomotion
results in low-frequency, low-amplitude oscillations in Q s k and m a y result from
spontaneous intrinsic rhythmic oscillations in the constrictive state of the vascular smooth
muscle (Stefanovska et al, 1999). Vasomotion is increased in situations of stress on the
blood vessel, and is unaltered by local and sympathetic blockade (Salerud et al, 1983;
Kastrup et al, 1989; Nuzzaci et al, 1999). However, it is unlikely vasomotion contributes
to these oscillations, as vasomotion has been shown to decrease and m a y disappear with
local heating of the skin (Salerud et al, 1983; Kastrup et al, 1989). Further, vasomotion
has a characteristic frequency of -0.1 H z , below that of the m a x i m u m frequency of the
high-amplitude oscillations.

The local release of vasoactive compounds may also help explain the high-amplitude
oscillations. Whereby, the local release of a vasodilator substance (i.e. nitric oxide), could
lead to a self-regulating mechanism to induce these oscillations. A s the vasodilator
compound m a y be immediately washed out by the resulting increase in blood flow, leading
to a return to basal flow. However, previous studies have shown that stimulation of intrinsic
vasodilators (i.e. nitric oxide) results in changes to the laser-Doppler signal frequency at
bands of 0.01 H z (Kastrup et al, 1989), which would also not be related to these
oscillations that occur at a frequency of -0.4 Hz.

The high-amplitude oscillations could also be explained by axonal reflexes, which are
thought to be important in the cutaneous tissue response to mild mechanical trauma
(Rowell, 1986; Hornyak et al, 1990; Habler et al, 1997). Activation of these sensory
nerves m a y also result in local release of vasoactive substances (i.e. the neuropeptides
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substance P and calcitonin gene-related peptide), from the excited sensory nerve endings,
causing cutaneous vasodilation (Chahl, 1988; Hornyak et al, 1990). Sympatheticallyinduced vasoconstriction, and the action of axon reflexes are antagonistic, where a low
stimulation frequency of one increases the response mediated by the other (Hornyak et al,
1990; Habler et al, 1997). Thus, as rewarming continues, sympathetic stimulation
frequency m a y decrease allowing axon reflexes to intermittently control Q sk . The possible
intermittent induction of such axon reflexes m a y explain the high-amplitude oscillations.
However, this is speculative, as blockade of the responsible sensory nerves does not
attenuate the increase in blood flow observed following increases in local tissue
temperature (Kellogg, 2006). Indicating that axon reflexes m a y not contribute to increases
in Q s k with increased temperature and as the current high-amplitude oscillations have been
detected under conditions where tissue temperature was increased, the contribution of these
mechanisms to the oscillations m a y be irrelevant.

From the above, it is plausible to conclude that several factors may be contributing to
the Q s k responses and the high-amplitude oscillations detected in our experiments. Based on
the results of this and the previous experiments, it is likely that sympathetic regulation of
Qsk and the level of core temperature are not important to the induction of the highamplitude oscillations, and that local factors such as temperature m a y have a greater role in
such oscillations. However, the other possibility is that the mechanisms that contribute to
the high-amplitude oscillations are multifactorial, thus while increases in local temperature
are presumed to be a primary factor in the induction of these oscillations, w e m a y also find
other situations in which these oscillations are not reliant on skin temperature. Thus, further
experiments, involving different manipulations of core and skin temperature (whole-body
and local), m a y elucidate the involvement of the thermal mechanisms in the high-amplitude
oscillations in QSk4.4.1 Possible physiological relevance of the high-amplitude oscillations

Our previous studies have shown that the high-amplitude oscillations contribute
significantly to the measured Q S k and have been recorded at both acral and non-acral skin
regions. These findings m a y be suggestive of a physiological importance of the high-
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amplitude oscillations, which has yet to be determined, but which m a y be related to
enhanced tissue perfusion or perhaps act to increase heat transfer through the cutaneous
layers.

4.4.1.1 Tissue perfusion

Enhancement to tissue perfusion has been displayed under conditions where blood
flow oscillates and m a y act to improve local microcirculation (Gniadecki et al, 1992:
Wilkin, 1989 #369). Thus the high-amplitude oscillations m a y function to improve local
tissue perfusion. Using Poiseuille's law, it has been shown that the average resistance in a
vessel of constant diameter is greater than that with a sinusoidally changing diameter, when
they have the same average diameter (Wilkin, 1989). Thus, w h e n considering the analogy
of blood flow to O h m ' s law, reductions in resistance would provide increases in flow, since
flow is inversely proportional to resistance. Hence, if reductions in resistance are also
created by the high-amplitude oscillations, w e m a y also see enhancements to flow and
increased tissue perfusion.

Other mechanisms may also account for an oscillating flow increasing tissue
perfusion. First, oscillations in flow m a y also help to deform red blood cells and prevent
sticking of cells to the endothelium, thus allowing a better fit in small diameter vessels
(Intaglietta, 1981; Gniadecki et al, 1992; Tsai and Intaglietta, 1993). Conversely, an
oscillating flow m a y reflect deformation or clumping of red blood cell (Kernick et al,
1999). Nonetheless, an oscillating flow m a y help decrease red cell transit time through the
capillary. Second, transcapillary fluid exchange, blood fluidity and tissue oxygenation m a y
also be increased with oscillations in blood flow (Intaglietta, 1981; Tsai and Intaglietta,
1993; Goldman and Popel, 2001). According to Wilkin et al. (1989), the significance of
rhythmic patterns in oscillating flow m a y

also lie in the spatial and temporal

synchronization of the cells, leading to metabolic energy saving, and the steady
preparedness of the vessels to adapt to changing circulatory requirements (Wilkin, 1989).
Thus as oscillations in flow m a y enhance capillary fluid exchange, overcoming possible
decreases to red cell transit time, and allowing adequate exchange.
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Oscillations in Q S k are also seen in situations of tissue re-perfusion, indicating that
oscillations m a y facilitate perfusion. Reactive hyperaemia occurs after ischeamia and
corresponds to the re-perfusion of the vascular beds (Wilkin, 1989; Schmedtje and Eckberg,
1991; H u m e a u et al, 2000). It is characterised by induction of cutaneous vasomotion
(Wilkin, 1989), giving rise to oscillations with a frequency of 0.06-0.2 H z (Cankar et al,
2000). Furthermore, oscillations in Q S k m a y also help to compensate for the compromised
blood flow seen in diseased states. Patients with mild peripheral arterial occlusive disease,
in which the arterial pressure is reduced distal to the obstructive lesion, display laserDoppler measurements on the dorsal foot, with periodic low frequency oscillations
(Hoffmann et al, 1994). Periodic oscillations were not present in age and weight matched
controls, despite the presence of aperiodic oscillations (Hoffmann et al, 1994). Moreover,
in the study of Silverman & Stout (2002), loss of high frequency oscillatory activity is
associated with poor w o u n d healing in diabetic patients and with increased vascular
resistance in hypertensive rats (Silverman and Stout, 2002). Thus oscillations in flow m a y
be important to marinating in perfusion under conditions where local flow changes.

Another mechanism for oscillations in flow enhancing perfusion, may relate to the
effects of changes in vascular pressure (which would be associated with an oscillating
flow), on the vascular smooth muscle. The arteriolar vascular smooth muscle cells respond
continuously to alterations as vascular pressure, leading to changes in vessel diameter
called 'autoregulation' that is thought of as pure myogenic response and is sometimes also
(Rowell, 1986; Johnson, 1991; Durand et al, 2004). This myogenic response is thought to
maintain perfusion pressure, as large reductions in perfusion pressure leads to cutaneous
vasodilation (Johnson, 1991; Durand et al, 2004). If w e suppose that the high-amplitude
oscillations represent an autoregulatory response, they m a y be acting to improve perfusion
pressure.

An example of the high-amplitude oscillations improving tissue perfusion may exist
when w e compare the results of the experiment presented in this Chapter with those
presented in Chapter 2. A n increased peak height, amplitude and frequency of the highamplitude oscillations were seen in our first experiment during rewarming from a
constricted state, w h e n compared to the current experiment. W e m a y have expected to see
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an increase in these oscillations in the current experiment were Q s k would be expected to
reflect the increased T c and Tsk. Thus the high-amplitude oscillations m a y have been
enhanced in the first experiment, where Q s k was reduced due to cool-water immersion,
perhaps aiding reperfusion the cutaneous tissue.

4.4.1.2 Heat transfer

Control of Qsk is very important when exposed to thermal stress, such that Qsk may
reach 8 /-min" in a subject resting in hot environment, consequently leading to changes in
cardiac output and blood flow distribution (Johnson, 1986). Maintenance of body
temperature is dependent on Q s k at temperatures below the sweating threshold. (Burton,
1939). Thus, increases in Q S k created by the presence of high-amplitude oscillations, m a y
be important to heat transfer through the cutaneous layers.

From an engineering perspective, oscillations in flow have been found to improve
heat transfer in insulated tubes (Kurzweg, 1985). However, this relates to tubes with a
constant diameter and is affected by the amplitude and frequency of such oscillations
(Kurzweg, 1985; G u o and Sung, 1997). The beneficial effects of the oscillating flow m a y
relate to enhanced thermal mixing of the flowing fluid and disruption to the boundary layer
at tube wall (Kurzweg, 1985). Blood flow within the larger blood vessels m a y conform to
boundary type flow, where the velocity of blood flow is greatest towards the centre of the
vessels and is approximately zero at the vessel walls (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004).
Based on this, oscillations in flow could be seen as beneficial to heat transfer by disrupting
the boundary layer and providing more efficient thermal mixing of fluids (i.e. in this case
blood). This could be particularly important in situations of rewarming where, w a r m blood,
from the core is perfusing through cooler peripheral tissue.

However, one cannot be sure if this relates to the smaller blood vessels, or to larger
vessels with a changing diameter. Laser-Doppler flowmetry measures flow in the top 1 m m
of skin tissue. The cutaneous micro vasculature tissue includes arterioles, venules and
capillaries (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Theses vessels have an average diameter of 50, 20
and 8 p m respectively (Charm and Kurland, 1974). In humans, red blood cell diameter is 7-
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8 p m , thus the red blood cells must contort to flow through the smaller microcirculation
(Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lipowsky, 1995; Li, 2004). A s vessel diameter decreases, red
blood cells can form plugs or instantaneous blockages to flow as they perform these
conformational changes (Charm and Kurland, 1974). In addition, oscillations in flow m a y
help to deform red blood cells and thus due to the enhancement of flow in these situations
m a y improve heat transfer (Intaglietta, 1981, 1981 #377; Gniadecki et al, 1992; Tsai and
Intaglietta, 1993).

If we again look to an engineering situation, electronic cooling systems frequently
consist of grooved channels increasing the surface area for heat exchange and further
disrupting the boundary layer. If w e consider the high-amplitude oscillations represent
rhythmical changes in vessel diameter, and which m a y possibly exist simultaneously in
several locations in longitudinal vessel sections. The increased vessel surface area in these
situations, m a y increase heat transfer.

During experiments conducted by Roemer et al. (1985), in which canine thigh muscle
temperature response to heating via microwaves (2450 M H z ) , was measured (Roemer et
al, 1985), self-induced oscillations in muscle temperature were found and persisted for up
to 4hrs. Such oscillations in muscle temperature were attributed to perfusion, as they were
attenuated with hydralazine (vasodilator) application (Roemer et al, 1985). The authors of
this study conclude that tissue cooling in this study is due to perfusion. In another
theoretical study by Tharp and Zhang (1993), of the temperature responses detected by
Roemer et al (1985), the role of perfusion in tissue cooling was supported and related the
induction of oscillatory blood flow due to the prior muscle temperature level (Tharp and
Zhang, 1993). The oscillating flow increased the theoretical local cooling coefficient (a
measure of all cooling affects both due to blood flow and conduction), when compared to
basal conditions (Tharp and Zhang, 1993). Furthermore, Chen et al. (1980) implemented
numbers of oscillations in their equations regarding tissue heat transfer, suggesting that
oscillations in blood flow contribute to more efficient tissue heat transfer compared to
steady flow at same average rate (Chen and Holmes, 1980). Results from these studies m a y
imply that oscillating blood flow is beneficial to tissue cooling, a mechanism which m a y
relate to the present high-amplitude oscillations at the skin.
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4.5 S U M M A R Y
The results of this study confirm that whole-body heating induces the high-amplitude
oscillations in Q s k . These results also for the first time demonstrate the presence of these
oscillations in acral skin regions. Further, the data provides additional evidence of a
minimal sympathetic role in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations. Since, these
oscillations have been detected in both acral and non-acral regions, which have c o m m o n
sympathetic innervation from adrenergic vasoconstrictor nerves, but as the active nonadrenergic vasodilator are absent in acral regions the high-amplitude oscillations are not
likely to be related to sympathetic vasodilator nerves. In addition, the oscillations are also
not likely to be related to vasoconstrictor nerves, as under the present experimental
conditions, the modulation of Q S k by these vasoconstrictor nerves would be expected to
minimal, due to hyperthermia. Thus, these oscillations m a y be related to local tissue
temperature changes, due to a direct action of local temperature on Q S k or an indirect effect
of local temperature increase on other local mechanisms that control QSk. It is also likely
that these oscillations have a c o m m o n mechanism of induction between skin regions, since
the oscillations detected in both acral and non-acral regions were similar. The highamplitude oscillations m a y contribute significantly to mean QSk, and have been recorded in
both acral and non-acral regions. Such findings support a possible physiological role of
these oscillations, which remains to be determined. However, such oscillations m a y
increase tissue heat transfer and enhance tissue perfusion.
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CHAPTER 5: INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS
USING A SMALL ANIMAL MODEL
5.1 INTRODUCTION
During experiments that were conducted by a colleague (Gordon et al, 2004) to
investigate central thermosensitivity, and in which, laser-Doppler flowmetry was used to
measure rat tail skin blood flow (Qsk), it was noticed, that high-amplitude oscillations
appeared to be present in the collected Q s k traces (Figure 5.1). A n initial investigation of
these oscillations, found that they were similar to those collected in the earlier human
studies. Based on the results of the experiments presented in Chapters 2 and 4 it appears
that local thermal mechanisms m a y account for the high-amplitude oscillations and that
these oscillations could be driven by threshold-dependent changes in skin temperature.
Furthermore, results of the previous experiments indicate that these oscillations m a y occur
independently of core temperature and have minimal contribution from the sympathetic
nervous system. This Chapter provides details of experiments, using a small animal model,
which aimed to further investigate the role of thermal mechanisms in the high-amplitude
oscillations.

Central control of thermoregulatory processes in both rats and humans, involves the
preoptic-anterior hypothalamus, which integrates temperature signals from the core and
skin (Gilbert and Blatteis, 1977; Boulant, 1996; Boulant, 2000). T h e high-amplitude
oscillations have been detected in humans under conditions in which core temperature was
decreasing (i.e. thermal afterdrop; Chapter 2) and when core temperature was maintained
(Chapter 4). Increased skin temperature was c o m m o n between these two experiments and
was assumed to be dominant in the control of Q S k since increases in average Q s k were
produced in both experiments. However, based on our previous results w e cannot fully
confirm independence of the high-amplitude oscillations from the level of core temperature,
since adequate control of subjects' core temperature was not achieved.

To determine the role of core and skin in these oscillations and thus adequately test
thefirsthypothesis of this thesis, discrete and precise control over both the core and skin
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Figure 5.1 Skin blood flow trace (laser-Doppler flowmetry, arbitrary units) from one rat
during external heating by w a y of water-perfused suit (T w = 45°C), displaying the highamplitude oscillations.
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temperature was required. Further, experiments, which produce separate control over these
regions, could allow for the elimination of confounding signals from one site (i.e. via
clamping at a given temperature), whilst temperature manipulations of the other site occur.

Since these types of manipulations are difficult in human subjects an animal model
was developed in collaboration within our laboratory and is described within the literature
(Gordon et al, 2004). This model, developed for use in rats, permitted the modification of
deep body and hypothalamic temperature while independently clamping skin temperature.
Since the rat tail is a primary avenue for heat loss, and since its vascular control is
analogous to that for h u m a n acral skin, this combination was ideally suited to determine the
role of core and skin temperature in the high-amplitude oscillations (O'Leary et al, 1985).

Specifically, this Chapter summarises the results from one experiment and a pilot
study, in which the temperature manipulations included heating and cooling core
temperature (i.e. the hypothalamus) in combination with elevated skin temperature (since
from h u m a n experiments it appeared that these oscillations were related to elevated skin
temperature). Results of these experiments are presented here, some of which have been
described within the literature (Haley et al, 2004). However, prior to giving details of these
experiments a brief summary of the thermoregulatory control of QSk, in the rat tail is
included.
5.1.1 Thermoregulatory control of skin blood flow in the rat tail

The rat tail is important to maintenance of rat body temperature, especially when
exposed to thermal stress, such that up to 2 5 % of total body heat loss occurs via the tail
under conditions of heat stress (Young and Dawson, 1982; W u et al, 1995). Features of the
rat tail that aid in its ability to dissipate body heat include a high surface area to volume
ratio, the lack of fur and the presence of a substantial vascular network, with a specialised
structure (Raman et al, 1983; Gordon, 1990). Blood enters the tail via the ventral artery (in
the centre of the tail) and returns via a central vein (with a pathway close to the ventral
artery) or via two lateral veins, which are located close to the skin surface (Raman et al,
1983; Gordon, 1990). The rat tail also has arteriovenous anastomoses, particularly in the
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distal regions of the tail, which act as capillary bypasses and aid thermoregulation
(Anderson and McLachlan, 1991; Lossius et al, 1993; Nuzzaci et al, 1999). These
arteriovenous anastomoses are richly innervated by sympathetic nerve fibers and, when
required, are capable of acting as high capacity heat exchangers (Anderson and McLachlan,
1991).

Central neural control of Qsk in the rat tail is mediated solely by sympathetic
adrenergic vasoconstrictor nerves, and the control is analogous to the mechanisms
determining QSk in h u m a n acral skin regions (O'Leary et al, 1985). Stimulation of these
vasoconstrictor nerves, leads to the release of norepinephrine, which binds to the vascular
adrenoreceptors, causing alterations to vascular tone. Conditions, which lead to an increase
in neural activity (reduced core and skin temperature, unloading of baroreceptors), lead to
net vasoconstriction in acral skin regions, whereas reductions in neural activity result in
vasodilation, and increases in Q S k are determined solely via a withdrawal of this
sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone (i.e. passive vasodilation) (O'Leary et al, 1985; O'Leary
and Johnson, 1989; O w e n s et al, 2002). O w e n s et al. (2002) measured sympathetic activity
at the tail and found that at skin and rectal temperatures above 39°C there was little or no
sympathetic tone to the tail (Owens et al, 2002). In the same study core temperatures
(rectal) below approximately 38°C were shown to increase the sympathetic activity to the
tail (Owens et al, 2002). Furthermore R a m a n et al. (1983), found a linear relationship with
increases in rectal temperature (above 37°C) and tail blood flow, during whole-body
heating via an increase in ambient temperature. In this study tail and skin temperatures
were maintained, thus increases to blood flow were attributed solely to changes in core
temperature, indicating that the threshold for removal of sympathetic tone, m a y be as low
as a rectal temperature of 37°C (Raman et al, 1983).

Similar to human skin, mean skin temperature of the rat may affect sympathetic
activity to the tail, independently of central temperature (Owens et al, 2002). O w e n s et al.
(2002), found graded increases in sympathetic activity to the tail, with reductions (2-7°C) in
mean skin temperature, beginning at a threshold skin temperature below ~38°C (Owens et
al, 2002). Local temperature of the tail m a y also affect the distribution of blood flow
within the rat tail independently of core temperature (Raman et al, 1983). R a m a n et al.
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(1983), showed that local tail cooling (15-25°C) resulted in reduced tail blood flow in
superficial veins, via the shunting of blood to deeper veins, possibly to reduce heat loss
(Raman et al, 1983). In contrast, local heating was shown to give a biphasic response in
tail blood flow, with temperatures below core temperature (25-35°C) causing an increase in
tail blood flow, yet at temperature above core temperature (tail temperature of 42°C) a
marked reduction in tail blood flow was observed. This reduction may reflect a mechanism
to decrease heat gain at extremely high tail temperatures (Raman et al, 1983).

5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 Description of the animal model and rationale of experiments

Since the neural control of the rat tail, is similar to that of human acral skin r
and the thermal biology of the rat is well described, the use of a small animal model was
thought to be suitable for exploring the thermal contributions to the high-amplitude
oscillations. It was initially intended to complete a full series of experiments using the
described rat model to ascertain the role of core and skin temperature in the high-amplitude
oscillations.

Experiments were conducted using an anaesthetised, open loop model in the rat and
in which modifications to core and skin temperature were attained through use of an intraabdominal thermode and a water-perfused suit (Section 5.2.2). These were used in
combination to discretely control and clamp core and skin temperature. A n important
feature of the model is that the tail, (i.e. the site of Qsk recording) was not directly heated or
cooled (i.e. local temperature was not directly controlled), and would change in response to
heating or cooling of both core and skin temperature. The results of our human studies
found a skin temperature of ~35-36°C was required for the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations. Thus a skin temperature of ~37°C (above our threshold in human subjects) was
incorporated into experimental temperature manipulations of core and skin temperature as
listed below, with measurement of tail Qsk in each case to evaluate the presence of the highamplitude oscillations:
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1. Externally heat skin and clamp (with water perfused suit; to a skin temperature of
37 °C) with core cooling via abdominal thermode.

2. Externally heat skin and clamp (with water perfused suit; to a skin temperature of
37 °C) with core heating via abdominal thermode.

3. Externally heat skin (with water perfused suit; to a temperature of 42 °C) with core
maintained at a thermoneutral level via abdominal thermode.

4. Thermoneutral skin (maintained via water perfused suit) with core heating (~39°C)
via abdominal thermode.

5. Thermoneutral skin (maintained via water perfused suit) with core cooling via
abdominal thermode.

6. Thermoneutral core and skin temperature.

The rationale for these temperature manipulations was based on the assumptions that
the high-amplitude oscillations would be present in Q S k traces in temperature manipulations
1, 2 and 3, but not present in 4 5 and 6, thus confirming a dominant role of elevated skin
temperature in these oscillations. Conversely, if the high-amplitude oscillations were
present in temperature manipulations 2, 4 and 5 but were not present in 1, 3 and 6 then
alterations to core temperature was important to these oscillations.

The foundation for determining the role of skin and core temperature in the highamplitude oscillations, relied on the ability to discretely control and clamp these regions,
using this animal model. The model was successful in several areas (i.e. able to heat and
clamp skin temperature, in combination with cooling and heating of the hypothalamus)
enabling investigation of the listed temperature manipulations 1 and 2. However, after
much pilot testing, the model was found to be limited in several other areas relating to the
desired experiments as described above. Firstly, perhaps due to anaesthesia (which renders
animals somewhat poikilothermic (Malkinson et al, 1993)), difficulty was encountered in
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reproducibly achieving a thermoneutral state. Nonetheless Figure 5.2 shows a Q S k trace
from one animal under thermoneutral conditions (mean core temperature (fc) = 37.1°C and
mean skin temperature (TSk) = 34.5°C), in which no high-amplitude oscillations were
present. Secondly, the model failed to yield an experimental condition in which core
temperature could be heated or cooled, while skin temperature remained at a thermoneutral
level. These results show that the model didn't achieve complete control and separation of
core and skin. Thus, the temperature manipulations 3-6 were not possible in our model and
are therefore not reported in this Chapter.
5.2.2 Surgical procedures

The following surgical procedures were completed in all the experiments described
below, unless otherwise stated. O n e week prior to experimentation rats underwent
implantation of a stainless steel guide cannula in to the anterior hypothalamus, to allow
continuous measurement of hypothalamic temperature (Thy) throughout the subsequent
experiments. Rats were anaesthetised with ketamine and xylazine (75 mg-kg"1 and 10
mg-kg"1, respectively; LP.), and then placed in a stereotaxic frame (Model 900, David Kopf
Instruments, Tujunga, CA., U.S.A.). Once anaesthesia was established by the absence of a
foot withdrawal reflex, the scalp was retracted and a burr hole was drilled into the bone.
The guide cannula was then (22 gauge; 0.71 m m O D , Plastic One, Roanoke, VA., U.S.A.)
was inserted into the burr hole and positioned following the co-ordinates of Paxinos and
Watson (1986) (Paxinos and Watson, 1986). Once in place the cannula was secured to the
skull with three stainless steel screws and dental cement and the rats were allowed to
recover for seven days.

On experimental days rats were anaesthetised with intraperitoneal injection of
Urethane (1.4 g -kg"1), supplemental doses of urethane were given if required (60-75 m g
LP.). Following confirmation of full anaesthesia, rats were completely shaved and placed
supine on a heating pad to maintain body temperature. Next, a tracheostomy was
performed, to enable ventilation if required (60 breaths min"1). A midline incision was then
made on the abdomen, to allow insertion of a 12cm 2 water-perfused thermode into the
abdominal cavity. The thermode was constructed of silastic tubing ( O D 2.16 m m , D o w
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Figure 5.2 Skin blood flow trace (laser-Doppler flowmetry, arbitrary units) from one rat
during thermoneutral conditions (Tc = 37. P C and T s k = 34.5°C; See text for details),
displaying no high-amplitude oscillations.
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Corning, Sydney, Australia; Figure 5.3 A ) , encased in silicon elastomer (Sylgard 184, D o w
Corning, Sydney, Australia). After careful dissection, to expose the greater vessels of the
abdomen, the thermode was placed immediately above the aorta and vena cava, to control
central temperature. A small hole was then m a d e in the lower abdominal wall to allow
connection of the thermode tubing to a peristaltic p u m p (Minipuls 3, Gilson®, Villiers Le
Bel, France), with the water temperature of the water perfusing the abdominal thermode
controlled by a water bath (Type V F P , Grant Instruments, Cambridge, U.K.). The
abdominal cavity was then sutured closed (sutures: 5/0 Dysilk, Dynek Sutures, Hendon,
Australia; see Figure 5.3 B). Rats, were then instrumented.

Following completion of surgery rats were carefully transferred to a water-perfused
suit, to enable control of skin temperatures throughout the trials. The water-perfused suit
consisted of two sheets of silicon elastomer; with fourteen equal lengths of silicon tubing
(1.0 m m O D , A P S chemicals, Sydney, Australia) imbedded in series at 1cm intervals, to
ensure that water flow was equal in all parts of the suit. The suit completely covered the
rats dorsal and ventral surfaces, excluding the tail. The two sheets of the water-perfused suit
were connected to separate peristaltic p u m p s (Minipuls 3, Gilson®, Villiers Le Bel,
France), allowing separate control of the upper and lower sheets, enabling uniform
temperature to be achieved, since a lower temperature was always required on the lower
surface. The rat's tail was placed on an inclined ramp (35°) to facilitate venous drainage
and was covered by specially designed Perspex tubing, to minimise the effects of ambient
temperature, but also so allowing collection of tail QSk-

Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) was collected, via a pressure transducer in the
femoral artery. Following insertion of the abdominal thermode, a small incision was made
in the lower abdomen above the femoral artery and vein of the left hind limb. The tissue
surrounding the artery was dissected and the femoral artery was cannulated with a fluid
filled (heparin and saline; 50 I.U.I ml"1) polyethylene tube. The tubing was then attached
to a pressure transducer (Maxxim Medical, Athens, TX., U.S.A.).
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Figure 5.3 Custom-made Abdominal thermode (A; made from silastic tubing, encased in
silicon elastomer; see text for details) The thermode was placed above the greater vessels of
the abdomen, during surgery prior to experimentation and enabled heating and cooling of
core temperature. Rat following surgery to insert abdominal thermode (B).
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5.2.3 Measurements

The measurements described here were used in both of the following experiments,
unless otherwise stated. Thermal measurements included: hypothalamic temperature (Thy;
measured from a thermocouple (0.25 m m O D , Type T, ECEFast, Sydney, Australia)
inserted into an indwelling hypothalamic probe (see surgical procedures)), rectal
temperature (Tre: measured from a thermocouple inserted 6 c m beyond the anal sphincter),
skin temperature (Tsk: mean of abdomen and back), and tail temperature (Tt: ventral surface
next to the site of laser-Doppler recording). Temperatures at all the above-mentioned sites
were measured using calibrated thermocouples (custom made 21-gauge copper and
constantan encased in Teflon; Physitemp Instruments Inc. Clifton, NJ, U.S.A.). The
temperature of the abdominal thermode (see surgical procedures for description) was also
recorded from a thermocouple secured (during surgery) to the surface in contact with the
greater blood vessels of the abdomen (Physitemp Instruments Inc. Clifton, NJ, U.S.A.).
Temperature data were collected at 0.2 Hz. Thermocouples were calibrated within the
temperature range of 15°C to 45°C against a calibrated reference mercury thermometer (±
0.05°C: Dobbie Instruments, Dobros total immersion thermometer, Australia) following
methods as described in Appendix One. Results were reported after raw data were corrected
by calibration equations gained from this process. Thermocouples were connected to a data
collection system

(Thermes: Thermocouple Data Acquisition System, Physitemp

Instruments Inc., Clifton, N e w Jersey, U.S.A.) with thermal data collected at 0.2 Hz,
throughout experiments.

Tail QSk was estimated at the ventral surface of the tail (-1.5 cm from base of tail),
using laser-Doppler flowmetry (TSI Laserflo B P M 2 , Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M n ,
U.S.A.), and collected at 20 H z via an 8-channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter
(Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, OH., U.S.A.). M e a n arterial pressure was
collected from a pressure transducer connected to an amplifier (Onspot, Wollongong,
Australia; see surgical procedures), and collected on a computer at 200 Hz. M e a n arterial
pressure ( M A P ) was calculated using the formula ((systolic-diastolic)/3) + diastolic.
Cutaneous vascular conductance was calculated as average Q S k/MAP.
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5.2.4 Experiment 1 protocol: Heat and clamp skin temperature with core cooling

Eight male Wistar rats (494.8 ± 16.0 g), completed this experiment and were, housed
at 21.6 ± 1.1 °C on a 12-h light-dark cycle, and fed rat chow and water ad libitum.
Following surgical procedures (see Section 5.2.2), rats were heated internally, via a waterperfused abdominal thermode (~50°C), to a T h y of approximately 39.5°C, to induce
hyperthemia. M e a n skin temperature (Tsk) was then clamped at approximately 37°C via the
water-perfused suit. This temperature was chosen since our human studies indicate that a
skin temperature threshold of about 36°C, was required to induce the high-amplitude
oscillations. The deep tissues were then cooled, including the hypothalamus (rate =-1.15
±0.11°C-h_1-100 g"1), via perfusion of the abdominal thermode with water at 20°C (40 min),
with TSk remaining clamped at ~37°C.
5.2.5 Experiment 2 protocol: Heat and clamp skin temperature with core heating

Five male Wistar rats (488.1 ± 53.3 g), completed this experiment and were, housed
at 21.8 ± 0.8°C on a 12-h light-dark cycle, and fed rat chow and water ad libitum.
Following surgical procedures (see 5.2.2), rats were heated externally, via a water-perfused
suit to achieve a mean skin temperature (TSk) of approximately 37°C. Core temperature was
then rapidly increased (core heating), via perfusion of the abdominal thermode with water
at ~50°C (40 min), with T s k remaining clamped at ~37°C, rats were heated to a T h y of
approximately 39.5°C at a rate of 0.34 ± 0.03°C-h"'-100 g"1.
5.2.6 Data analysis

Thermal, cardiovascular and QSk data were analysed in 5-min blocks for both
experiments. For experiment 1, commencing from the last five minutes of baseline (i.e.
internal heating), and prior to core cooling (0-5 min; pre-heating), and for five consecutive
5-min blocks during core cooling (5-30 min). Whereas for experiment 2, data are presented
for six consecutive 5-min data blocks representing the last 30 minutes of the core heating
period (0-30min). Skin blood flow data were analysed following the methods described in
Chapter 3. The selected cutpoint for the peak identification algorithm was 80 (AQSk (0)
units, to differentiate between the baseline and peak data, which had an accuracy score of
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0.97 (as calculated by (sensitivity + specificity 12); see Sections 3.2.2.3 and 3.3.2). The
isolated peak data were used to calculate the frequency (Hz), width (ms) and peak
amplitude (arbitrary units (AU); peak height-baseline flow) of the high-amplitude
oscillations. Data are reported as means ± the standard error. For experiment 1, statistical
comparisons were made between the last five minutes of core heating (pre-heating) and the
lastfiveminutes of core cooling (25-30 min) using a paired t-test. Paired t-tests were also
used to compare between the first and last 5-min data blocks of core heating (i.e. 0-5 min
compared to 25-30 min) in experiment 2. Alpha was set at 0.05.

5.3 RESULTS
5.3.1 Experiment 1: Heat and clamp skin temperature with core cooling

The open-loop model was used to achieve core cooling, from a mildly hyperthermic
state, while skin temperature was clamped. Our ability to achieve this is illustrated in
Figure 5.4, with panel A displaying the temperature of the abdominal thermode, used to
alter core temperature. Hypothalamic temperature was driven from 39.3°C ±0.1 to 37.5 °C
±0.1 (Figure 5.4 B, P<0.05) over 25 min, while skin temp did not differ significantly from
its pre-experimental state (37.3 ±0.3°C; P>0.05). These data verify that w e successfully
clamped skin temperature while cooling the hypothalamus at a rate of -1.15°C-h" -100 g
(±0.11). In addition, mean arterial pressure was initially normal (74.7 ±12.4 m m H g ) and
increased throughout core cooling to 95.9 ±16.6 (P<0.05).

High-amplitude oscillations were evident in all rats when mildly hyperthermic (~39°C)
the skin temp was clamped (36-37°C), and, as previously noted (Haley et al, 2004),
consisted of a high-amplitude peak extending from a stable baseline. The characteristics of
these oscillations are summarised in Table 5.1. Core cooling elicited a significant reduction
in Q s k at min 25 (P<0.05; Table 5.1). This is illustrated for one animal in Figure 5.5.
However, core cooling had minimal impact upon the characteristics of these oscillations,
with the only significant change being a reduction in the oscillation peak height at 25 min
(P<0.05; Table 5.1). Since, the oscillation amplitude did not change, the modification to the
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Figure 5.4 Abdominal thermode (A), Hypothalamic, rectal, mean skin (B) and tail (C)
temperature during core heating (0-5min) and core cooling (5-30 min) for n=8 in °C.
Results are reported as the mean ± standard error of the mean. * indicates a significant
difference between mean values from 0-5min (core heating) compared to 25-30min (core
cooling), P<0.05.
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Table 5.1 Tail skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U ) during deep-body heating (preheating) and cooling (core cooling; n = 8). Data are 5 min means with standard errors (see
text for details). * indicates a significant difference between heating and cooling.

SKIN B L O O D
FLOW
VARIABLE
Average
flow ( A U )
Frequency
of highamplitude
oscillations
(Hz)
Peak Height
(AU)
Baseline
flow (AU)
Amplitude
of highamplitude
oscillations
(AU)
Width of
highamplitude
oscillations
(ms)
Cutaneous
vascular
conductance

C O R E PREHEATING

0-5
min
211.1

C O R E COOLING
5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

min

min

min

min

min

(±30.7)

217.6
(±32.6)

188.8
(±28.6)

172.6
(±29.6)

158.6
(±29.8)

149.7 *
(±25.1)

0.42
(±0.05)

0.40
(±0.04)

0.39
(±0.05)

0.36
(±0.08)

0.36
(±0.06)

0.42
(±0.06)

499.0
(±78.6)

523.8
(±89.7)

518.5
(±94.9)

481.2
(±88.6)

460.9
(±85.8)

446.8 *
(±84.1)

67.7
(±14.4)

76.5
(±19.8)

64.2
(±14.7)

65.3
(±14.7)

50.9
(±10.9)

42.0
(±8.0)

431.2
(±70.0)

447.3
(±75.6)

454.3
(±82.3)

415.9
(±80.4)

410.0
(±76.9)

404.8
(±82.3)

1097.1
(± 94.8)

1103.5
(±82.8)

1056.8
(±112.5)

971.1
(±84.8)

1055.7
(±86.5)

953.6
(±76.8)

3.4

3.9

3.0

2.5

2.2

(±1.1)

(±1.5)

(±1.3)

(±1-1)

(±1.0)

2.1 *
(±0.8)

(AU/mmHg)
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peak height merely reflected a downward displacement of the whole Q S k signal (Figure
5.5), and not a change in the characteristics of the oscillations themselves. Cutaneous
vascular conductance was significantly reduced with the 25 minutes of core cooling
(P<0.05; Table 5.1), providing further evidence of a downward shift of Q sk .
5.3.2 Experiment 2: Heat and clamp skin temperature with core heating

The abdominal thermode was used to increase core temperature, while skin
temperature was clamped at -37 °C, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. Prior to core heating
hypothalamic temperature averaged 38.5 ±0.1°C and increased to 39.3 ±0.1°C (P<0.05)
over 25 min of core heating. M e a n skin temperature was successfully clamped, and was not
significantly different from its pre-experimental state (37.1 ±0.3°C; P>0.05). Core heating
occurred at a rate of 0.34°C-h"'-100 g"1 (±0.03). Similar to experiment one, mean arterial
pressure was normal and averaged prior to core heating 82.3 ±14.6 m m H g , yet was not
significantly different following 25 minutes of core heating (80.5 ±14.2 m m H g ; P>0.05).

The high-amplitude oscillations were evident in all QSk traces prior to core heating,
when skin temperature was clamped (~37°C). These oscillations consisted of a highamplitude peak extending from a stable baseline, as summarised in Table 5.2. M e a n Qskwas
significantly increased at 25min of core heating (P<0.05; Table 5.2) and is illustrated for
one animal in Figure 5.7. Interestingly, and similar to core cooling, core heating had
minimal impact upon the characteristics of these oscillations, with no significant
differences found in the frequency, amplitude, peak height or width of the oscillations with
25 minutes of core heating (P>0.05; Table 5.2). Similar to experiment 1, the core heating
may have caused a shift (in this case an upward shift) in the Q S k signal without affecting the
characteristics of the high-amplitude oscillations (Figure 5.6). However, when evaluating
cutaneous vascular conductance during this experiment, no significant differences where
detected between measurements taken prior to and following core heating (P>0.05; Table
5.2).
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Figure 5.5 A typical skin blood flow (Q sk ) trace from one rat during core heating (0-5 min)
and core cooling (5-30 min) in arbitrary units ( A U ) as measured on the ventral surface of
the tail via laser-Doppler flowmetry. Panels A , B and C respectively display a 25 second
close up of the Q s k data at 2.5, 12.5 and 22.5 minutes, showing the presence on the highamplitude oscillations throughout the QSk trace.
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Figure 5.6 Abdominal thermode (A), Hypothalamic, rectal, mean skin (B) and tail (C)
temperature during core heating (0-30 min) for n=5 in °C. Results are reported as the
mean± standard error of the mean. * indicates a significant difference between mean values
from 0-5min compared to 25-30min, P<0.05.
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Table 5.2 Tail skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U ) during deep-body heating (core
heating; n = 5). Data are 5 min means with standard errors (see text for details). * indicates
a significant difference between data collected from 0-5 min and following 25min of core
heating.

SKIN BLOOD CORE HEATING
FLOW
VARIABLE
0-5 min
5-10 min
Average
flow ( A U )
Frequency
of highamplitude
oscillations
(Hz)

Peak Height
(AU)
Baseline
flow ( A U )
Amplitude
of highamplitude
oscillations

208.6
(±40.6)

10-15 min
234.4
(±47.0)

15-20 min
240.9
(±42.7)

20-25 min
262.1
(±50.7)

25-30 min

191.2
(±39.2)

0.43
(±0.12)

0.43
(±0.10)

0.46
(±0.10)

0.47
(±0.06)

0.47
(±0.06)

0.46
(±0.07)

505.0

513.0
(±110.4)

529.2
(±111.2)

74.0
(±19.8)

74.0
(±20.1)

527.0
(±115.0)
80.3
(±21.0)

550.7
(±119.4)
101.3
(±34.0)

574.3
(±99.8)
140.5
(±41.1)

(±93.7)

439.0
(±96.6)

455.2
(±95.5)

446.7
(±99.4)

449.4
(±105.6)

433.8
(±99.7)

1013.4
(±40.2)

1054.9
(±58.6)

1087.0
(±109.7)

1093.5
(±85.5)

1055.9
(±65.1)

1051.8
(±50.7)

3.2

3.5
(±1.0)

4.0
(±0.9)

4.0
(±1-0)

4.6
(±1.6)

5.1
(±1-7)

(±110.3)
65.2
(±18.2)

439.8

290.8 *
(±48.8)

(AU)
Width of
highamplitude
oscillations
(ms)
Cutaneous
vascular
conductance

(±0.9)

(AU/mmHg)
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Figure 5.7 A typical skin blood flow (Q sk ) trace from one rat during core heating (0-30
min) in arbitrary units ( A U ) as measured on the ventral surface of the tail via laser-Doppler
flowmetry. Panels A , B and C respectively display a 25 second close up of the Q s k data at
2.5, 12.5 and 22.5 minutes, showing the presence on the high-amplitude oscillations
throughout the Q s k trace.
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5.4 DISCUSSION

The principal findings of the completed experiments were that these oscillations
appear not to be affected by a large reduction (~2°C) or increases (~0.5°C) in core
temperature, w h e n skin temperature is elevated and clamped (~37°C). The open loop rat
model was employed in an attempt to separate the role of core and skin temperature in the
high amplitude oscillations and to test the hypothesis that these oscillations are related to an
elevated level of skin temperature and occur independently of core temperature. Despite
limitations to the developed animal model results from these experiments provide further
support for this hypothesis. Taken together, the lack of effect of core cooling (experiment
1) and core heating (experiment 2) on the high-amplitude oscillations and the results of our
previous finding in h u m a n subjects, provide strong support of independence of these
oscillations from the level of core temperature, since w e have produced these oscillations
under conditions where core temperature has been reduced, remained normal or was
increased. However, due to limitations in the current animal model w e were unable to
determine if elevated local skin temperature, was solely responsible for the induction of the
high-amplitude oscillations. Nonetheless, w e suggest that these oscillations are dependent
on threshold level of skin temperature that must be reached for the induction of these
oscillations, since in some animals where w e were able to produce a normothermic state,
and w e found no evidence of the high-amplitude oscillations (Figure 5.2). This finding is
similar to our earlier h u m a n studies, in which no evidence of these oscillations was detected
during normothermia.

Based on our results from our human experiments, it was hypothesised that these
oscillations relate to a threshold level of m e a n and local skin temperature (~35-36°C), and
above which alterations in core temperature, appear to have minimal effect on these
oscillations despite globally affecting Q sk . M e a n skin temperature in these experiments was
clamped at ~37°C (above the required threshold as based on our previous human
experiments), however tail temperature was not clamped. The results from these present
experiments in rats support part of this hypothesis. However, interestingly, tail temperature
at the site of Q s k measurement, which was significantly altered by both core cooling and
core heating, and was markedly below m e a n skin temperature (Tsk ~37°C versus T t ~30°C),
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during both experiments 1 and 2. The presence of these oscillations at the tail (~30°C) m a y
indicate that the local effects of temperature are less important to these oscillations or
perhaps that a lower threshold for induction m a y be required in acral regions in rats. It has
been shown that at elevated core temperatures (-39°C), tail skin blood flow is maximal at a
tail temperature of 30°C, thus perhaps the latter conclusion is more likely and these
oscillations could still be related to local changes in skin temperature (Raman et al, 1983).
A s w e have not measured Q S k and local skin temperature in humans acral regions (except
the measurement of Q s k during heat exposure, in which w e found the presence of the highamplitude oscillations), w e cannot exclude the possibility that these oscillations m a y simply
occur at lower threshold temperature in acral regions.

It is also possible that other factors account for these oscillations and these may
increase during skin heating producing the high-amplitude oscillations. Alterations to mean
arterial pressure, can lead to changes in tail Q S k via baroreflex mechanisms (O'Leary and
Johnson, 1989). O'Leary and Johnson (1989), showed a reduction in the baroreflex
responses during hyperthermia, thus perhaps alterations to non-thermal control mechanisms
during skin heating in the current experiment were permissive for the induction of the highamplitude oscillations (O'Leary and Johnson, 1989). During experiment 1, w e observed an
increase in mean arterial pressure, with no apparent effect on these high-amplitude
oscillations. Such a change is consistent with a generalised elevation of vasoconstrictor
drive, even though the skin temperature was clamped. A slight decrease (not significant) in
mean arterial and increase (not significant) in cutaneous vascular conductance in the second
experiment, m a y reflect a reduction in vasoconstrictor drive, and an increase in active
vasodilator drive in non-acral regions. These results m a y indicate that these oscillations
appear not to be affected by global changes in vascular tone. However, some caution must
be exercised since vascular pressure was not measured at the site of the cutaneous blood
flow measurements. That is, measurements from the femoral artery m a y not reflect
intravascular pressure at the site of fibre optic probe (Fagrell, 1985). Nevertheless, since
rats in both experiments were normotensive, the indices of cutaneous vascular conductance
m a y be interpreted to reflect changes in local vascular tone, the cause of which remains to
be determined.
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In rats it is well established that reductions Q S k in are largely dependent on core
temperature changes w h e n whole-body skin temperature is stable (Rand et al, 1965;
R a m a n et al, 1983; O w e n s et al, 2002). Thus, in the context of experiment 1, central
thermoafferent flow during core cooling would conflict with w a r m signals arising from the
skin. The integration of these error signals, within the current rat model, would elicit a
generalised reduction in cutaneous vascular conductance, as illustrated in table 5.1 (Gordon
et al, 2004). This result is consistent with those from the previous h u m a n studies, in which
high-amplitude blood flow oscillations were induced during rewarming from a prior cold
exposure, despite the presence of a core temperature afterdrop (Haley et al, 2004). A
significant reduction in the peak height of these oscillations was observed after 25 min of
core cooling. Nevertheless, w e believe this change did not reflect a modification to the
characteristics of these oscillations (width, amplitude or frequency), but rather a downward
displacement of the whole Q S k signal, perhaps reflecting a sympathetically induced
vasoconstriction. In addition, the results from experiment 2, show that core heating, while
increasing Q s k , yet had no significant effect on the high-amplitude oscillations, Since the rat
tail is solely innervated by sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves, it is likely that these nerves,
in the context of the second experiment, would have minimal influence on tail QSk, due to
elevation of both m e a n skin and core temperature (Owens et al, 2002). These findings,
point to a minimal roll of sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves in these oscillations, which
also reflects the findings of our earlier h u m a n studies.

The model was successful in producing a significant ~2°C in Thy and reduction in
average Q S k with 25 minutes of core cooling, and an increase in Th y (~0.5°C) and Q S k with
25 minutes of core heating. T o more fully investigate the role of core temperature in these
oscillations, further experiments need to be conducted that involve alterations in core
temperature for longer time periods, and that produce greater deviation in core temperature
(both positively and negatively). Normal core temperature for the rat is approximately 3738 °C at the rectum (Gordon, 1990). During the core cooling (experiment 1) and core
heating (experiment 2) rectal temperature ranged from -39.2 to -35.6 °C and from -38.1 to
38.9°C respectively. Thus in the present studies while the alterations in the normal core
temperature were achieved, they were still within a physiological range (Gordon, 1990),
and with elevated skin temperature a more noxious change in core temperature m a y be
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required to affect the high-amplitude oscillations. In another pilot study repeating the
protocol for experiment one (results not shown), where the cold stimulus for the core
cooling was increased (i.e. perfusion with the abdominal thermode with 10°C water).
Results from these experiments show a core cooling rate of-1.95 ±0.03 °C-h"'-100 g"1, yet
again did not produce any significant changes in the high-amplitude oscillations.

One limitation of this study, may relate to the use of anaesthesia. It is recognised that
anaesthesia alters thermoregulation, in particular the width of the thermoneutral (null) zone.
Accordingly, the possibility that the anaesthetised rat model m a y have confounded data
interpretation requires consideration. However, Malkison et al. (1993) have shown urethane
to be appropriate for thermal experiments, and that it does not elicit undesirable affects on
the sympathetic nervous system (Malkinson et al, 1993). Since the high-amplitude
oscillations found in the rat are similar to those evident in non-anaesthetised humans as
presented in the previous Chapters, it is assumed these oscillations are not an artefact of
anaesthesia.

5.5 SUMMARY
The high-amplitude oscillations were first detected in humans at a non-acral skin site
(thigh) and later in acral regions (finger-tip; Chapters 2 and 4). The results of the
experiments presented in this Chapter show that these oscillations are reproducibly present
in rat tail (acral) skin sites. It is well established that differences exist in the innervation of
vascular smooth muscle for both types of skin (Johnson and Park, 1979; O'Leary et al,
1985; O'Leary and Johnson, 1989). Thus, the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in
both acral and non-acral regions m a y indicate that a c o m m o n mechanism is possibly
involved, which m a y be similar across species. Based on both h u m a n and animal
experiments this mechanism is likely to be a local phenomenon, which is possibly
dependent upon local elevations in tissue temperature.

In the involvement of core temperature in the high-amplitude oscillations, is expected
to be minimal, as based on the results of both h u m a n and animal studies, providing strong
support for the first hypothesis of this thesis (Section 1.3). However, further experiments
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need to be conducted to confirm this conclusion, since core temperature (while significantly
altered in the current experiment) still remained within a normal range and a greater change
in core temperature m a y be required to affect the high-amplitude oscillations. The current
experiments showed that an ~2°C reduction and a ~0.5°C increase in core temperature,
while significantly altering Qsk, did not elicit changes to the characteristics of these
oscillations, while m e a n skin temperature was elevated and clamped (~37°C). However,
interestingly tail temperature was below (~30°C) the previously assumed temperature
required for the induction of these oscillations (~37°C), possibly indicating that the
threshold temperature for the induction of these oscillations in the rat tail is lower. O n e
interpretation of this result, is that the mechanism of induction of these oscillations is
different between humans and rats, however as w e have not measured Q S k and local
temperature in acral regions in humans, (apart from Q s k measurements at the finger tip in
the heat, in which w e found the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations), w e cannot
confirm that these oscillations do not occur at a reduced local skin temperature in humans
in acral regions.
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CHAPTER 6: EFFECTS OF TOPICAL APPLICATION OF LOCAL
ANAESTHETIC ON HIGH-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS IN SKIN BLOOD
FLOW
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the work described in this Chapter was to investigate the effects of the
topical application of a local anaesthetic on the high-amplitude oscillations, and thus test
the third hypothesis of this thesis (Section 1.3). The previous experiments (Chapters 2 and
4) pointed to a role of elevated skin temperature in the high-amplitude oscillations, and a
minimal role for changes in core temperature. Local mechanisms in the control of skin
blood flow (Qsk; see Chapter 1, Section 1.1.3.1.2), primarily act to alter vessel tone via
altering the constrictive state of the vascular smooth muscle. It was hypothesised that
removal of the cutaneous vessel tone m a y attenuate the high-amplitude oscillations. In this
experiment, a local application of anaesthetic was intended to remove local vessel tone, via
blocking of both central and local influences on QSk, and an initial pilot study in two
subjects, found that a 30 min application of topical application of Xylocaine Jelly (a topical
anaesthetic containing 2 % Lignocaine) attenuated the high-amplitude oscillations in
response to whole-body heating. This finding w a s curious, as information from the
manufacturer of the Xylocaine Jelly, indicates that topical application to unbroken
cutaneous tissue provides inadequate analgesia, due to an inability of the lignocaine
contained within the gel to adequately penetrate the skin (product information;
AstraZenenca Ltd 2005). Nonetheless, to confirm these results from this pilot study, the
experiment described within this Chapter explores the effects of topical application of
Xylocaine Jelly on the high-amplitude oscillations. Prior to a description of these
experiments a discussion of the possible mechanisms by which Xylocaine m a y attenuate
the high-amplitude oscillations is presented in Section 6.1.1.
6.1.1 Proposed actions of Xylocaine on skin blood flow.

Xylocaine Jelly is a topical anaesthetic, intended to provide prompt (usually within
five minutes) and long lasting (20-30 min) anaesthesia of the mucous membranes and also
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provides lubrication for procedures in these areas (product information; AstraZenenca Ltd
2005; Gordh and Stockholm, 1949). The active ingredient of Xylocaine Jelly is lignocaine
hydrochloride ( 2 % ) . Lignocaine produces anaethesia via blocking of voltage-gated sodium
(Na + ) channels, and m a y also affect calcium (Ca 2+ ) channels in smooth muscle cells (
Aberg, 1972; Lilley et al, 1996). Xylocaine also contains hydroxypropyl methylcellulose,
sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid and the preservatives methyl parahydroxybenzoate
(methyl paraben) and propyl parahydroxybenzoate (propyl paraben). Lignocaine is an
amide type anaesthetic, and structurally comprises an aromaticring,an amide linkage and a
tertiary amine (Friedman et al, 2001). The aromatic ring is lipid soluble and is largely
responsible for diffusion across the nerve cell membrane, determining the effectiveness of
this anaesthetic (Friedman et al, 2001). While lignocaine m a y be lipid soluble, Xylocaine
Jelly has a water miscible base. Thus, absorption of lignocaine into the mucous membranes
(i.e. a hydrophilic environment) is rapid, with the rate and absorption largely dependent on
the concentration, dose, treatment site and duration of treatment (Gordh and Stockholm,
1949).

The effectiveness of topical application of anaesthetics and other therapeutic agents,
is dependent on the ability to be absorbed into the skin. Specifically, the stratum corneum
provides the principal barrier of the skin, and includes dead keratinocytes surrounded by a
lipid multilamellar matrix (Scheuplein and Blank, 1971; A k o m e a h et al, 2004). The barrier
function of the cutaneous tissue is important in protecting the body from external agents,
and also functions to prevent excessive water loss (Akomeah et al, 2004). Furthermore, the
stratum corneum is the rate-limiting barrier to topical application of drugs to skin
(Scheuplein and Blank, 1971; A k o m e a h et al, 2004). Xylociane Jelly m a y be poorly
absorbed through the skin, with tests showing inadequate analgesia in adult human subjects
(treated with 2.5-5% Xylocaine) (Tucker et al, 2002). Furthermore, topical application of a
5 % lignocaine ointment has also failed to produce analgesia, in human neonates (Rushforth
etal, 1995).

However, initial results from our pilot study show that a 30 minute application
attenuates the high-amplitude oscillations, possibly indicating that the Xylocaine Jelly, m a y
have locally affected Q S k control mechanisms. Covino (1987) has suggested that the
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vasoactive properties and anaesthetic potency of a local anaesthetic m a y be unrelated
(Covino, 1987). Thus, it is proposed that the attenuation of these oscillations m a y be
attributed to the active ingredient lignocaine, and a possible enhanced absorption of this
anaesthetic under the experimental conditions or due to vasoactive properties of other
constituents of the Xylocaine Jelly (specifically the paraben preservatives).

There are several mechanisms, by which lignocaine may attenuate the high-amplitude
oscillations. First, lignocaine and other local anaesthetics are thought to affect voltagegated N a + channels (Lilley et al, 1996). The voltage-gated N a + channels produce action
potentials by opening in response to a change in membrane potential, leading to an influx of
Na + , which in turn leads to more depolarisation (Friedman et al, 2001). Local anaesthetics
block these channels, causing unresponsiveness to changes in membrane potential, resulting
in local insensitivity to pain, and they do this by interfering with nerve transmission in
specific areas of the body. Nerve conduction is blocked only in the area where the
anaesthetics are applied (Lilley et al, 1996). Thus, as lignocaine m a y locally alter nerve
transmission, then lignocaine could block both central (i.e. sympathetic nervous system)
and local (i.e. axon reflexes) neural control of QSk-

Second, several authors have suggested that lignocaine may also remove the
responsiveness of the cutaneous vasculature, due to inhibition of C a + entry through
voltage- and receptor-gated channels and inhibition of C a 2 + release from noradrenalinsensitive intracellular stores (Aberg, 1972; Covino, 1987; Fernandez del Pozo et al, 1997).
Both effects lead to a decrease in the availability of C a 2 + within the cytosol of smooth
muscle, preventing smooth muscle contraction (Aberg, 1972; Jacobs and Keatinge, 1974;
Fernandez del Pozo et al, 1997). This effect of lignocaine on the vascular smooth muscle is
reported to only occur at higher doses and m a y be dependent on the extent to which
lignocaine penetrates the vascular smooth muscle. However, in contrast to the above
effects, other studies have shown that norepinephrine application under conditions of local
anaesthesia (induced by intophoretic application of Lignocaine and topical application of
E L M A - c r e a m ) , results in vasoconstriction (same magnitude as control conditions), which
suggests that the vascular smooth muscle is still responsive (Lindblad et al, 1990; Crandall
e/a/., 2002).
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Third, a secondary effect of altered C a

mobilisation within the vascular smooth

muscle, due to local anaesthetics, m a y be disruption to the normal function of the vascular
endothelial cells. Normal function of the vascular endothelium is vital to the maintenance
of normal vessel tone (Johns, 1989). These cells produce several important substances,
which act on the vascular smooth muscle, and an intact endothelium is required for m a n y
vasoactive substances to exert their effects (Johns, 1989). The release of the nitric oxide
(originally k n o w n as endothelium-derived relaxing factor), a substance which causes
vasodilation of the vascular smooth muscle, m a y be dependent on C a 2 + mobilisation, and a
study by Johns (1989) has shown that treatment of segments of rat aorta with lignocaine
greatly reduced endothelium dependent vasodilation (Johns, 1989).

These three methods rely on adequate penetration of lignocaine into the skin. Typical
methods for application of lignocaine to the skin include topical application (in forms other
then Xylocaine designed to penetrate the skin), iontophoresis, and injection (Escott et al,
1995; Friedman et al, 2001; Crandall et al, 2002; Newton et al, 2003a). A s Xylocaine
Jelly is typically not used on intact cutaneous tissue, the literature has little information on
the vasoactivity of this local anaesthetic. However, Izumi and Karita (1991) have used a 1
hr topical application of Xylocaine Jelly (2%) and found a reduced vasodilator response to
an intradermal injection of histamine and substance-P, and suggest these results were due to
blocking the axon reflex nerves, which normally elicit a local vasodilation in response to
these to vasoactive substances (Izumi and Karita, 1991). From the above, it seems plausible
that Xylocaine m a y exert vasoactive effects due to the active ingredient lignocaine.
However Xylocaine also contains methyl- and propyl- parabens, which are anti-microbial
agents, and are c o m m o n preservatives in m a n y therapueutic products, food and cosmetics,
and m a y also have effects on the Qsk- Iontophoretic application of both of these parabens
has been shown to increase Q s k (Newton et al, 2003a) and this m a y be due to blocking of
the voltage-gated and ligand-gated N a + channels of both central and local neural
mechanisms (Inoue et al, 1994; Ji et al, 2004). In addition, parabens m a y also affect other
mechanisms within the endothelium such as the synthesis of nitric oxide (Newton et al,
2007).
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Factors that enhance absorption into the skin, include chemical and physical
enhancers, and m a y also included heat (Akomeah et al, 2004). This m a y account for
increased Xylocaine absorption, resulting in attenuation of the high-amplitude oscillations,
due to increased absorption of both lignocaine and the paraben preservatives. A k o m e a h et
al. (2004) found that increased temperature increased absorption of several penetrants in an
in vitro preparation of h u m a n skin and that an increase of skin temperature from 30°C to
37°C resulted in a two-fold increase in the penetrants metyl-paraben and butyl-paraben
(Akomeah et al, 2004). The effect of heat in enhancing the permeability of topically
applied substances has been related to changes to the lipid properties of the stratum
corneum (Ogiso et al, 1998). However, this m a y only occur at local temperatures greater
than 40°C, and m a y not relate to hydrophilic substances such as Xylocaine (Akomeah et al,
2004). However, absorption into the skin m a y also occur via a transcellular keratin matrix
(Treffel et al, 1992; A k o m e a h et al, 2004). Polar substances crossing the skin via this
pathway, m a y encounter difficulties due to hydrogen bonding (between penetrant and
keratin of keratinocytes or to ceramide groups of intracellular lipids). Heating m a y
overcome activation energies required to break hydrogen bonds and thus enhance
absorption of polar substances into the skin (Treffel et al, 1992; A k o m e a h et al, 2004).
The paraben preservatives and lignocaine in Xylocaine are both lipid soluble, however, its
presentation in Xylocaine Jelly is hydrophilic (i.e. polar) (Kitagawa et al, 1997; A k o m e a h
et al, 2004). Thus, passive heating of the skin in our pilot study m a y have enhanced the
absorption of Xylocaine.

Some chemicals may also enhance absorption of topically applied anaesthetics.
Tucker et al. (2002) found that a 20 min application of 2.5-5% Xylocaine directly to the
ventral surface of the forearm, failed to produce any detectable level of anaesthesia as
determined by pin-prick and thermal sensitivity testing (Tucker et al, 2002). However,
when Xylocaine was combined with a nitric oxide-generating paste (NO-generating; an in
house formulation of sodium nitrate and ascorbic acid), anaesthesia was produced within 510 min (Tucker et al, 2002). T o investigate this further, the same authors looked at a 10
min application of 5 % lignocaine and the NO-generating paste and found a significant
reduction in cannulation pain scores, w h e n compared to subjects treated with the N O generating system alone. The authors, have no clear mechanism for the enhancement of
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lignocaine absorption by the NO-generating paste, however, they suggested that absorption
m a y be related to enhanced cutaneous blood flow (Tucker et al, 2002). This mechanism
m a y relate to the Xylocaine treatment used in the pilot studies conducted within our
laboratory, in which subjects were heated, leading to increased cutaneous perfusion. Since,
the part of the Q S k response to local heat involves the production of nitric oxide (Kellogg et
al, 1999; Minson et al, 2001), which m a y also have enhanced Xylocaine absorption.

It is possible, from the above discussion, that Xylocaine Jelly could have attenuated
the high-amplitude oscillations due to either the active ingredient lignocaine, or due to the
presence of paraben preservatives. Lignocaine and the paraben preservatives are likely to
affect neural transmission (central regulation and local axon reflexes). In addition,
lignocaine m a y also affect the vascular smooth muscle and indirectly affect the vascular
endothelial cells. T o confirm the observation from pilot studies, that Xylocaine attenuates
the high-amplitude oscillations in response to whole-body heating, and to evaluate the
effects of the possible local removal of central and local neural influences as well as local
vessel responsiveness (due to possible effects on vascular smooth muscle), the following
experiment was completed.

6.2 METHODS
Experiments were conducted to ascertain the effects of a topical application of
Xylocaine on heat-induced (40°C; air) high-amplitude oscillation in Qsk- Topical
application of this anaesthetic was chosen as the preferred mechanism of delivery, so as not
to disturb local tissue blood flow (which is a potential hazard of other possible mechanisms
of this drug delivery; i.e. injections m a y cause mechanical trauma). The H u m a n Research
Ethics Committee of the University of Wollongong approved the study protocol, and
subjects provided written, informed consent.
6.2.1 Subjects

Ten healthy male (n=5) and female (n=5) subjects aged 21-54 years (mean = 29.4 +
10.5 yr) participated in this study. Subjects' height and mass were measured using a
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stadiometer (mean = 179.5 + 9.0 cm; Holtain Ltd., Crymych, U.K.) and platform scale
(mean = 74.2 (± 11.7) kg; A & D , Model No., FW-150k, Milpitas, C A , U.S.A) respectively.

6.2.2 Protocol

Upon arrival at the laboratory, subjects changed into shorts and t-shirt and inserted a
rectal thermistor. Subject's physical characteristics (height and weight) were recorded and
then subjects were transferred to a thermoneutral (28°C) climate chamber and seated as the
remaining instrumentation occurred. Laser-Doppler probe holders (see Figure 2.1) were
then glued to both thighs. T o standardize the placement of these laser probe-holders, the
length of the upper legs from the anterior superior iliac spine to tibial tuberosity was
measured. At 6 5 % distal from the anterior superior iliac spine a mark was placed on the
ventral side of the thigh. A test site of 10 c m 2 (2.5 x 4.0 c m ) was then drawn on these
marked spots on both shaved thighs, to serve for an application area for the Xylocaine and
the two probe-holders.

An acclimatisation period of approximately 30 minutes to the room condition of 28°C
had occurred by now, and Q S k was measured from both thighs for a period of two minutes.
The environmental temperature was then increased to 40°C. The experimental thigh was
then treated with Xylocaine (following procedure below) and the control thigh received no
treatment. The Xylocaine treated thigh and control thigh were randomised according to
dominant and non-dominant thigh.

The exact position of the laser probe-holder was marked, following thermoneutral
data collection, the probe-holder was then removed and one millilitre of Xylocaine Jelly
(containing 2 % lignocaine hydrochloride, AstraZeneca) was administered to the test site of
the Xylocaine treated thigh. The application period for Xylocaine was 30-minutes, and
following this time the excess gel was gently removed and the laser probe-holder was reattached to the precisely the same site on the experimental thigh. The amount and
application time for the Xylocaine Jelly was selected based on the results of pilot studies,
and provided a thick layer of Xylocaine to the treatment site, which remained wet following
the 30 minute application period. Skin blood flow was then measured for two minutes on
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the control thigh and then for two minutes on the Xylocaine treated thigh. This cycle was
repeated, with alternate two-minute recordings from both the control and Xylocaine treated
thighs for a period of 40 minutes, with measurements taken in each 5-minute interval from
both thighs. For each subject, one baseline-measurement (0 min) and seven-heat exposure
measurements (at the approximate time points of 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 mins) were
obtained for both the control and Xylocaine treated thigh.
6.2.3 Measurements

6.2.3.1 Skin blood flow

Skin blood flow (QSk) was measured using laser-Doppler flowmetry (TSI Laserflo
B P M 2 , Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.). At data collection time points the laserDoppler probe connected to the blood flowmeter (P-435, Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N ,
U.S.A.) was inserted into specially designed laser probe holders (Figure 2.1), which were
glued to the subject's mid-anterior thighs (see experimental protocol). The probe-holder
served to allow measurement from precisely the same site throughout the experiments and
also helped to reduce movement artefact. In four subjects, a P-422 (Vasamedics Inc., St.
Paul, M N , U.S.A.) laser probe was used due to damage of the original laser probe. The
analog signal from the laser-Doppler flowmeter from each of the data collection time points
were collected at 20 Hz, and then processed using an eight channel, 12-bit analog to digital
converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and passed to a
computer for storage.

6.2.3.2 Tissue temperature and cardiac frequency

Core temperature was (Tc) was estimated from an unweighted mean of rectal (Tre)
and aural (Tau) temperatures recorded continuously throughout the experiments. Rectal
temperature was determined using thermistor, inserted 12 c m beyond the external anal
sphincter (FF Type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.).
Temperature at the auditory canal was measured from a thermistor inserted into the
subject's ear, adjacent to the tympanic membrane (Edale Instruments (Cambridge) Ltd.,
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Cambridge, U.K.). Once in place, this thermistor was secured with tape to the external ear,
and covered with cotton wool, to further insulate the thermistor from the influence of
ambient temperature.
Subject's mean skin temperature (Tsk) was calculated as an area-weighted summation
(see Section 2.2.3.2) from thermistors measuring skin temperature at eight sites (forehead,
left upper chest,rightscapula, right upper arm, left forearm, left hand,rightanterior thigh
and the left calf) (ISO, 1992; E U type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs,
O H , U.S.A.). Local skin temperature (Tsk) was also measured from two thermistors
attached to the subject's thighs at the sites of Q s k recording (both control and Xylocaine
treated sites (Tsk-contol and Tsk-Xylocaine respectively); E U type, Yellow Springs
Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.). M e a n body temperature (Tb) was
calculated from T c and Tsk, using the weightings of 0.75 and 0.25 during normothermia, and
0.8 and 0.2 (for T c and TSk respectively) during passive whole-body heating (Hardy and
DuBois, 1938). All core and skin temperatures were measured from previously calibrated
thermistors (see Appendix One), at 0.2 Hz, using a data logger (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant
Instruments Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Cardiac frequency (fc) was continuously monitored
from ventricular depolarisation and recorded at a 0.2 H z (Model PE3000, Polar Electro
Sport Tester, Kempele, Finland).
6.2.4 Data analysis

All data are presented as mean + standard errors unless otherwise stated.
Thermoneutral QSk data (20 H z ) were collected from both the control and Xylocaine treated
thigh separately for a 2-min period to confirm the absence of the high-amplitude
oscillations at the ambient temperature of 28°C. At 40°C, Q s k data were collected (20 H z ) in
2-min blocks at 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 and 65 min. Skin blood flow data were analysed as
described in Chapter 3, the cutpoint of 100 A U gave an accuracy score = 0.98, based on the
receiver operator characteristics curve (Chapter 3). All Q s k data, with the exception of peak
frequency (Hz) and width (ms), are presented in arbitrary units (AU: linear scale).

Thermal (°C) and cardiac frequency (b-min1) data were averaged for the two minutes
coinciding with the Q s k collection period during normothermia, and were calculated as two
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minute averages, for one minute prior and one minute after each five minute interval of the
passive heating period. The averages calculated for the time points 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60
and 65 min of heating coincide with the QSk measurements. Local temperature (TSk-contol
and Tsk-Xylocaine) at the site of QSk measurement was estimated from skin temperature
measurements collected from the both the control and Xylocaine treated thigh. These local
temperature measurements were averaged in the same manner as the above thermal data.

Statistical analysis for QSk, TSk-contol and TSk-Xylocaine consisted of a compound
M A N O V A (effects: time, treatment and time by treatment interaction), and this procedure
was used to compare differences between the two treatments. Time effects were tested for
the remaining thermal and cardiovascular data using a repeated measures A N O V A . N o
distinction was made between gender for the statistical analysis, and, with the exception of
physical characteristics no between gender differences were evident (P>0.05). Thus, both
genders were pooled for analysis. Alpha was set at 0.05.

6.3 RESULTS
6.3.1 Tissue temperature and cardiac frequency

Mean core temperature (Tc; as estimated from the mean of Tre and Tau) averaged
37.09 ± 0.07°C under thermoneutral conditions and was slightly increased at the conclusion
of whole-body heating to 37.2 ± 0.1 °C (Figure 6.1 A; P[7,3] = 376.63, P=0.0002). Mean
body temperature (Tb) was affected by environmental temperature increasing from 35.9 ±
0.1°C at normothermia, to 36.9 + 0.1 °C after -70 minutes at 40°C (Figure 6.1 A; F[1<3] =
43.91, P=0.0051). M e a n T sk also tracked environmental temperature, increasing rapidly
during heating from 32.2 ± 0.3°C to 35.9 ± 0.2°C (Figure 6.1 B; P[7,3] = 65.07, P=0.0028).
Local temperature (Tsk-contol and Tsk-Xylocaine) also increased rapidly during passive
heating at both the control and Xylocaine treated sites (31.9 ± 0.4°C and 31.9 ± 0.3°C (at
normothermia respectively) and 36.0 + 0.3°C and 36.0 ± 0.4°C (after heating respectively);
Figure 6.1 B, P[7,3] = 27.96, P=0.0099). N o significant treatment effect, or time and
treatment interaction was found for the local temperature measurements at the control and
Xylocaine treated thigh (P>0.05). Cardiac frequency averaged 77.8 ± 3.4 b-min"1 at
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Figure 6.1 M e a n core (A), mean body (A), mean skin temperatures (B), local skin
temperature at the sites of skin blood flow recording (both control and Xylocaine treated
sites; B ) and cardiac frequency (C), during thermoneutral seated rest (28°C; t=0), and
during 70 min passive heating in a climate chamber (40°C). Data are means ± standard
errors (n=10). * refers to a significant time effects, which were detected for mean core,
mean body and mean skin temperatures, as well as for local skin temperature at the control
and Xylocaine treated sites (P<0.05).
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normothermia, and remained stable throughout passive heating and averaged 78.6 ± 3.1
b-min"1 after 70 minutes (Figure 6.1 C, F[7,3] = 1.33, P=0.4439). The high-amplitude
oscillations were present after approximately 35-40 minutes of heating; this corresponded
to T c of 37.1 ± 0.1°C, T b of 36.8 ± 0.1 °C, T s k of 35.1 ± 0.2°C, Tsk-control of 35.0 ± 0.3°C
and/c 78.8 ±3.3 b-min"'.
6.3.2 Skin blood flow

Similar to the results in our previous experiments (Chapters 2 and 4), thermoneutral
Q s k contained no evidence of the high-amplitude oscillations within the raw Q s k data for
measurements taken at either the control or Xylocaine treated measurement sites. U p o n
heating, m e a n Q S k was increased significantly for both the control and Xlyocaine sites (F[7,3]
= 10.33, P=0.0406; Table 6.1). Xylocaine treatment seemed to increase the average QSk,
however, no significant treatment or time and treatment interaction was detected (P>0.05;
Table 6.1). T h e high-amplitude oscillations were again evident in all subjects, following
35-40 min of heating, yet were only present in Q S k traces collected from the control
measurement site (Figure 6.2, B ) , with no oscillations recorded at the Xylocaine treated
sites at any data collection period during heating in any subjects (Figure 6.2, A and C ) . The
oscillations present at the control measurement site consisted of a high-amplitude peak
(-300-500 A U ) , extending from a stable baseline (-150-200 A U ) , spanning -1000 m s , and
having frequency of -0.2-0.3 H z (the m e a n maximal frequency was ~0.4Hz as calculated
from data files containing the oscillations throughout the entire data collection period),
which, were not significantly increased as heating progressed (P>0.05).

6.4 DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study is the confirmation of the hypothesis that 30 minutes
topical application of a 2 % Xylocaine Jelly attenuates the high-amplitude oscillations in
response to whole-body heating. This was evident with all subjects displaying the highamplitude oscillations in Q S k on the control measurement site (thigh), but not on the contralateral Xylocaine treated site. This is an important finding as it confirms the biological
nature of these oscillations, and also suggests that local vessel tone is mechanistically
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Table 6.1 Skin blood flow data (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) during
thermoneutrality and passive whole-body heating at control and Xylocaine treated sites
(n=10). Data are 2-min m e a n s ( ± S E M ; see text for details) at thermoneutral (time point 0,
T a = 28°C) and during heating (T a = 4 0 ° C ) at the data collection time points (35, 40, 45, 50,
55, 6 0 and 6 5 mins). * indicates a significant time effect (P<0.05). See Figure 2.3 for an
annotated sample of the skin blood flow variables.

SKIN
BLOOD
FLOW
VARIABLE
Average
flow (AU)

TREATMENT TIME OF MEASUREMENT (min)

0
Control

Xylocaine

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

172.0

194.8

197.2

254.9

(±24.9)

(±30.6)

(±21.5)

(±40.6)

235.4
(±28.1)

225.9
(±29.7)

286.0
(±64.5)

315.7*
(±54.3)

184.1
(±34.2)

234.9
(±32.6)

258.4
(±34.4)

290.2
(±56.0)

305.1
(±43.4)

314.8
(±56.1)

316.7
(±52.3)

382.3*
(±75.4)

0.12

0.23
(±0.08)

0.31
(±0.09)

0.33
(±0.10)

0.26
(±0.10)

0.31
(±0.10)

0.30
(±0.11)

(±46.5)

415.9
(±116.3)

425.3
(±68.5)

489.8
(±112.2)

519.0
(±86.0)

397.2
(±70.6)

419.0
(±55.2)

Frequency
of highamplitude
oscillations
(Hz)

Control

Peak
Height
(AU)

Control

Baseline
flow (AU)

Control

157.6
(±37.9)

141.1
(±27.1)

162.3
(±23.7)

184.6
(±35.9)

194.6
(±32.4)

190.2
(±30.9)

206.1
(±60.2)

Amplitude
of highamplitude
oscillations

Control

177.7
(±42.1)

274.8
(±104.4)

240.6
(±46.8)

295.1
(±102.8)

356.7
(±69.6)

207.1
(±51.6)

212.9
(±31.4)

(±0.05)

315.7

(AU)
Width of
highamplitude
oscillations
(ms)

Control

1092.4
1115.8
1064.6
1090.8
1193.9
1107.9
1199.5
(±352.4) (±186.4) (±262.4) (±481.2) (±153.9) (±267.1) (±198.4)
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Figure 6.2 Skin blood flow traces (arbitrary units; A U ) for one subject measured from the
Xylocaine treated (panel A and C ) and control (B) measurement sites during passive wholebody heating in a heated climate chamber (40°C). Note the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations only in the skin blood flow trace from the control measurement site. Panel A
measurements taken from 47.5-49.5 min, Panel B 50.0- 52.0 min and Panel C 52.5- 54.5
min of passive heating.
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important to the high-amplitude oscillations. The results from this experiment also reinforce
that whole-body heating can reproducibly induce these oscillations in Q s k in all tested
subjects and similar to our earlier experiments the high-amplitude oscillations were absent
in Q s k measurements recorded during normothermia (28 °C). In addition, and also reflecting
the results of our previous experiments, the high-amplitude oscillations were detected in the
control measurement site after approximately 4 0 minutes of passive heating, indicating that
these oscillations m a y result from thermal mechanisms. These mechanisms m a y have been
disrupted in the Xylocaine treated skin site, due to anaesthesia, and resulting in the absence
of these oscillations from the Q S k signal.

Thermoregulatory control of Qsk involves the integration of temperature signals from
both the core and skin (Boulant, 1996; Boulant, 2000). The results of this experiment
further support a minimal role of core temperature in the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations, as was hypothesised based on the results of our previous experiments. A small
increase in mean core temperature (-0.2 °C), was detected during this study. This is in
contrast the reduction in rectal temperature (-1-1.5 °C) recorded during rewarming in the
experiments reported in Chapter 2 and the results from the study in Chapter 4, where mean
core temperature was unchanged during whole-body heating. While these changes are very
small, they are consistent with the magnitude of T c changes observed to activate
thermoeffector mechanisms (Mekjavic and Eiken, 2006). However, in the current
experiments, they are in opposing directions, first, where central vasoconstrictor drive is
assumed to be increased (due to reduced core temperature; Chapter 2), and then when
central vasodilator drive m a y have been optimised (increased core temperature). These
findings have been demonstrated in both humans and rats (Chapter 5), and provide strong
evidence that the level of the core temperature is not the primary regulator of highamplitude oscillations, w h e n skin temperature is elevated.

With regard to the first hypothesis of this thesis (i.e. the high-amplitude oscillations
are related to increased skin temperature), the results of this study show no significant
increase in any of the variables of the high-amplitude oscillations, despite a significant
increase in both m e a n and local skin temperature during whole-body heating. This result is
similar to that detected in Chapter 4, and provides further evidence that the oscillations m a y
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be related to a threshold level of T sk , above which any increases in any variables of these
oscillations are dependent on increases in total Q sk . The previous experiments indicated a
threshold temperature of -35-36 °C (mean and local T sk ) for the induction of these
oscillations in non-acral regions in humans, and T s k at the time of onset of the highamplitude oscillations in this experiment was ~35°C. Importantly, no significant difference
was detected in local temperature (Tsk-contol and Tsk-Xylocaine) at the control and
Xylocaine treated sites, and both sites reached the apparent threshold temperature of -3536°C.

Amide anaesthetics, like lignocaine, are generally thought to be vasodilators at
clinical doses, and vasoconstrictors at lower doses (Covino, 1986; Covino, 1987). In the
previous experiments an increase in Q s k occurred in parallel with an increase in mean and
local skin temperature. This was reflected in the current study, with a significant increase in
Qsk in both the control and Xylocaine treated skin sites, corresponding to an increase in
mean and local skin temperature. T h e average Q s k seemed higher at the Xylocaine treated
than the control site during whole-body heating, but these differences were not significant.
It is interesting that Xylocaine treatment abolished the high-amplitude oscillation, yet didn't
significantly affect the rise in Q S k in response to whole-body heating. This finding suggests
that Xylocaine m a y not block the mechanisms that give rise to increases in QSk, with
increased temperature. O n e possible interpretation of this result is that mechanisms that
increase Q S k in the heat m a y only increase or facilitate the high-amplitude oscillations. The
other possibility is that, since several mechanisms contribute to the increase in Q S k during
the heat, blocking of the mechanism that induces that high-amplitude oscillations, does not
fully abolish the responsiveness of the vessel to increases in temperature.

A biphasic response QSk in response to local heating has been reported by several
authors (Pergola et al, 1993; Minson et al, 2001; Charkoudian et al, 2002). The initial
phase of this increase has tentatively been attributed to axon reflex mechanisms, as this
phase is attenuated with local application of anaesthetic, but not by proximal nerve
blockade (Pergola et al, 1993; Minson et al, 2001). Whereas the secondary phase of
vasodilation has been associated with the release of nitric oxide (from the vascular
endothelial cells) and is not effected by local nerve blockade (Kellogg et al, 1999; Minson
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et al, 2001). The high-amplitude oscillations were abolished by 30 min topical application
of Xylocaine, yet this treatment did not prevent (and m a y have potentiated, although not
significantly) an increase in Q S k as ambient temperature was increased. Thus, the highamplitude oscillations m a y be related to axon-reflex mechanisms as blockade of axon
reflexes does not attenuate the increase in blood flow observed following increases in local
tissue temperature (Kellogg et al, 1999). Furthermore, an experiment conducted by Izumi
and Karita (1991) revealed that a 1 hr topical application of Xylocaine Jelly (2%) produced
a reduced vasodilator response to an intradermal injection of histamine and substance-P.
The authors suggested these results were due to blocking the axon reflex nerves, which
normally elicit a local vasodilation in response to injections of these to vasoactive
substances (Izumi and Karita, 1991). Thus, a similar blockade of axon reflexes by
Xylocaine m a y have resulted in attenuation of the high-amplitude oscillations, while not
preventing a rise in Q S k due to whole-body heating.

Xylocaine treatment may have affected the voltage gated Na+ channels, either due to
action of active ingredient lignocaine or due to vasoactive properties of the paraben
preservatives (see Section 6.1.1). Normal function of these voltage gated N a + channels is
required for central neural regulation of Q S k and these channels are also important to local
axon reflex mechanism. Silverman et al. (2002), found low amplitude oscillations in Qsk,
with a frequency of 0.12 H z , and suggested local cholinergic control of QSk could possibly
mediate such oscillations. In addition, Silverman et al. (2002) investigated the effects of
topical application of E L M A - c r e a m (a highly penetrable eutectic mixture of lignocaine and
prilocaine) and found these oscillations were eliminated by the cream (Silverman and Stout,
2002). If the high-amplitude oscillations are also related to cholinergic control, then
Xylocaine treatment m a y have affected the possible local cholinergic control. Potential
blocking of all of these mechanisms by Xylocaine means that it is not possible to
discriminate between these as possible triggers for the high-amplitude oscillations.

Xylocaine treatment may also affect the vascular smooth muscle, as local anaesthetics
m a y m a k e the vascular smooth muscle unresponsive, due to effects on C a

(Aberg, 1972;

Covino, 1987; Fernandez del Pozo et al, 1997). Altered vasomotion is a proposed local
mechanism for the high-amplitude oscillations, and effects on the vascular smooth muscle,
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m a y have resulted in attenuation of these oscillations. Average Q S k in both the Xylocaine
treated and control thighs increased significantly over time, and there appeared to be no
significant difference in average flow between thighs (Table 6.1). However, average flow
in the control thigh was more variable than in the Xylocaine treated site, with average Q S k
at the control site appearing to fluctuate as heating continued (Table 6.1). The possible
effect of Xylocaine treatment on the neural control of the cutaneous vasculature, or perhaps
effects on the vascular smooth muscle m a y explain the differences in the response.
However, evidence for this last assumption within the literature is controversial. Hassan et
al. (1988) used a lignocaine infiltration and found preservation of smooth muscle reactivity
in response to alterations in transmural pressure and also found spontaneousfluctuationsin
flow, produced mainly by arteriolar vasomotion, suggesting that lignocaine is unlikely to
have an inhibitory effect on vascular smooth muscle (Hassan and Tooke, 1988).
Conversely, Salerud et al. (1983) measured rhythmical oscillations (with a frequency of
0.14 H z ) in QSk, and suggested these oscillations were attributable to local factors, as they
were found to be asynchronous w h e n simultaneously observed at different sites on the
forearm. Local topical application of anaesthetic paste (containing lignocaine), blocked
these oscillations which were said to originate from the vascular smooth muscle (Salerud et
al, 1983).

Another local mechanism in the control of Qsk is the local release of vasoactive
substances (see Section 6.1.2), which m a y have been effected by Xylocaine. Prilocaine is a
local amide anaesthetic with similar to properties to lignocaine, and has been shown to
induce vasodilation after injection, which m a y in part be due to the release of nitric oxide,
possibly from the vascular endothelium (Newton et al, 2003b). This mechanism m a y relate
to the current study, however, this suggestion requires greater evaluation. In addition, other
passive factors m a y cause high-amplitude oscillations and could have indirectly been
affected by Xylocaine treatment. T h e high-amplitude oscillations m a y be passively related
to cardiac frequency or respiration (see Chapter 1). Alteration of local vascular tone m a y
have resulted in decreased ability of the vascular smooth muscle to respond to these passive
determinants of Qsk. However, further studies are required to determine the role of fc and
respiration in the high-amplitude oscillations, and this is explored in Chapter 8.
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6.5 S U M M A R Y
Regarding the hypotheses, it can be concluded from the results of these experiments
that a 30 min topical application of Xylocaine Jelly does abolish the high-amplitude
oscillations induced in response to whole-body heating. Furthermore, these results confirm
the biological nature of the high-amplitude oscillations. The above discussion, illustrates
several mechanisms for the attenuation of these high-amplitude oscillations. Conclusions
concerning the precise mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations are
difficult, as the action of Xylocaine on intact skin is not uniformly described. However, the
topical application of Xylocaine m a y possibly alter neural regulation (both central and local
axon reflexes) of the cutaneous vessels, and m a y also affect the vascular smooth muscle
and or endothelial function. These actions of Xylocaine Jelly could be due to either the
presence of the active ingredient lignocaine or also due to the vasoactive effects of paraben
preservatives. B y whatever means, the likely alterations to local vessel tone, did not affect a
rise in local Q S k during whole-body heating, possibly demonstrating that Xylocaine m a y not
block the mechanisms that give rise to increases in QSk, with increased temperature.
Interpretations of this result are difficult, but w e propose that either the mechanism driving
the threshold-dependent induction of these oscillations are only partially related to the
mechanisms which increase Q s k in the heat, or that heat m a y only increase or facilitate the
mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations.
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CHAPTER 7; INVESTIGATION OF THE NON-THERMAL CONTRIBUTION TO
THE HIGH-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS IN SKIN BLOOD FLOW
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The experiments presented in Chapters 2 and 4 have investigated the contribution of
thermal mechanisms to the high-amplitude oscillations. It was concluded from both animal
(Chapter 5) and h u m a n experiments that the high-amplitude oscillations m a y occur
independently of core temperature, and m a y be related to an elevated skin temperature.
Furthermore, it was proposed that the high-amplitude oscillations required local vessel
tone, as these oscillations were attenuated with topical Xylocaine application on one thigh,
but not on the non-treated contra-lateral thigh during whole-body heating (Chapter 6). The
results from the previous experiments also support a minimal role for the sympathetic
nervous system, with the oscillations present in acral and non-acral skin regions (i.e. not
associated with an active vasodilator mechanism, as this system is lacking in acral regions)
and the oscillations occurring under conditions where the sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone
to the skin would be expected to minimal (i.e. hyperthermia). Thus, it was hypothesised
that thermal mechanisms contributed to these oscillations and that the increase in skin
temperature with whole-body heating, leads to the high-amplitude oscillations via local
mechanisms, possibly including the local release of vasoactive substances, or the action of
axon reflexes in response to heat (see Section 1.1.3.1.2).

Recent experiments have provided evidence for the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations in forearm skin blood flow (QSk), under thermoneutral conditions (25°C, Figure
7.1). Indicating that heat m a y not be required for the induction of these oscillations. Results
from the experiments presented in Chapter 6, also provided some evidence that these
oscillations m a y not fully be accounted for by the mechanisms that increase local Q s k in
response to local heat, since Xylocaine, while abolishing the high-amplitude oscillations,
did not prevent a rise in average Q s k with passive whole-body heating. In a search for an
alternative explanation for these oscillations, non-thermal mechanisms in the control of Q S k
are discussed in this Chapter, with specific reference to passive influences on Q s k (Section
7.1.1).
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Figure 7.1 Skin blood flow trace (arbitrary units; A U ) for one subject during thermoneutral
semi-recumbent rest in a climate chamber (25°C). Skin blood flow was measured from the
ventral forearm. The oscillations in this case consist of a high-amplitude peak (-1000AU),
extending from a stable baseline flow (-150AU).
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Passive non-thermal influences on Q s k can be broadly classified into those relating to
pressure (intravascular, transmural and hydrostatic), vessel structure (radius, elasticity and
the branched nature of the vascular system) as well as properties of the blood itself, and all
of these variables m a y affect flow, giving rise to true variations (or possibly only
disturbances or turbulence) in blood flow that m a y appear as oscillations in the Q S k signal
(Section 1.1.3.2) (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Li, 2004). It was
hypothesised that local passive, non-thermal mechanisms m a y contribute to the physical
mechanism associated with the high-amplitude oscillations and these oscillations m a y
involve either the collapsible tube or plug flow conditions (Section 1.3).

The collapsible tube mechanism relates to flow in the cutaneous venules, where the
vessel lumen is greater than that of the red blood cell diameter. Alterations to transmural
pressure in these vessels changes vessel radius, and in some situations could give rise to
vessel collapse (Barclay and Thalayasingam, 1986; Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Li, 2004).
Vessel collapse can be incorporated into a local passive mechanism for the induction of the
high-amplitude oscillations, explained by sequential self-regulated oscillations in flow. In
this mechanism of induction, blood flow in the collapsed section would be minimal until
the pressure (intravascular pressure), in the collapsed section exceeded the external pressure
(Barclay and Thalayasingam, 1986; Pedly and Lou, 1998; Bertram et al, 2001). At this
time point, flow in the collapsed section would resume, as the vessel opens due to the build
up of internal pressure. This critical level of pressure is k n o w n as the opening pressure, and
flow would continue until such time as the external pressure again became greater than the
internal pressure (i.e. internal pressure falls below opening pressure) and the vessel would
return to the collapsed state (Barclay and Thalayasingam, 1986; Pedly and Lou, 1998;
Bertram et al, 2001). Thus, when relating the collapsible tube condition to the highamplitude oscillations the vessel in the collapsed state would represent low flow and
periods of flow between these oscillations. Conversely, the oscillations could represent
periods of flow during transient vessel opening and further, extended periods of high Q S k
would reflect periods when the vessel remained open.

The plug flow mechanism relates to the deformation and transit of red blood cells in
the cutaneous capillaries, where red blood cell diameter m a y be greater than the vessel
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lumen (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Lipowsky, 1995; Li, 2004) In this situation, red blood
cells must contort to fit through the vessel lumen, forming plugs or instantaneous blockages
to flow as conformational changes occur (Charm and Kurland, 1974). Thus, flow within the
capillary could appear to oscillate, such that the high-amplitude oscillations represent high
velocity red cell movement after deformation, and low flow levels represent periods where
the red blood cell is in the process of deformation, and velocity of movement is slow.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the collapsible tube and plug flow conditions, and summarises the
mechanism by which each condition accounts for Q s k with and without the presence of the
high-amplitude oscillations,

Local transmural pressure and flow changes would greatly affect both the collapsible
tube and plug flow mechanisms. Transmural pressure and local flow m a y greatly differ
across skin regions and, thus, the primary focus of the following experiment was to
ascertain the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in different skin regions (i.e. thigh
and forearm). Additionally, posture modulates Q S k and blood pressure via non-thermal
mechanisms, thus, the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations will be evaluated in
different experimental postures (supine and sitting).

Further, two methods to manipulate local pressure have been evaluated. First, to
determine whether or not changes in local intra-vascular pressure would affect the highamplitude oscillations, forearm Q s k recordings during upper-limb occlusions at either a
supra-systolic (240 m m H g ) or supra-diastolic (90 m m H g ) level have been included.
Second, the effect of dependency of the Q s k measurement site (forearm; relative to heart
level) on the high-amplitude oscillations was also examined. A s strict regulation of some of
the passive influences on Q S k does not specifically occur (i.e. turbulence in flow created due
to the interaction of red blood cells) and as interactions between passive variables m a y
occur (i.e. alterations in intra-vascular pressure affects vessel elasticity etc.), the
experiments presented in this Chapter m a y not permit one to distinguish between the
collapsible tube and plug flow mechanism. Nonetheless, w e attempted to explore
manipulations of local pressure and flow on the high-amplitude oscillations, to evaluate the
physiological relevance of these mechanisms to these oscillations. However, prior to the
presentation of this experiment a discussion of non-thermoregulatory reflex control of Q S k
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Figure 7.2 Flowchart displaying the proposed local passive mechanisms producing the
high-amplitude oscillations, and including the collapsible tube and plug flow hypotheses.
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is included, since variations in non-thermal reflex control of Q s k could greatly alter local
pressure, thus it is essential to understand h o w these mechanisms contribute to QSk7.1.1 Non-thermoregulatory reflex control of skin blood flow

Active control of QSk is determined via thermal mechanisms described in Chapter 2
(Section 2.4), and is also contributed to by non-thermal stimuli, such as the reflexes
involved with baroreceptor function (including activation associated with changes in
posture) and is also mediated by reflexes attending exercise (Rowell et al, 1973; Johnson
and Rowell, 1975; Johnson et al, 1976; Johnson, 1986; Crandall et al, 1996; Johnson and
Proppe, 1996; Bernardi et al, 1997). These reflexes affect Q S k directly, but also interact
with thermoregulatory processes (Johnson, 1986). The primary function of these nonthermal mechanisms is the maintenance of arterial blood pressure, and as a secondary
consequence modify QSk, leading to changes in peripheral vascular tone mediated by the
sympathetic nervous system (Johnson, 1986).

Mean arterial pressure is primarily determined by cardiac output and total peripheral
resistance, and is continuously regulated, via the baroreflex (Dampney et al, 2002;
Thrasher, 2004). Located in the aortic arch and carotid sinus are a series of pressuresensitive cells (baroreceptors). Baroreceptors respond to vascular wall tension, as dictated
by blood pressure, and relay this information to the cardiovascular centres within the
ventrolateral medulla (Dampney et al, 2002; Thrasher, 2004). In situations where mean
arterial pressure is increased, baroreceptor activation acts to reduce sympathetic
vasoconstrictor outflow to the vasculature (including the cutaneous vessels), resulting in
reductions to total peripheral resistance, coupled with this is the central reduction in cardiac
frequency (Johnson, 1986; Li, 2004). However, the peripheral effector portion of this
response m a y be limited under hyperthermic conditions, where vasoconstrictor activity to
the skin is reduced, and also under hypothermic conditions where skin vasoconstrictor tone
is maximal (Johnson, 1986). In contrast, under conditions where mean arterial pressure is
reduced, baroreceptors function to increase blood pressure by stimulating sympathetic
vasoconstrictor outflow (normothermia) and reducing active vasodilation (hyperthermia),
and by increases to cardiac frequency (Rowell, 1974; Johnson et al, 1976; Kellogg et al,
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1990; Li, 2004).Thus, as baroreceptor activation m a y manipulate Q sk , it is essential that
these mechanisms be considered, when evaluating the high-amplitude oscillations.

At thermoneutral rest, perhaps the most common non-thermal adjustment to Qsk is in
response to changes in posture, with reflex and local alterations in flow (Dampney et al,
2002). O n standing, the effects of gravity cause pooling of blood in the lower extremities.
As a result, less blood is pumped with the next beat of the heart (via the Frank-Starling
mechanism), leading to a reduction in blood pressure and activation of the baroreceptor
reflex (Harrison et al, 1986; Essandoh et al, 1987; D a m p n e y et al, 2002). Conversely, a
shift in blood volume into the thoracic venous compartment that occurs when a person
changes from standing or sitting to a supine position, increases blood pressure, and causes a
reflex reduction in sympathetic outflow to the heart and vasculature (Harrison et al, 1986;
P u m p et al, 2001; D a m p n e y et al, 2002).Changes in posture also cause modification of
Qsk via local active mechanisms. Dependency, of a limb or readjustments in blood volume
associated with an upright posture leads to venous congestion in the dependent area, and
this is associated with the induction of the venoarteriolar response (section 1.1.3.1.2). In
this response, increases in venous pressure lead to vasoconstriction, occurring via myogenic
or local neural mechanism (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Vissing et al, 1997; Crandall et
al, 2002; Durand et al, 2004). This mechanism plays a primary role in the vasoconstrictor
response to upright posture, helping to prevent orthostasis (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993;
Vissing etal, 1997).

Apart from these non-thermoregulatory adjustments to Qsk associated with changes in
posture, Q S k is also modified at the commencement of exercise. During exercise the
baroreflex remains active, yet m e a n arterial pressure increases (Delp and Laughlin, 1998;
Raven et al, 2006). Elevated blood pressure, during exercise helps drive blood flow around
the body, particularly through the working muscle (Delp and Laughlin, 1998; Raven et al,
2006). The level to which blood pressure is increases during exercise is dependent upon the
work intensity performed (Raven et al, 2006). However, exercise reflexively causes
vasoconstriction of the cutaneous vessels, so as to facilitate blood flow to the working
muscle without compromising central pressure (Johnson and Park, 1979; Johnson, 1986;
Kellogg et al, 1991). Conversely, with the continuation of dynamic exercise, Q s k increases,
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and is in competition with muscle blood flow, this later rise in Q s k is presumably a response
to protect against a rising core temperature (Johnson and Park, 1979; Johnson, 1986;
Kellogg et al, 1991). The mechanism for this rise in Q s k has not been fully determined,
since, while it is accepted that the increase in flow relates to both a gradual release of the
initial vasoconstrictor activity and an increase in the active vasodilator mechanisms, the
exact process of active vasodilation mechanisms remain unclear (Johnson, 1986; Kellogg et
al, 1991; Kellogg etal, 1993; Pergola et al, 1994).

Based on the results from human and animal studies (Chapters 2 and 5), it was
concluded that the sympathetic nervous system had minimal input into the mechanism
inducing the high-amplitude oscillations. Hence, it was expected that as non-thermal
reflexes also act via the sympathetic nervous system (apart from the venoarteriolar
response), the influences of these reflexes on the high-amplitude oscillations m a y also be
minimal. Further to this, it has been shown that non-thermoregulatory adjustments to Q S k
are minimal in healthy subjects with sustained posture (Johnson, 1986). Since in the
previous experiments subjects maintained a static posture, non-thermoregulatory control of
QSk was unlikely to have large effects on Qsk responses produced during our experiments. In
addition, results from both animal and h u m a n studies have shown that the high-amplitude
oscillations appear to be unaffected by global adjustments in mean arterial pressure, within
a normotensive range. Thus, while taking into account non-thermal reflex control of Q S k the
experiment presented in this Chapter focuses instead on passive non-thermal influences on
Qsk (see Section 1.1.3.2).

Therefore, the purpose of this experiment was to examine the high-amplitude
oscillations under various conditions, where local flow and transmural pressure could be
altered, since through these manipulations, one m a y evaluate the significance of the
collapsible tube and plug flow conditions to these oscillations. Specifically, this experiment
was conducted to confirm the observation from recent experiments, that the high-amplitude
oscillations are present in forearm Q s k under thermoneutral conditions. This experiment
also examines thigh QSk, at normothermia to ascertain differences between these skin
regions. Additionally, the experimental protocol was completed in both supine and seated
postures, such that the effects of central (baroreceptor) and local (the venoarteriolar
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response) non-thermal reflexes on the high-amplitude oscillations could be evaluated.
Furthermore, local alterations in forearm Qsk were examined during upper-arm occlusion,
and the effects of dependency (relative to heart level) on forearm QSk were determined,
using the following protocol.

7.2 METHODS
7.2.1 Subjects

Healthy males (n=5) and females («=5) aged 21-38 years (mean = 25.2 + 5.
participated in two trials to determine the effects of posture and of local changes in vascular
pressure on the high-amplitude oscillations. Subjects' physical characteristics were (mean +
S.D.); height = 181.3 + 4.9 cm (males) and 170.0 ± 4.5 cm (females) (stadimeter; Holtain
Ltd., Crymych, U.K.); mass = 75.7 ± 5.0 kg (males) and 65.5 ± 10.7 kg (females) (A&D,
Model No., FW-150k, Milpitas, CA, U.S.A). The Human Ethics Committee of the
University of Wollongong approved the experimental protocol and all subjects provided
written informed consent before experimentation commenced.
7.2.2 Protocol

Subjects attended the laboratory on two testing days, and completed (in r
order) the supine or sitting experimental protocol. Both experiments were separated by at
least 2 but no more than 5 days. After measurement of the subject's physical characteristics
and insertion of a rectal temperature sensor, the subject dressed in shorts (males and
females) and singlet style top and bra (females only) and were seated in a climate chamber
at 28°C, and instrumented with the remaining equipment. Subjects were then transferred to
either a bed (supine experiments) or specially designed chair (sitting experiments), and the
remainder of the instrumentation was completed. A blood pressure cuff was placed around
the subject's right upper arm and a soft cloth cuff (attached to a pulley; allowing one step
passive movements of the subject's left limb) was placed around the subject's left wrist on
both experimental days.
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The experimental protocol was similar for both experiments, with subjects first
having skin blood flow (Q sk ) recorded from the right mid-anterior thigh (0-5min; Thigh-1).
After measurement, the site of Q S k recording on the thigh was clearly marked to allow for
measurement from the same site later in the protocol. Skin blood flow was then recorded
from the right ventral forearm for two 12-minute periods (7-19 and 21-33 mins). During
each of these measurement periods, the blood pressure cuff on the subject'srightupper arm
was inflated for a period of 2 minutes (12-14 and 26-28 mins), to either supra-systolic (240
m m H g ; Supra-systolic) or supra-diastolic (90 m m H g ; Supra-diastolic) in balanced order.

Skin blood flow was then measured on the left ventral forearm during four 10-minute
periods (35-45, 47-57, 59-69 and 71-81 mins). During each of the 10-miute periods (i.e. at
40, 52, 64 and 76 mins) the subject's left arm was passively moved using the cuff and
pulley attached to the wrist to a new arm position, and remained in this new position until
the end of the 10-minute period. A r m movements consisted of neutral to up, up to neutral,
neutral to d o w n and d o w n to neutral, where a neutral position indicated the arm was at
heart level (Neutral; irrespective of posture), the up position was ~90° above heart level
(Up) and the d o w n position was -90° below heart level (Down; Figure 7.3 and 7.4). During
all arm movements, subjects were instructed to allow the pulley to perform the movement,
in order to minimise muscle activation by subjects. Further, for all arm movements the arm
remained straight and movements occurred swiftly and smoothly, such that care was taken
not to create movement artefact in the Q s k signal. Each movement of the arm was
sequenced between data files (i.e. thefirstdatafile,35-45 min) the arm started in the
neutral position and then was moved either up or d o w n (randomised order) after five
minutes and remained in the new position until the next movement occurred in the next
datafile.The movement of the next datafilealways tracked the movement from either the
up or d o w n position back to neutral. The opposite movement pairs were then completed, in
the next two subsequent datafiles.During the supine experiments, the subject's arm was
suspended below the bed for the arm d o w n movement, and during the sitting experiments,
the subject's left armrest was removed to allow the arm d o w n position (Figure 7.3 C and
7.4 C ) . Following completion of these measurements on the left forearm, Qsk was again
recorded on the same site on the right mid-anterior thigh for a 5-minute period (85-90mins;
Thigh-2). Subject instrumentation was then removed.
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Figure 7.3 Diagram showing the neutral, up and d o w n positions of left arm with respect to
the heart during supine experiment.
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Figure 7.4 Diagram showing the neutral, up and down positions of left arm with respect to
the heart during sitting experiment.
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7.2.3 Measurements

7.2.3.1 Skin blood flow

Skin blood flow (Qsk) was estimated using single-point laser-Doppler flowmetry (TSI
Laserflo B P M 2 , Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.). The laser-Doppler probe was
secured firmly to the skin at each of the measurement sites (right-mid anterior thigh and the
right and left ventral forearms; see protocol for explanation). Data were collected at 20 H z
throughout the experimental data collection periods using an eight channel, 12-bit analog to
digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and passed to
a computer for storage.

7.2.3.2 Tissue temperature

Core temperature was estimated from an un-weighted mean of aural (Tau) and rectal
(Tre) temperatures. Auditory canal temperature was recorded using, a thermistor inserted by
the subject into their right ear adjacent to the tympanic membrane (Edale Instruments
(Cambridge) Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). The external ear was then covered with cotton wool,
to provide insulation from ambient temperature. Rectal temperature was measured using a
thermistor, inserted 12cm beyond the anal sphincter (FF Type, Yellow Springs Instrument
Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.). Thermistor calibration was completed as per
Appendix One.

An area-summation was used to calculate mean skin temperature (TSk', (International
Standards Organisation, 1992); see Section 2.2.3.2 for details), and was measured from
calibrated thermistors secured to the skin at eight sites (forehead, left upper chest, right
scapula,rightupper arm, left forearm, left hand,rightanterior thigh and the left calf; E U
type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.). Local skin
temperature (Tsk) at the site of skin of blood flow recording was also measured using
thermistors taped immediately adjacent to the position of the laser-Doppler probe at the
right mid anterior thigh (Tsk-thigh) and therightand left ventral forearms (respectively Tskright arm and TSk-left arm; E U type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs,
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O H , U.S.A.). All thermal data were collected continuously throughout both experimental
protocols at 0.2 H z , using a data logger (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant Instruments Ltd.,
Cambridge, U.K.).
7.2.3.3 Cardiac frequency and blood pressure
Cardiac frequency (fc) was monitored from ventricular depolarisation (Model
PE3000, Polar Electro Sport Tester, Kempele, Finland) and collected continuously
throughout both experimental protocols at 0.2 Hz. Cardiac frequency was also recorded via
a three-lead electrocardiogram (ECG; model 100, Humtec, Australia). Blood pressure was
assessed via finger photoplethysmography (Finapres™, O h m e d a 2300, B O C Health Care,
Englewood, C A , U.S.A.). The finger cuff was placed around the middle finger of the left
hand during Q S k measurements on the thigh and right forearm and was placed around the
middle finger of the right hand during Q S k measurements on the left forearm. The
measurement arm for blood pressure was supported during both the supine and sitting
experiments, so that the measurement finger was at heart level. Beat-to-beat alterations in
blood pressure where gained via synchronisation of the analog E C G and blood pressure
signals using computer software (Labview 4.0, National Instruments, Austin, T X ) . The
E C G signal was collected at 1000 H z for this process, with systolic, diastolic and mean
arterial pressure collected at each beat, as signified by each Q R S complex in the E C G
signal. Blood pressure data were collected during each of the Q S k blood flow recording
periods (i.e. 0-5, 7-19, 21-33, 35-45, 47-57, 59-69, 71-81 and 85-90 mins).

7.2.4 Data analysis

Thermal and cardiac frequency data were analysed in one-minute blocks for 30
seconds before and 30 seconds after each five-minute interval of the experiment. A
compound M A N O V A (effects: time, posture and time by posture interaction) was used to
compare differences between the two postures (supine versus sitting), using thermal and
cardiac frequency data points atfifteen-minuteintervals of both trials. Thermal data from
one subject in the supine study was lost due to equipment failure, and thus was not included
in the M A N O V A .
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Skin blood flow measurements from the thigh and forearms, were analysed in data
blocks. Measurements at the thigh were analysed as two five-minute data blocks (0-5 and
85-90 min; Thigh-1 and Thigh-2). Whereas, Q s k measurements from the right arm were
analysed in 1-min data blocks, with data presented for two minutes before occulsion (Pre),
for the two minutes during occlusion (Occlusion; Supra-systolic (240 m m H g ) or Supradiastolic (90 m m H g ) ) and for the two minutes following occlusion (Post). Additionally, Q s k
data collected from the left forearm were analysed in 5-minute data blocks such that each
movement (neutral-up, up-neutral, neutral-down and down-neutral) gave two data points
corresponding to the different positions of the arm. These data blocks were subsequently
compressed for ease of interpretation after testing found no significant order effects of the
up and d o w n movements (P>0.05). Thus, Q S k data are presented for the left arm in five data
blocks. First, the period before arm movement to the up position (Neutral-1), followed by,
the period when the arm was in the up position (Up). Third, the period of time between the
arm up and d o w n movements (Neutral-2) and then the period of time when the arm was in
the d o w n position (Down). Last, data are presented for the period of time when the arm
returned to the neutral position (Neutral-3).

Each of the QSk data blocks was analysed as described in Chapter 3. Briefly the data
blocks were processed using the peak identification algorithm, with a cutpoint of 30 A U
(accuracy score of 0.96; as based on the receiver operator characteristics curve), and output
from the algorithm gave results for the Frequency (Hz), Width (ms), Peak Height ( A U ) of
the high-amplitude oscillations in each data block and the average Baseline flow (average
of data between high-amplitude oscillations; A U ) . In addition an average flow ( A U ) of the
whole Q s k signal is reported and the Amplitude of the oscillations was calculated as Peak
Height - Baseline flow (AU).

Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was calculated as (systolic-diastolic)/3 + diastolic, with
data averaged for the same time intervals as the Q S k data. Cutaneous vascular conductance,
was indexed as Q s k / M A P ( A U / m m H g ) , and was calculated to allow for comparison of
blood flow measurements between the supine and sitting experiments, due to possible
differences in M A P due to experimental posture. All data are presented as means ± SE,
unless otherwise stated.
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Statistical analysis of Q s k and blood pressure data consisted of a compound
M A N O V A for measurements taken at the thigh (testing the effects: time, posture and time
by posture interaction). A Custom M A N O V A for Q s k and blood pressure data collected
from therightforearm (testing the effects of time, level of occlusion and posture), using the
data points of the minute immediately before, the last minute of and the minute after
occlusion was removed, for comparison. In addition, a Custom M A N O V A was also used
for statistical comparison of QSk and blood pressure data collected from the left forearm
(testing for the effects of time, limb position (Neutral-1, Up, Neutral-2, D o w n and Neutral3) and posture). Alpha was set at 0.05 for all comparisons.

7.3 RESULTS
7.3.1 Measurements at the thigh; effects of skin blood flow measurement site and
posture

Both Tc (averaged 36.8 + 0.1°C and 36.8 ± 0.1°C for the supine and sitting
experiments respectively) and Tsk (averaged 33.5 ± 0.1°C and 33.5 ± 0.1°C for the supine
and sitting experiment respectively) remained constant throughout each experiment, with
no time effects detected (f^O.05; Figure 7.5 A and B respectively). Neither T c or Tsk
showed a significant main effect for experimental posture, nor a significant interaction of
posture and time (P> 0.05). Cardiac frequency was significantly increased during the sitting
experiment (-10 b-min"1; P<0.05, Figure 7.5 C ) , yet remained stable throughout both
experiments and no significant time and treatment interaction was found (P>0.05).

Local temperature throughout both experiments at the right (Tsk-right arm) and left
(Tsk-left arm) forearms averaged ~33.4°C, with no significant time, posture or interaction
effect (time and treatment) detected (P>0.05 Figure 7.6 A and B respectively). Local
temperature at the thigh averaged ~32.5°C during the first recordings of both the supine and
sitting experiments (Thigh-1). However, an unexpected, significant time effect was found
for local temperature at the thigh (P = 0.02; Figure 7.6 C), which had increased by ~0.4°C
at 85-90min (Thigh-2). This increase was present in both the supine and sitting experiments
and no significant interaction of time and posture was found (P>0.05).
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Figure 7.5 M e a n core temperature (A), mean skin temperature (B) and cardiac frequency
(C) during thermoneutral rest (28°C) for both the supine and sitting experimental postures.
Data are means ± standard errors. * refers to a significant difference between the two
experimental postures (P<0.05).
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Average Q s k measurements collected from the thigh at 0-5 (Thigh-1) and 85-90
minutes (Thigh-2), reflected the unexpected change in local skin temperature, with a
significant increase detected at 85-90 min during both the supine and sitting experiments
(P<0.05; Table 7.1). In the seated posture, average Q s k was significantly reduced at both
data collection periods (P<0.05), however, no time and posture interactions were detected
(P>0.05). M e a n arterial pressure averaged -90 m m H g during all Q s k measurements at the
thigh, with no significant time, posture or interactions detected (P>0.05; Table 7.1).
Cutaneous vascular conductance reflected average Q sk , with a significant time and posture
effect detected (P<0.05), and no interactions present (P>0.05; Table 7.1). The highamplitude oscillations were detected in all subjects in the supine experiment at both time
points (Thigh-1 and Thigh-2), with a significant increase in the frequency of these
oscillations at the Thigh-2 measurement (P<0.05; Table 7.1). Surprisingly, three subjects
during Thigh-1, and all subjects during Thigh-2 had the high-amplitude oscillations
throughout the sitting experiment (significant time effect; P<0.05). The frequency of the
oscillations was greater during the supine experiment (P<0.05), however, no time and
posture interactions were present (P>0.05). N o significant time, posture or interactions
were detected in the baseline, peak height, amplitude and width of the high-amplitude
oscillations (P>0.05; Table 7.1). Figure 7.7 presents local skin temperature at the thigh (A),
cutaneous vascular conductance (B) and the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations
(C) during the measurement periods Thigh-1 and Thigh-2 for the supine and sitting
experiments, and is included to summarise these important and unexpected results.
7.3.2 Measurements at the right forearm: effects of occlusion
Skin blood flow at the right forearm prior to Supra-diastolic and Supra-systolic
occlusion, during the supine experiments was not significantly different and averaged 246.8
± 34.8 A U and 267.1 ± 29.8 A U respectively (P>0.05). Measurements prior to both
occlusion levels during the sitting experiments were also not significantly different (267.8 +
28.0 A U and 278.6 + 33.0 A U respectively). Irrespective of posture, both occlusion levels
produced a significant reduction in average skin blood flow (P<0.05), and the depression of
flow was greater for the Supra-systolic occlusion (P<0.05). Skin blood flow returned to
basal levels with the cessation of occlusion. However, a slight but not significant tendency
for reactive hyperaemia was observed immediately following the Supra-systolic occlusion
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Table 7.1 Thigh skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) and mean
arterial pressure ( M A P ; m m H g ) , during thermoneutral (Ta= 28°C) rest for both the supine
and sitting experimental postures. Data are 5-min means (+SEM; see text for details) at the
data collection times of Thigh-1 (0-5 mins) and Thigh-2 (85-90 mins). C V C refers to
cutaneous vascular conductance and is an index of average skin blood flow divided by
M A P . * indicates a significant time effect and (P<0.05), ** indicates a significant treatment
effect (supine versus sitting; P<0.05).

MEASURMENT

POSTURE

Thigh-1
0-5 min

Average skin
blood flow (AU)

Supine

190.1 ±12.0

Thigh-2
85-90 min
282.8 ± 23.2 *

Sitting

129.9 ±11.8

235.2 ±16.9*'**

M A P (mmHg)

Supine

87.5+2.1

88.2 ±4.0

Sitting

90.5 ±3.5

88.6 ±3.1

CVC
(AU/mmHg)

Supine

2.2+0.1

3.2 ±0.3 *

Sitting

1.5 ±0.1

2.7 ±0.2*'**

Frequency of
high-amplitude

Supine

0.37 +0.06

0.63 ±0.02 *

Sitting

0.01 ±0.01

0.43 ±0.07*'**

Supine

129.0 ±7.1

150.9 ±19.8

Sitting

122.8 ±10.6

147.8 ±19.7

Supine

328.4 ±21.6

434.1 ±20.4

Sitting

376.5 ±26.1

396.2 ±22.6

Supine

199.4 ±33.7

283.2 ±31.0

Sitting

243.1 ±38.3

251.0 ±34.8

Supine

979.3 ±27.6

1021.9 ±19.3

Sitting

1074.2 ±17.4

1031.1 ±24.0

oscillations (Hz)
Baseline
skin
blood flow ( A U ) '
Peak height of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )
of
Amplitude
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )
Width of highamplitude
oscillations (ms)
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Figure 7.7 Local skin temperature (A), cutaneous vascular conductance (B), and frequency
of the high-amplitude oscillations (C) at the right anterior thigh during the data collection
periods Thigh-1 (0-5min) and Thigh-2 (85-90min) m m H g ) throughout thermoneutral (T a =
28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experimental postures. Data are 5-min means
( ± S E M ; see text for details) * indicates a significant time effect and ** indicates a
significant posture effect (P<0.05).
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(P>0.05). N o significant posture effect, nor posture, time and occlusion level interaction
was detected (P>0.05). M e a n arterial pressure averaged -90 m m H g prior to occlusion
(irrespective of posture) and increased slightly (~4 m m H g ) with both occlusion levels
(P<0.05). N o significant posture, occlusion level effects or interactions were detected
(P>0.05). After indexing average Q S k to M A P , producing cutaneous vascular conductance
( C V C ) , the trends detected in average Q s k , remained significant (Figure 7.8), with C V C
displaying significant time effects (P<0.05). Cutaneous vascular conductance was
significantly reduced at both occlusion levels, and this reduction was greater with the
Supra-systolic occlusion (P<0.05). The reactive hyperaemia in the case of Supra-systolic
occlusion was preserved in C V C , despite increases in M A P with occlusion (P<0.05). N o
significant posture effect or interactions were detected (P>0.05, Figure 7.8).

With the exception of one subject in the sitting experiment during Supra-diastolic
occlusion, all other Q s k measurements collected from the right forearm (in both
experimental postures and occlusion levels) showed the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations, at various points throughout the data collection period. The frequency of the
high-amplitude oscillations prior to both occlusion levels averaged -0.3 H z for both the
supine and sitting experiments (Table 7.2). N o significant time, occlusion or posture effects
or interactions were detected (P>0.05). T h e baseline and peak height of the high-amplitude
oscillations during both the supine and sitting experiments was significantly, but similarly
reduced by both occlusion levels, and remained elevated following occlusion (P<0.05).
Nonetheless, no significant occlusion or posture effects or interactions were detected
(P>0.05). Additionally, the amplitude of the high-amplitude oscillations was -200 A U and
each spanned -1000 m s , throughout both experimental postures and occlusion levels, with
no significant time, occlusion or posture effects or interactions were detected (P>0.05).

Curiously, during data collection, it was noted that both Supra-diastolic and Suprasystolic occlusions seemed to reduce the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations in
some subjects, while in other subjects, the oscillations appeared to turn on during
occlusion. This finding was present in both the supine and sitting experiments, and example
Qsk traces from subjects, showing either an increase or a decrease in the appearance of the
oscillations during occlusion (Supra-diastolic and Supra-systolic) in both experiments, are
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Figure 7.8 Cutaneous vascular conductance (AU/mmHg) as calculated from average skin
blood flow (AU) divided by mean arterial pressure ( m m H g ) during thermoneutral (Ta=
28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experimental postures. Data are 1-min means
(±SEM; see text for details) at the data collection time points 1-6 min, with occlusion of a
blood pressure cuff to either supra-diastolic (90 m m H g ; Panel A ) or supra-systolic (240
m m H g ; Panel B) occurring between minutes 2-4. * indicates a significant time effect and
** indicates a significant effect of occlusion level (P<0.05).
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Table 7.2 Forearm skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) during
thermoneutral (T a = 28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experimental postures. Data
are 2-min means ( ± S E M ; see text for details) and presented prior to occlusion (Pre), during
inflation of blood pressure cuff (Occlusion) to either 90 (Supra-diastolic) or 240 m m H g
(Supra-systolic) r n m H g on subjects upper arm and after removal of occlusion (Post). *
indicates a significant time effect.

Supra-diastolic

MFASTIRMFNT

Frequency of
high-amplitude
oscillations (Hz)

POSTURE

Pre

Occlusion

Post

Pre

Occlusion

Post

Supine

0.32
+0.11

0.41
+0.08

0.34
+0.10

0.33 +
0.10

0.33
+0.04

0.37
+0.09

Sitting

0.33
+0.08

0.25
+0.08

0.39
+0.08

0.34
+0.08

0.24
±0.04

0.32
+0.09

Supine

217.6
±29.4

105.5
+8.2

225.0 *
+31.9

219.7
+29.2

96.1
±5.1

257.9 *
+37.3

Sitting

229.8
+23.4

158.4
+24.2

253.0 *
+26.2

239.4
+30.5

127.6
+ 12.3

266.9 *
+25.7

Supine

368.2
+56.6

303.1
+37.2

333.1 *
+51.4

402.8
+53.8

353.1
+33.2

337.7 *
+48.9

Sitting

400.4
±50.6

344.7
±40.2

400.8 *
+46.9

374.9
+32.8

294.4
±40.5

397.3 *
+52.6

Supine

256.9
±24.5

191.4
+29.1

244.4
+32.0

253.9
+24.8

257.0
±31.8

199.4
+34.8

Sitting

216.1
+33.0

253.3
+31.1

212.6
+27.5

161.7+
11.0

199.5
+38.6

164.1
+23.1

Supine

999.2
±31.8

1045.1
±20.3

913.9
+64.6

1042.4
+23.7

1002.8
+20.4

982.5
+19.8

Sitting

1076.3
+34.7

960.3
±59.7

1002.9
±61.3

1018.8
+24.9

1003.0
+12.5

1051.5
+22.6

Baseline skin
bloodflow( A U )

Peak height of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )

Amplitude of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )

Width of highamplitude
oscillations (ms)

Supra-systolic
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shown respectively in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. Accordingly, for post hoc analysis, subjects
were grouped into those with ( H A O + ) and without ( H A O - ) the high-amplitude oscillations
during the first minute of the Pre data collection. For Supra-diastolic occlusion in the
supine posture there were 5 subjects in both the H A O + and H A O - groups, and for the
sitting posture, there were 6 subjects in the H A O + group and 4 in the H A O - group. For
Supra-systolic occlusion in the supine posture were 5 subjects in both H A O + and H A O - ,
and for the sitting experiment there were 4 subjects in the H A O + group and 6 in the H A O group. Results of this analysis are reported in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 separately for the Supradiastolic and Supra-systolic occlusions. Within each group, a paired t-test was used for
separate comparisons of Pre, Occlusion and Post measurements and Alpha was set at 0.05
for all comparisons.

Supra-diastolic occlusion significantly reduced the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations for all subjects in the H A O + group (P<0.05). However, upon the cessation of
occlusion, a significant increase in the frequency of these oscillations observed in the
H A O + group (P<0.05). In contrast, in the H A O - group, occlusion significantly increased
the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations in all subjects, with a significant decrease
in the frequency of these oscillations after occlusion ceased (P<0.05). In both the H A O +
and H A O - groups, the baseline of the Q s k signal, was significantly decreased by occlusion
but returned to basal levels following occlusion (P<0.05). There was no significant effect of
occlusion on the peak height, amplitude and width of these oscillations and there was also
no significant difference between Pre and Post measurements for frequency, baseline, peak
height, amplitude and width of the oscillations for either the H A O + of H A O - groups
(P>0.05). All results were consistent in both the supine and sitting experimental postures.

Supra-systolic occlusion also significantly reduced the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations in the H A O + group, and a return to basal (Pre) levels was produced following
occlusion (P<0.05). Similar to the Supra-diastolic occlusion, there was a significant
increase in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations with Supra-systolic occlusion
in all subjects in the H A O - group, and again there was a significant decrease in the
frequency of these oscillations after occlusion ended (P<0.05) The baseline Q s k was
significantly reduced in the both the H A O + and H A O - groups with occlusion and the
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Figure 7.9 Sample skin blood flow traces (laser-Doppler flowmetry, arbitrary units) from
several subjects, collected from the right forearm, displaying the high-amplitude
oscillations during Supra-diastolic occlusion (90 m m H g , 2-4 min). Panel A and B were
collected during the supine experiment, and panel D and C were collected during the sitting
experiment. Panels A and C display traces where the high-amplitude oscillation increase
during occlusion, and panels B and D display traces where these oscillations decrease
during occlusion.
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Figure 7.10 Sample skin blood flow traces (laser-Doppler flowmetry, arbitrary units) from
several subjects, collected from the right forearm, displaying the high-amplitude
oscillations during Supra-systolic occlusion (240 m m H g , 2-4 min). Panel A and B were
collected during the supine experiment, and panel D and C were collected during the sitting
experiment. Panels A and C display traces where the high-amplitude oscillation increase
during occlusion, and panels B and D display traces where these oscillations decrease
during occlusion.
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Table 7.3 Forearm skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) during
thermoneutral (T a = 28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experiments. Data are 2-min
means ( ± S E M ) and presented prior (Pre), during inflation of a cuff (Occlusion; to 90
m m H g ; Supra-diastolic) on subjects upper arm and after removal of occlusion (Post).
H A O + and H A O - respectively indicates subjects with and without the oscillations present
in the Pre condition. * indicates a significant difference between Pre and Occlusion and **
indicates a significant difference between Occlusion and Post measurements (P<0.05).
Supra-diastolic

MEASURMENT

POSTURE

Supine
Frequency of highamplitude
oscillations (Hz)

GROUP
Pre

Occlusion

Post

0.64 +0.02

0.25 ±0.09 *

0.65 +0.01 **

0.00 ±0.00

0.36 ±0.07 *

0.04 +0.02 **

HA04
(i=6)

0.52 ±0.03

0.28 ±0.08

0.54 ±0.03 **

HAO(i=4)

0.00 ±0.00

0.16 ±0.06*

0.10 0.04**

160.7 ±20.9

100.0 ±8.0*

165.9 ±18.0**

234.6 +29.0

110.9 ±8.0*

244.2+32.8**

210.2+22.9

114.7 ±8.5*

205.9+19.3 **

251.7 ±14.6

191.6 ±18.4*

248.7 ±17.3**

417.6 ±41.6

365.8 ±27.7

410.2 ±43.7

326.4 ±7.7

423.2 ±34.8

367.7 ±39.1

451.7 ±37.6

393.7 ±12.5

401.4+31.5

255.9 ±31.4

244.4 ±28.6

215.5 ±9.8

234.2 ±14.5

256.3 ±42.7

245.8 ±31.2

206.9 ±21.8

249.9+16.3

1034.2 ±16.1

994.13 ±17.5

1051.7 ±22.6

1012.1 ±6.3

1044.7 ±29.2

1060.8 ±20.7

1030.0 ±2.7

1102.5 ±4.8

HA04
(n=5)

HAO(1=5)

Sitting

Supine
Baseline skin
blood flow (AU)
Sitting

HA04
(i=5)
HAOd=5)
HA04
(n=6)

HAO(i=4)

HA04
Supine
Peak height of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )
Sitting

Supine
Amplitude of highamplitude
oscillations (AU)
Sitting

Supine
Width of highamplitude
oscillations (ms)

d=5)
HAO(1=5)

HA04
(n=6)
HAO(n=4)
HA04
(i=5)

256.9+21.9

HAO(i=5)

HA04
(i=6)

232.8 +35.9

HAO(i=4)

HA04
(i=5)

999.2 ±28.5

HAO(i=5)

HA04
Sitting

443.0+39.5

(n=6)

1076.3 ±34.7

HAO(n=4)
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Table 7.4 Forearm skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) during
thermoneutral (T a = 28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experiments. Data are 2-min
means ( ± S E M ) and presented prior (Pre), during inflation of a cuff (Occlusion; to 240
m m H g ; Supra-systolic) on subjects upper arm and after removal of occlusion (Post). H A 0 4
and H A O - respectively indicates subjects with and without the oscillations present in the
Pre condition. *, ** and *** respectively indicate a significant difference between Pre and
Occlusion, Occlusion and Post and Pre and Post measurements (P<0.05).
Supra-systolic

MEASURMENT

POSTURE

Supine
Frequency of
high-amplitude
oscillations (Hz)
Sitting

Supine

GROUP

HA04
(i=5)

HAO(i=5)
HAO4
(n=6)
HAO(n=4)
HA04
(«=5)
HAO-

d=5)

Baseline skin
blood flow ( A U )
Sitting

HA04
(n=6)
HAO(/i=4)

Supine
Peak height of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )
Sitting

Supine
Amplitude of
high-amplitude
oscillations ( A U )
Sitting

Supine
Width of highamplitude
oscillations (ms)

HA04
(i=5)

HAO(i=5)
HA04
(n=6)
HAO(n=4)
HA04
(i=5)

HAO(i=5)
HA04
(n=6)
HAO(n=4)
HA04
(i=5)

HAO(i=5)
HA04

Sitting

(/i=6)

HAO(n=4)

Pre

Occlusion

Post

0.59 ±0.02

0.30 ±0.04 *

0.61 ±0.02 **

0.00 ±0.00

0.30 ±0.05 *

0.10 ±0.04**

0.52 ±0.02

0.17 ±0.04*

0.47 ±0.07 **

0.00 ±0.00

0.33 ±0.05 *

0.14 ±0.06**

189.3 ±22.4

97.6 ±4.9 *

207.7 ±22.7 **, ***

247.9 ±10.5

112.9 ±3.6*

378.5 ±6.3 **, ***

188.8 ±20.8

107.7±6.8*

286.4±31.3**,***

257.7 ±16.6

132.4 ±3.2*

375.1 ±38.3**,***

451.7 ±37.3

443.2 ±43.7

364.2+19.7

—

368.5 ±10.2

585.6 ±9.8**

388.8 ±33.6

335.0 +48.6

—

348.6 ±12.5

575.5 ±16.3**

253.9 ±22.2

266.7 ±15.2

242.2+22.1

255.6 ±8.7

207.1 +15.9

229.7 ±46.7

203.1 ±28.9

216.2 ±9.8

200.4 +38.8

1001.4 ±14.2

990.9 ±9.5

1042.0 ±16.1

971.2+31.1

1013.4 ±12.9

1079.2 ±21.6

990.0 ±12.6

984.0+12.3

449.9 ±41.1

—
200.0 ±22.5

—
1034.9 ±15.8

—
1022.3 ±27.1

—
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baseline increased significantly to above basal levels (Pre) following the removal of
occlusion (P<0.05). The was no significant effect of occlusion on the peak height of the
high-amplitude oscillations in the H A O + group (P>0.05), however, in the H A O - on the
peak height was significantly increased after occlusion was removed (P<0.05). There was
also no significant affect of occlusion on the amplitude or width of these oscillations, and
no significant differences between Pre and Post measurements for frequency, peak height,
amplitude and width of the oscillations for the H A O + group were detected (P>0.05).
Again, these results were consistent for the supine and sitting experimental postures.

Order effects were tested to account for the HAO+ and HAO- grouping, and were
found not to explain the presence of the oscillations prior to occlusion. Further, w e tested
local skin temperature, average Q sk , mean

arterial pressure, cutaneous vascular

conductance, pulse pressure (systolic minus diastolic blood pressure), cardiac frequency, to
ascertain if different between the H A O + and H A O - groups for the supine and sitting
experiments, these variables were compared for data in the Pre condition. However, no
significant differences were found in any of the tested variables (P>0.05). Further, after
examination of the raw Q s k data and subject characteristics, it appeared that classification of
H A O + and H A O - was not subject specific. There was no apparent relationship of the
presence of the high-amplitude oscillations and any particular subjects, with some subjects
displaying these oscillations in the supine, but not the sitting posture. In addition, some
subjects displayed the oscillations prior to Supra-diastolic, but not Supra-systolic occlusion
regardless of experimental posture.
7.3.3 Measurements at the right forearm: effects of arm position

All QSk recording from the left forearm possessed high-amplitude oscillations in both the
supine and sitting experiments. In both experimental postures, Q S k averaged -255 A U in the
Neutral-1 position, and was significantly decreased during the U p position (-230 A U ) and
increased with the return to the neutral position (Neutral-2; -270 A U P<0.05). M o v e m e n t
to the D o w n position also produced a significant reduction in average Q s k (-180 A U ) ,
which again was significantly increased with return to the neutral position (Neutral-3, -250
A U ; P<0.05). The reduction in average Q s k was greater in the D o w n versus U p position
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(P<0.05), yet no significant effect of posture or interactions were present (P>0.05; Table
7.5). M e a n arterial pressure averaged -90 m m H g during all Q s k measurements at the left
forearm, with no significant time effect, posture or interactions detected (P>0.05; Table
7.5). Cutaneous vascular conductance reflected average Q s k , with a significant time effect
detected for each arm movement, a significant difference detected for the U p versus D o w n
position (P<0.05), and no posture affect or interactions present (P>0.05; Table 7.5).
Interestingly, the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations (-0.4 H z at Neutral-1 and
Neutral-2) was significantly increased in the U p position (-0.6 Hz), and also increased in
the D o w n position (-0.5 Hz), with a reduction then produced on the return to the neutral
position (Neutral-3; P<0.05). The increase in the frequency of the U p position was
significantly greater than that produced in the D o w n position (P<0.05), however no posture
or interaction effects were detected (P>0.05). The baseline of the Q s k signal followed the
changes in average Q s k (i.e. with significant time and arm position (Up versus D o w n
effects; P<0.05), indicating global changes to the Q s k signal with each arm position. N o
significant time, posture or interactions were detected in the peak height, amplitude or
width of the high-amplitude oscillations (P>0.05; Table 7.5).

7.4 DISCUSSION

Results from this experiment support the hypothesis, that local passive, non-thermal
mechanisms m a y contribute to the physical mechanism associated with the high-amplitude
oscillations and these oscillations m a y involve either the collapsible tube or plug flow
conditions. Manipulations in local transmural pressure and flow (i.e. occlusion and changes
in the position of the Q s k site relative to heart level) produced significant differences in the
frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations, and remarkably upper-limb occlusion
appeared to increase the frequency of these oscillations in some subjects, while in others a
decrease in the frequency was observed. These results provide strong evidence that local
transmural pressure m a y be mechanistically important to the high-amplitude oscillations.
This experiment also confirms of the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in Q s k
collected from the ventral forearm under normothermic conditions. The other unexpected
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Table 7.5 Forearm skin blood flow (arbitrary units; A U , unless otherwise stated) during
thermoneutral (T a = 28°C) rest for both the supine and sitting experimental postures. Data
are 5-min means ( ± S E M ) at the data collection in the neutral (forearm at heart level,
Neutral-1, -2, -3), U p (forearm -90° above heart level) and D o w n (forearm -90° below
heart level) arm position. * indicates a significant time affect between arm positions and **
indicates a significant difference between U p and D o w n arm position (P<0.05).

MEASUREMENT

Average skin blood flow
(AU)

POSTURE
Neutral-1

Up

Neutral-2

260.3
±23.6
252.7
±27.7

229.7
±18.9
226.3
±22.6

268.1
±30.3
269.3
±26.3

180.2**
±17.8
177.7 **
±14.2

272.6 *
±27.0
248.5 *
±25.4

Supine

89.7 ±3.9

89.4 ±3.7

89.8 ±3.9

93.3 ±3.7

93.7 +4.0

Sitting

87.7 ±2.5

89.7 ±3.0

91.2+3.1

91.7 ±3.6

92.7 ±3.6

2.9
±0.3
2.8
+0.3
0.37
±0.10
0.45
±0.10
158.1
±23.5
144.4
±27.4
391.9
±32.4
391.7
±42.2
234.1
±20.4
247.3
±18.9
1008.7
+48.7
1051.5
±30.4

2.6
±0.2
2.5
+0.3
0.60
±0.07
0.65
±0.04
122.7
±20.6
120.1
±17.6
353.5
±38.5
335.0
±36.9
230.5
±19.5
218.2
±23.5
1009.7
±40.0
1026.7
±34.5

3.0
±0.4
3.0
±0.3
0.40
±0.09
0.47
±0.08
135.5
±21.2
134.2
±23.2
374.6
±40.6
382.3
±43.2
254.6
±25.7
248.7
±30.8
1096.3
±31.1
1046.5
±28.8

1.9 **
±0.2
2.0**
±0.2
0.51 **
±0.07
0.54 **
±0.04
106.6 **
±16.2
80.2 **
±13.6
329.3
±21.5
330.9
±39.9
222.3
±30.6
236.7
±34.9
1105.9
±39.2
1072.6
±41.2

3.0*
±0.3
2.6*
±0.4
0.29*
±0.10
0.32*
±0.06
178.5*
±21.3
163.5 *
±23.8
396.9
±21.5
371.7
±30.1
221.3
±14.8
220.7
±33.6
1117.0
±41.6
1128.8
±41.5

Supine
Sitting

Mean arterial pressure
(MAP; m m H g )

Cutaneous vascular
conductance (CVC;
AU/mmHg)
Frequency of highamplitude oscillations
(Hz)
Baseline skin blood flow
(AU)

Supine
Sitting
Supine
Sitting
Supine
Sitting

Peak height of highamplitude oscillations
(AU)
Amplitude of highamplitude oscillations
(AU)
Width of high-amplitude
oscillations (ms)

A R M POSITION

Supine
Sitting
Supine
Sitting
Supine
Sitting
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Down

Neutral-3

finding was the demonstration of the high-amplitude oscillations in Q s k at thigh during
normothermia. The oscillations at the forearm and thigh were detected in both the supine
and sitting experimental postures and were collected w h e n m e a n and local skin temperature
averaged ~33°C. Results do not favour central baroreceptor modulation of the highamplitude oscillations, as no significant effects of posture on the high-amplitude
oscillations were detected, w h e n Q s k was measured at heart level at either site. In addition,
the recorded high-amplitude oscillations have a similar frequency and structure to those
reported in the previous experiments, where Q s k was measured at the thigh (Chapters 2, 4
and 6).
On the basis of earlier experiments in both human and animals it was concluded that a
threshold skin temperature of 35-36°C was required for the induction of these oscillations.
This is clearly not a prerequisite, and the results of the current experiment are consistent
with the possibility that non-thermal mechanisms m a y induce these oscillations. Thus,
when considering thefirsthypothesis, that the high-amplitude oscillations are related to an
elevated skin temperature, it is possible that heat m a y only exacerbate or facilitate the
mechanism that give rise to these oscillations, and m a y not be mechanistically involved in
the induction of these oscillations. The other possibility is that multiple mechanisms m a y
contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations, or that the threshold skin temperature for the
induction of these oscillations varies with experimental conditions. That is, under some
conditions, skin temperature m a y become more important than other factors. If the former
assumption is correct, and non-thermal factors account for the high-amplitude oscillations,
then it appears that these mechanisms are likely to be similar between skin regions (i.e.
forearm versus thigh). Results show that the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations
was comparable between skin sites (ranging from -0.4-0.6 at both skin sites), w h e n these
sites were measured at heart level.

Results from this experiment do not support a role of central non-thermal reflex
control (i.e. baroreceptors) in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations. From supine
to sitting posture, m e a n arterial pressure is usually maintained by elevated cardiac
frequency and systemic vasoconstriction mediated by baroreceptor reflexes (Essandoh et
al, 1987). Thus, if the high-amplitude oscillations were mediated by baroreceptors, then
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significant differences might have been detected in these oscillations between the supine
and sitting experimental postures. Importantly, a significant increase in cardiac frequency
was detected throughout the sitting experiment, indicating baroreceptor activation to
maintain m e a n arterial pressure. However, despite this, no other significant effects of
posture on the high-amplitude oscillations were detected, except a significant reduction in
the frequency of these oscillations when recorded at the thigh in the sitting experiment.
These findings support our earlier results from both animal and h u m a n studies, where the
high-amplitude oscillations appear to be unaffected by global adjustments in m e a n arterial
pressure within a normotensive range. However, as the high-amplitude oscillations are yet
to be studied under conditions of either hypo- or hypertension or in exercising subjects, the
influence of central non-thermal reflexes on these oscillations cannot be fully evaluated.

It is interesting that these oscillations appear unaffected by posture (accept at the
thigh in the sitting position), and this result m a y indicate that Q S k measurements taken at
heart level (i.e. measurements recorded from the thigh in the supine experiment,
measurements on therightforearm and from the left forearm in the neutral position for both
the supine and sitting experiments) are not likely to be influenced by changes in the level of
baroreceptor activation throughout the trials, w h e n m e a n arterial pressure was maintained.
However, these results are similar to those reported in the literature, as it has been shown
that non-thermoregulatory adjustments to Q S k are minimal in healthy subjects with static
posture (Harrison et al, 1983; Johnson, 1986). Thus, it is unlikely that baroreceptor
activation accounts for the initial lack of the high-amplitude oscillations at the thigh in the
sitting experiment, other local passive non-thermal mechanisms must be considered.

Results from this study, show that three subjects had the high-amplitude oscillations
in the seated position at the thigh during the first measurement (Thigh-1), albeit a low
frequency -0.01 H z , and all subjects had these oscillations present by the second
measurement (Thigh-2). This was unexpected since in all previous studies, no subject was
found to have these oscillations in a seated posture at the thigh at normothermia, and these
oscillations were only produced upon heating. O n e possible explanation for this m a y relate
to dependency of the Q s k measurement site below heart level. Dependency of a vessel has
been associated with the venoarteriolar response, whereby the distension of the cutaneous
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venules, due to local dependency leads to reflex constriction of the upstream arterioles to
reduce flow (Jepsen and Gaehtgens, 1993; Crandall et al, 2002; Davison et al, 2004). The
mechanism responsible for this response is unknown, but it is not mediated by a
noradrenergic mechanism (Crandall et al, 2002). This is important, since it is also unlikely
that the high-amplitude oscillations are induced by noradrenergic mechanisms (Section
7.1).

A possible explanation for the previous lack of the high-amplitude oscillations at the
thigh during normothermia m a y relate to increased local vasoconstrictor tone due to the
venoarteriolar response, thus preventing the appearance of these oscillations at the thigh.
Conversely, for the high-amplitude oscillations to occur under conditions of hyperthermia,
removal of local vasoconstrictor tone would be required. Thus, for dependency to explain
the absence of these oscillations at normothermia, but not during hyperthermia at the thigh,
it is essential that increases in temperature affect the venoarteriolar response. In a study
conducted by Davison et al. (2004), the venoarteriolar response was abolished with local
skin temperature of 38°C or greater, but not at a local skin temperature of 34°C. The authors
attribute the abolition at temperatures greater that 38°C to local nitric oxide release
associated with cutaneous vasodilation (Davison et al, 2004). In our previous studies
(Chapter 2, 4 and 6) the onset of the high-amplitude oscillations was associated with a skin
temperature of 35-36°C. The persistence of the venoarteriolar response with local skin
heating at this temperature was tested by Ubbink, et al. (1991), and was found to attenuate
the venoarteriolar response. W e m a y therefore conclude, that at lower skin temperatures the
venoarteriolar response m a y

have prevented the induction of the high-amplitude

oscillations.

Despite the possible effects of increased temperature on the venoarteriolar response,
an explanation for the presence of high-amplitude oscillations in the seated posture in the
thigh in this experiment is still required. Long time course measurements of the
venoarteriolar response have not been clearly defined in the literature. However, laserDoppler measurements at the ankle and the foot following 30 minutes of standing in
healthy individuals, showed no significant difference from the initial perfusion decrease
measured on standing (Mayrovitz, 1998). Since the venoarteriolar response m a y be
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maintained with prolonged dependency, the increase in the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations at the thigh following 85 minutes in the seated position m a y not be explained
by removal of the venoarteriolar response. However, as Q s k and local skin temperature
increased at the thigh, w e cannot exclude the possibility that a reduction in local
vasoconstrictor mechanisms m a y have occurred. It is important to note that the increase in
local skin temperature did not reflect global changes in skin temperature, since mean skin
temperature remained unchanged. Thus, it is likely that the increase in temperature was
driven by a local increase in Q s k and not ambient temperature.

The effect of dependency on the high-amplitude oscillations was further explored in
the Q s k measurements recorded in the left arm of this experiment. Results show a
significant increase in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations when the forearm
was recorded in the d o w n position, and this was despite the likely induction of the
venoarteriolar response (as reflected in the significant reduction in the average Q s k and
cutaneous vascular conductance). A s the frequency of these oscillations was found to
increase in the dependent position in the arm, it is unlikely that dependency or the possible
induction of the venoarteriolar response in the thigh, at normothermia prevented the
induction of these oscillations. However, as structural and other physiological differences
m a y exist between vasculature of the arms and legs (Pawelczyk and Levine, 2002; Eiken
and Kolegard, 2004; N e w c o m e r et al, 2004), w e cannot conclude that the affects of
dependency on the high-amplitude oscillations in the arms directly relates to these
oscillation in the legs. Conversely, differences in the vasculature of the arms and legs m a y
alone explain the previous absence of these oscillations in thigh Q S k at normothermia.

Structurally, the vessels of the arms may have thinner walls than those in the legs,
possibly the result of a chronic local adaptation to bipedalism, and thus m a y be more
susceptible to collapse (Eiken and Kolegard, 2004). Distensibility of the vessels in the
forearm is greater than that of the lower leg, indicating greater stiffness of vessels in the
lower extremity (Eiken and Kolegard, 2004). This m a y have been overcome at higher
temperature, leading to the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations in the thigh.
Another explanation possibly relates to increased intravascular pressure in the leg versus
the arm, due to the dependent position below the heart (Pawelczyk and Levine, 2002). Such
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increases in pressure m a y have prevented vessel collapse. Further, Pawelczyk and Levine
(2002) have shown an increased responsiveness of vessels in the calf (when compared to
the forearm) to ai-adrenoreceptor stimulation to norepinephrine (Pawelczyk and Levine,
2002). In the previous experiment (Chapters 2, 4 and 6) local heating m a y have reduced
adrenoreceptor responsiveness, as Wilson et al. (2002) displayed a reduction in adrenergic
cutaneous vasoconstrictor responsiveness to exogenous norepinephrine administration
during local heating. Additionally, N e w c o m e r et al. (2004) have shown increased
responsiveness of the forearm vasculature to both endothelium-dependent (i.e. those that
simulate the release of nitric oxide from the vascular endothelium) and endotheliumindependent vasodilators (i.e. nitric oxide donors), thus heating which would lead to an
increase in nitric oxide release m a y have contributed to the induction of these oscillations in
the previous experiments in the heated state (Newcomer et al, 2004).

Irrespective of the inability to adequately explain the previous absence of the highamplitude oscillations during normothermia at the thigh, the results of this study give an
important insight into the role of transmural pressure in the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations. If w e first consider the significant increase in the frequency of these
oscillations, at the left forearm in the D o w n position, w e m a y initially could conclude that
increases in transmural pressure are mechanistically important to these oscillations, since in
this situation, dependency causes a local increase in local intravascular pressure (Pries et
al, 1995). Increases in intravascular pressure have been increase vessel diameter, through
an acute myogenic response, thus reducing resistance, and increasing flow (Pries et al,
1995). However, in situations of dependency the extent of the increase in intravascular
pressure m a y be limited due to the likely induction of the venoarteriolar response (Haddy
and Gilbert, 1956; de Graaff et al, 2003). In this experiment w e found a significant
reduction in average Q s k and cutaneous vascular conductance, possibly reflecting the
induction of this response. A study, by de Graff et al (2003) found that a postural rise in
precapillary arteriolar pressure was not completely reflected as an increase capillary
pressure. Thus, in the D o w n position, the significant increase in the frequency of the highamplitude oscillations, was coupled with a reduction in average QSk, and m a y have been
associated with a minor increase in transmural pressure.
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In contrast, in the U p position, a decrease in intravascular pressure, should have been
produced, as movement of vessels above heart level can cause vessel collapse, due to a
reduction in transmural pressure (Hildebrandt et al, 1994) A significant increase in the
frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations, coupled with a significant reduction in
average Q s k and cutaneous vascular conductance, was also measured in the arm U p
position. Thus, w e have produced a significant increase in the frequency of these
oscillations under separate conditions, where transmural pressure is likely to have been
both increased and decreased. It is interesting to note, that reductions in average Q S k were
produced in both the U p and D o w n positions. Thus, perhaps alterations to transmural
pressure under conditions where Q S k is reduced is important to the induction of the highamplitude oscillations. However, previously w e have measured a significant increase in the
frequency of these oscillations, under conditions where average Q S k increased (i.e.
hyperthermia; Chapter 2). Collectively, it is difficult to interpret these findings, however,
w e suggest that these oscillations m a y be related to a critical level of local transmural
pressure and flow. The other possibility is that these oscillations are the result multifactorial mechanisms, with one of m a n y factors (temperature, transmural pressure and flow
etc.) being dominant under different states.

The conclusion relating to a critical level of local transmural pressure and flow for the
induction of these oscillations is further supported by the Q S k responses recorded during
upper-arm occlusion inrightforearm. W h e n the data were averaged for all subjects, neither
Supra-diastolic nor Supra-systolic occlusion had any significant affects on the frequency of
these oscillations. This was a somewhat confusing result, as it was expected that occlusion
would produce dramatic alterations in the frequency of the oscillations, since average Q S k
was significantly reduced at both occlusion levels. However, w h e n looking at the raw data,
the effects of occlusion on the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations were hidden
due to data averaging. Perhaps the most notable finding of this experiment, which was
discovered upon examining the raw Q s k data, was that occlusion appeared to increase the
frequency of these oscillations in s o m e subjects, while in others a decrease in the frequency
was observed. This finding, while difficult to explain, indicates that alteration in local flow
and transmural pressure can modulated the high-amplitude oscillations. Furthermore, these
results provide further evidence for the biological nature of these oscillations.
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Supra-diastolic occlusion of the upper-arm would be expected to lead to vessel
distension, and has been shown to induce the venoarteriolar reflex constriction (Okazaki et
al, 2005), and this, in combination with the reduced pressure gradient between arteries and
veins, would explain the reduction average Q s k during occlusion at 90 m m H g . Similarly,
the larger reduction in perfusion pressure (i.e. pressure difference between arteries and
veins) with Supra-systolic occlusion would explain the significantly greater reduction in
average Q s k during occlusion at 240 m m H g . O n e might have expected that Supra-systolic
occlusion would arrest flow, giving what is termed a biological zero in the laser-Doppler
signal (i.e. the level of flow attributed to background factors other than the movement of
red blood cells). Interestingly, the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations increased in
some subjects during Supra-systolic occlusion. However, the occlusion only lasted for two
minutes and Kernick et al. (1999), has demonstrated that at least 3-5mins of occlusion is
required to obtain a true biological zero flow. Thus, the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations during the Supra-systolic occlusion m a y still be attributed to the movement of
red blood cells (Kernick et al, 1999).

The presence of these oscillations in some subjects and not in others prior to
occlusion at either level, or the induction of these oscillations in some subjects during
occlusion is difficult to reconcile. O n examination of the data, local skin temperature,
average QSk, m e a n arterial pressure, cutaneous vascular conductance, pulse pressure
(systolic minus diastolic blood pressure), cardiac frequency were not significantly different
between subjects with and without the high-amplitude oscillations. Furthermore, order
effects do not account for the differences between these groups. O n e possible explanation
for the variability displayed by subjects m a y relate to hand blood flow. During the
measurement of forearm venous occlusion plethysmography another technique to measure
blood flow, blood flow to the hand must be excluded to produce a linear and uniform Q s k
response, and recordings from subjects without hand exclusion results in flow which is
highly variable (Whitney, 1953). This variability has been attributed to the recruitment of
arterio-venous anastomoses and the high dependence of hand blood flow on local
temperature (Wilkinson and W e b b , 2001). Thus, hand blood flow variability m a y account
for the variability displayed by subjects in the H A O + and H A O - , however, as w e have no
local measurement of hand temperature or blood flow, w e cannot confirm this explanation.
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A s described in Figure 7.2 both the collapsible tube and plug flow conditions, can
account for periods of Q s k , both with and without the high-amplitude oscillations. Thus,
differences in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations between H A O + and H A O groups could be accounted for by both mechanisms. Based on the results of this experiment
it is difficult to distinguish between the collapsible tube and plug flow conditions.
However, w e suggest that the collapsible tube mechanism m a y be more likely based on the
following rationale. First, for the arm movements to the U p and D o w n position, it would be
expected that changes in transmural pressure, did not affect perfusion pressure, as mean
arterial was unchanged and as the effects of gravity should have had similar affect on both
the arterial and venous vessels of the limb (de Graaff et al, 2003). Thus, in this situation
the resistance to flow is increased in the U p position and decreased in the D o w n position
(prior to the induction of the venoarteriolar response) without changes in perfusion
pressure. Therefore, when considering the plug flow mechanism it is unlikely that an
increase in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations would occur in the U p position,
as the increased resistance to flow, created by vessel collapse, and would not increase the
flow (transit) of red blood cells (plugs) through the capillary. However, an increase in the
frequency of these oscillations in the U p position, can mechanistically be accounted for by
the collapsible tube condition, as the increase in resistance increases the vessel tendency
towards a collapsed state, and the periods of high-flow (i.e. the peak of the oscillation) m a y
correspond to periods of time were the vessel opens due to a transient local build up of
upstream intravascular pressure.

Second, when we consider the results from the Down position, the significant
increase in the frequency of these oscillations, is somewhat more difficult to explain by
either the collapsible tube or plug flow mechanism. However, the measured reduction in
average Qsk, is not likely to reflect a significant increase in the transit of red blood cells
through the capillary, since the laser-Doppler signal is the product the volume and velocity
of red cells, and an increase in the frequency of these oscillations if explained by the plug
flow condition, relates to an increase number of cells passing through the capillary. That is,
if the frequency (velocity and volume) of red blood cell deformation, increased, then these
increases should have been reflected in average QSk- If w e consider the collapsible tube
condition, it m a y be possible to explain the concurrent increase in the frequency of the
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high-amplitude oscillations and the reduction in average Q sk . Increases in intravascular
pressure, which although m a y be limited due to the venoarteriolar response, could lead to
an increase in hydrostatic pressure, forcing fluid out of the vessel (Pries et al, 1995). A n
increase in pressure external to the vessel would require lower flow rates, for the induction
of oscillations, since the tendency towards the collapsed state would increase. This is a very
tentative assumption and as w e have no local measure of pressure it is impossible to
evaluate this further.

Third, in contrast to the arm movements, during upper-limb occlusion at either level
the local perfusion pressure would be expected to change. In Supra-diastolic occlusion
there would be a reduction in the local perfusion pressure, due to an increase in venous
pressure. A

reduction in perfusion pressure would also occur in the Supra-systolic

occlusion. Thus, since perfusion pressure is decrease, it is unlikely that an increase in the
frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations could occur (as did in some subjects) if these
oscillations were explained by the plug flow mechanism, as reductions in perfusion
pressure are not expected to increase red cell transit. However, the plug flow condition m a y
still explain the occasions w h e n a reduction in the frequency of these oscillations was
observed, as the reduction in perfusion pressure, would be expected to increase the time for
red cell deformation.

Last, local transmural pressure needs to be considered, and should have increased
during the Supra-diastolic occlusion (although the increase m a y have been limited due to
the venoarteriolar response) and decreased during Supra-systolic occlusion. If w e consider
the collapsible tube mechanism, the change in the frequency of the oscillations, during
Supra-systolic occlusion m a y reflect an increased tendency of the vessel towards the
collapsed state. Furthermore, if w e accept that a critical level of pressure and flow is
required for the oscillations to occur then both increases and decreases in the frequency of
these oscillations during Supra-systolic occlusion can be explained by the collapsible tube
condition. That is, in subjects where the frequency of these oscillations decreased, the
reduction in transmural pressure, caused the vessel to remain in the collapsed state.
Whereas, in subjects where the frequency increased the reduction in average flow Q S k m a y
have increased the inclination of the vessel towards a collapsed state. Explanations of the
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results during Supra-diastolic occlusion, by the collapsible tube mechanism are more
difficult. During occlusion there was a significant reduction in average Q s k and a possible
increase in intravascular pressure. These forces (flow and pressure) in this situation m a y
have opposing and inseparable effects with respect to the vessel state. That is, increased
intravascular pressure would be expected to open the vessel preventing collapse, while
reductions in flow should reduce intravascular pressure, possibly leading to vessel collapse.
Therefore, it is possible that in subjects where a reduction in the frequency of these
oscillations occurred, the occlusion altered the critical level of flow and pressure and the
oscillations were reduced. Similarly, in subjects where the frequency of the oscillations
increased, the occlusion changed local pressure and flow such that these oscillations were
produced. However, these suggestions rely heavily on the assumption that these oscillations
are solely a consequence of a critical local pressure and flow, and although w e have a local
measure of flow, local pressure can only be assumed, thus, these conclusions cannot be
confirmed.

7.5 SUMMARY
Results presented in this Chapter confirm the presence of the high-amplitude
oscillations in Q S k recording at the forearm under normothermic conditions, and
interestingly, these oscillations were also recorded at the thigh during normothermia in both
a seated and supine posture. Previous experiments have not shown the presence of the
oscillations in a seated posture until a threshold skin temperature of ~35-36°C was
achieved. However, in the current study local skin temperature was below this threshold
and averaged ~33°C. Thus, is it likely that local tissue temperature m a y only partially
explain the high-amplitude oscillations, or that local hyperthermia leads to a situation
where the mechanism contributing to these oscillations is enhanced or facilitated. The other
possibility is that the threshold temperature for the induction of these oscillations varies
with experimental conditions.

Assuming that thermal mechanisms may not be crucial to the high-amplitude
oscillations, results from these experiments support the hypothesis that local passive nonthermal mechanisms contribute the high-amplitude oscillations. Local manipulation of
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transmural pressure and flow significantly affected the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations, while global differences in posture, despite significantly altering cardiac
frequency (indicating baroreceptor activation), had no affect on these oscillations. Further,
w e suggest that the local passive mechanism m a y be similar between skin sites as the highamplitude oscillations appeared to be similar between skin regions (thigh and forearm),
when these sites where measured at heart level. T w o non-thermal local passive mechanisms
(i.e. the collapsible tube and plug flow mechanisms) were suggested in this Chapter. O n the
basis of the results it seems that the collapsible tube condition is more likely to explain
these oscillations. However, this conclusion cannot be confirmed, as w e have no local
measure of intravascular pressure. It is also possible that neither local passive mechanism
explain the high-amplitude oscillations. In which case other local mechanism m a y account
for the high-amplitude oscillations and these are discussed in Chapter 9. Nonetheless,
results of this Chapter confirm that modulation of local pressure and flow is important to
the mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations.
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CHAPTER 8; EXPERIMENT TO EXPLORE FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF
SKIN BLOOD FLOW RECORDINGS CONTAINING THE HIGH-AMPLITUDE
OSCILLATIONS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Results from Chapter 7 point to a role of passive alterations in local pressure and flow
in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations in skin blood flow (QSk)- L o w amplitude
oscillations in Q S k are due to passive alterations in intravascular pressure, are frequently
reported in the literature, and the most notable of these are due cardiac pumping (0.4-1.6
H z ) and respiration (0.15-0.4 H z ) (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; K v e r n m o et al, 1998;
Stefanovska et al, 1999; Soderstrom et al, 2003). T h e experiment presented in this
Chapter explores the possible relationships of the frequency components of the highamplitude oscillations with simultaneous recordings of cardiac frequency and respiration,
and thus tests the fourth hypothesis of this thesis, that these oscillations m a y be related to
cardiac or respiratory function.

Oscillations in QSk can be evaluated using various signal processing techniques, to
establish the frequency components contained with in the Q s k signal. M a n y other
researchers have used traditional signal processing techniques to define frequency domains
for the control of Q s k (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Kvernmo et al, 1998; Stefanovska et
al, 1999; Soderstrom et al, 2003). The basis for determining these frequency domains
arises from the calculation of characteristic frequencies in the Q s k signal, and comparison of
such frequencies with other k n o w n biological signals (i.e. cardiac frequency; see Section
8.1.1). In this experiment w e aimed to replicate this process and determine the
characteristic frequency in Q s k recordings containing the high-amplitude oscillations, and to
compare these with simultaneous recordings of cardiac frequency and respiration.

A comprehensive description of the signal processing methods frequently used to
analyse Q s k are provided in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.2). In brief, these methods include the
use of Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis. The use of either of these methods will give
frequency information about an analysed signal, yet if the frequency components of a given
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signal change over time, then traditional Fourier analysis is limited and has reduced ability
to detect accurately w h e n such changes in frequency occur within the signal, as frequency
components are determined for the entire length of the signal (Bracic and Stefanovska,
1998). This results in very poor time resolution, which m a y be overcome by completing the
Fourier analysis on finite sections or windows of a signal, and hopefully giving better time
resolution. Although this solution m a y seem adequate, unfortunately, a trade off with
frequency resolution occurs. Small data windows, which give accurate time resolution, give
very poor resolution of lower frequencies, as the length of the window must be sufficient to
observe one period of a given frequency (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998). This weakness
(termed the uncertainty principle) is resolved in wavelet analysis (Bracic and Stefanovska,
1998), which uses a window function (termed scale) whereby the scale length is adjusted to
the frequency currently being analysed (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998). Thus, as high and
low frequencies can be analysed with short and long windows (scales) respectively,
therefore giving both good time and frequency resolution (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998).
The experiment described in this Chapter, employed wavelet analysis on Q s k traces
containing the high-amplitude oscillations, and w e then compared this analysis to
recognised frequencies in QSk, and to simultaneously measured signals for cardiac
frequency and respiration. At this point, it is important to note that since w e are measuring
cardiac and breathing frequency and not the pressure waves in Q s k created by these
oscillators, the comparison of frequency domains between these signals is assumed to
reflect the rate at which these pressure waves influence QSk8.1.1 Recognised frequencies in skin blood flow

Burton (1939) first noticed that fluctuations in Qsk at the fingers corresponded to
cardiac frequency. The rhythmical oscillations in h u m a n Q s k at both acral and non-acral
skin sites have subsequently been classified into five characteristic frequency domains
(Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Kvernmo et al, 1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999; Soderstrom
et al, 2003). The first domain extends from 0.4-1.6 H z (peak - 1 H z ) and is associated with
cardiac rhythm (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Kvernmo et al, 1999; Stefanovska et al,
1999). Oscillations in QSk, within the second frequency domain (0.15-0.4 Hz, peak -0.3 H z )
are attributed to alterations in vascular pressure due to breathing frequency (Miick-
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Weymann et al, 1996; Stefanovska et al, 1999). The third frequency domain is from 0.06
to 0.15 Hz (peak -0.1 Hz), and has been suggested to result from vasomotion (the local
inherent myogenic activity of the vascular smooth muscle), which may be affected by
temperature and vascular pressure (Salerud et al, 1983; Kastrup et al, 1989; Bollinger et

al, 1991; Hoffmann et al, 1994; Soderstrom et al, 2003). The action of neural influences
on the vessel walls has been suggested as the mechanism behind the fourth frequency
domain (0.02 to 0.06 Hz, peak - 0.04 Hz), as sympathectomy and nerve blockade (local
and ganglionic) removes this frequency band (Kastrup et al, 1989; Stefanovska et al,
1999; Soderstrom et al, 2003). The final frequency domain is from 0.0095 to 0.02 Hz
(peak- 0.01 Hz), and is attributed to vascular endothelial activity, resulting from the release
of vasodilators from endothelial cells controlling the contraction and relaxation of smooth
muscle cells, perhaps in response to metabolic processes (Wilkin, 1989; Bracic and
Stefanovska, 1998; Kvernmo etal, 1999; Stefanovska etal, 1999).
While it appears that oscillations of -0.4 Hz are related to either the
domains of respiration or cardiac frequency, no data in the literature has reported large
magnitude oscillations, such as those found in the high-amplitude oscillations. Thus, in this
experiment we evaluated whether or not vascular pressures in the domains associated with
respiration or cardiac frequency could help to explain the high-amplitude oscillations.

8.2 METHODS
8.2.1 Subjects

Eight healthy males aged 20-37 years (mean = 27.9 ± 6.4 yr), with physic
characteristics (mean ± S.D.); height = 181.1 ± 4.8 cm (Holtain Ltd., Crymych, U.K.); mass
= 75.8 ± 7.5 kg (A&D, Model No., FW-150k, Milpitas, CA, U.S.A.), participated in the
study. Prior to experimentation, subjects provided written informed consent approved by
the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Wollongong.
8.2.2 Protocol

Skin blood flow (Qsk), cardiac frequency (fc) and breathing frequency; (fb
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recorded simultaneously during semi-recumbent rest at 25°C ( 5 0 % r.h.), on two separate,
days, for a 5-6 min period. Following measurement of physical characteristics, subjects
dressed only in shorts, were transferred to a climate chamber, and were instrumented.
Subjects were asked to remain as motionless as possible during these measurements to
minimise movement artefact. Distractions were also minimised, to further reduce the
incidence of noise artefact. The experimental protocol was repeated on the second testing
day.
8.2.3 Measurements

8.2.3.1 Skin blood flow

Laser-Doppler flowmetry was used to estimate skin blood flow (Qsk; TSI, Laserflo
B P M 2 , Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.). A single point laser-Doppler probe (P-422,
Vasamedics Inc., St. Paul, M N , U.S.A.) was secured to the subjects' left ventral forearm,
prior to data collection on both testing days. Skin blood flow data were collected for a 5-6
minute period at 20 H z via an eight channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter (Computer
Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and passed to a computer for storage.

8.2.3.2 Tissue temperature

Core temperature was estimated from rectal (Tre), aural temperature (Tau) and
oesophageal (Tes), with mean core temperature (Tc) being an unweighted average of these
three measurement sites. Rectal temperature was measured using a thermistor, inserted
12cm beyond the anal sphincter (FF Type, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow
springs, O H , U.S.A.). Auditory canal temperature was recorded from a thermistor inserted
into the subject'srightear adjacent to tympanic membrane (Edale Instruments (Cambridge)
Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Cotton wool was then taped over the outer ear, to minimise the
effect of ambient temperature. Oesophageal temperature was measured from a thermistor
(Edale Instruments (Cambridge) Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.), inserted into the oesophagus, via
the nose, to a depth at the approximate level of the right atrium, as estimated from the
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subjects sitting height (after Mekjavic and Rempel, 1990; depth = 0.479*sitting height 4.44 cm).

An area-weighted summation was used to calculate mean skin temperature (fsk
international Standards Organisation, 1992; see Section 2.2.3.2 for details), which was
measured from thermistors secured at eight sites (forehead, left upper chest, right scapula,
right upper arm, left forearm, left hand, right anterior thigh and the left calf; E U type,
Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.). Local skin temperature
(TSk-forearm) at the site of skin of blood flow recording was also measured using a
thermistor taped immediately adjacent to the laser-Doppler probe (EU type, Yellow Springs
Instrument Co. Inc., Yellow springs, O H , U.S.A.). All thermal data were collected at 0.2
Hz, using a data logger (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant Instruments Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.).
Core and skin thermistor calibration was completed as per Appendix One.

8.2.3.3 Cardiac frequency and blood pressure

Cardiac frequency (fc) was monitored from a three-lead electrocardiogram (ECG;
model 100, Humtec, Australia) and also via ventricular depolarisation (Model PE3000,
Polar Electro Sport Tester, Kempele, Finland; continuously 0.2 Hz). Blood pressure was
assessed via finger photoplethysmography (Finapres™, O h m e d a 2300, B O C Health Care,
Englewood, C A , U.S.A.). The finger cuff was placed around the middle finger of the right
hand, with this arm supported during both the experiments, so that the measurement finger
was at heart level. Beat to beat alterations in blood pressure where gained via
synchronisation of the analog E C G and blood pressure signals using computer software
(Labview 4.0, National Instruments, Austin, T X ) . The E C G signal was collected at 1000 H z
for this process, with systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressure collected at each beat of
the heart as signified by each Q R S complex in the E C G signal. The E C G signal was also
sampled at 20 H z using an eight channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter (Computer
Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and passed to a computer for storage.
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8.2.3.4 Breathing frequency

A mercury-in-silastic strain gauge was used to measure subject's breathing frequency
(/{,)• The strain gauge was secured across the abdomen, such that the gauge was stretched
during each respiratory excursion (see Figure 8.1). Each stretch of the strain gauge
increased the resistance and reduced the current passing through the mercury, and this
change in current was measured using a voltmeter (EC 4 Plethysmograph, D. E. Hokanson,
Inc., U.S.A.). Respiratory data were collected at 20 H z using an eight channel, 12-bit
analog to digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, O H , U.S.A.) and
passed to a computer for storage.
8.2.4 Data analysis

Skin blood flow (QSk), thermal, cardiac frequency and blood pressure data were first
averaged over the five-minute measurement period. The Q s k data were also analysed to
characterise the high-amplitude oscillations, using the peak identification algorithm as
described in Chapter 3; a cutpoint of 30 (AQ s k (t)) units (accuracy score of 0.95; see Section
3.2.2.3 for details), was chosen as the criterion for differentiating baseline (arbitrary units;
A U ) from peak data. The isolated peak data were used to calculate the frequency (Hz),
width (ms), peak height and amplitude ( A U ) of the high-amplitude oscillations.

Further analysis of Qsk, cardiac and breathing frequency (fc and fb) data were
completed using wavelet analysis, following methods previously described within the
literature (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999; Bandrivskyy et al,
2004; Geyer et al, 2004). Data were analysed, to give an estimation of the continuous
wavelet transform, derived using a Morlet mother wavelet, in the frequency domain of
0.05-2Hz. The lower limit of the frequency domain was restricted due to the length of the
data files (5-6min), with poor resolution produced at frequencies below 0.05 H z , also since
w e were interested in the higher frequency components (i.e. -0.4 H z ; the frequency of the
high-amplitude oscillations) this lower boundary was deemed adequate. The upper
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Figure 8.1 The mercury-in-silastic strain gauge, used to measure breathing frequency. The
strain gauge was secured across the abdomen, such that the gauge was stretched during
each respiratory excursion.
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frequency boundary (2 H z ) was selected, as cardiac frequency is the fastest known
physiological rhythm and occurs at approximately 1Hz (Stefanovska et al, 1999). The
wavelet transform was calculated ( A U T O S I G N A L ® ' A I S N Software Inc., VI.6) with a
logarithmic frequency resolution, giving better resolution at lower frequencies (Bracic and
Stefanovska, 1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999). The continuous wavelet transform for a signal
f(f) was calculated as
~ oo

f (s,t)=

j

^{st)(u) f(u) du,

Equation 8.1

-oo

where / (s, t) is a wavelet coefficient and ^^(u) is a wavelet function defined as

1 .Ju-O
^ ,

f )

(

M

) = ^
^

Equation 8.2

;

and a group of time-frequency wavelets is determined by scaling function *¥ by parameter
s (scale factor; where scale refers to the length of the window that data are examined in and
gives the time resolution to the wavelet transform) and translating it by t (time factor)
(Geyer et al, 2004). Following the uncertainty principle, the Morlet mother wavelet was
selected to complete the continuous wavelet transform analysis, allowing for the best timefrequency localisation (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998). The Morlet wavelet (a Gaussian
function) was defined in the time domain as

**W") = ^

^ " ° - e -^V e-"'2

Equation 8.3

where a° was 2rc, giving a relationship between frequency and scale as described by (Braci
and Stefanovska, 1998)

frequency = —j|: Equation 8.4

Given that the analysed frequency domain was 0.05-2 Hz, this corresponded to scales
evaluated from smin = 0.5 to . W = 20. Continuous wavelet transforms were calculated
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separately for all Q s k , fc and /b signals. Once determined, characteristic frequencies
contained in the continuous wavelet spectrums for the/c,/b and Q s k signals were averaged
across the time domain (i.e. frequency data were presented for the entire signal), with the
first and last 50s of data excluded from this calculation to reduced the influence of
boundary points (Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Torrence and C o m p o , 1998; Stefanovska
et al, 1999). Boundary points occur due to the inability of the transform to accurately
determine frequency components at the start and finish of raw data signals as there is
insufficient data for full windows (scales) to be evaluated.

Comparison of the time-averaged frequency spectrum for Qsk, fc and fb signals,
consisted first of evaluation of the peak in the spectrum for each signal, by means of local
m a x i m u m in the frequency range of 0.05-2 H z (i.e. to determine the most c o m m o n
frequency in each signal). Second, the portion (or frequency interval) of the time-average
frequency spectrum for Qsk,/c and/b signals, accounting for 9 5 % of the total power in the
frequency range of 0.05-2 H z was calculated, and the average frequency of this frequency
interval was determined (i.e. the portion of the each signal accounting for 9 5 % of the raw
data frequencies was determined and an average of this data were calculated). These data
were termed the 'dominant frequency band' were statistically compared for the QSk,/c and
/b signals.

In complement to the completed wavelet analysis, phase analysis was performed to
characterise the associations between the/c,/b and Q s k signals. The term phase refers to the
position of a point in time (instant) on an oscillation cycle, and can also be an expression of
the relative displacement between or a m o n g oscillations (James, 1999). Phase can be
calculated from the complex wavelet spectral function where the spectral properties of
signal/(?) in the time-frequency domain, are described by

/ (sk, tn) = fk,n = aKn +ibk,n Equation 8.5
and at each time t„ and frequency ^the absolute value of the spectral amplitude equals

\f~J = (a\n+b\nyA Equation 8.6
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and phase ((ft) equals

O k,n

<ftk,n = tan

Equation 8.7
V « k,n J

For two signals (in this case, separate comparisons of Q s k versus fc and Q s k versus fb)
as represented by f(t) and/2(f), two separate phases can be calculated (<j)ik,n and </f2k.n)
and the relative phases difference can be determined as

A0k,n = (<f>2h,n -fiikn ) Equation 8.8

Evaluation of differences in phase or the relationship between two signals allows for
detection of relationships between signals and three indices were calculated using phase
data from the fc, f, and Q S k signals, thus enabling characterisation of any interactions
between these signals. T h e first index was that of phase coherence. Phase coherence (C0
(a>k)) is a measure the state in which two signals maintain a fixed relationship with each
other, however this measure assumes that this relationship remains constant over time
(Bandrivskyy et al, 2004). Phase coherence is indexed between 0 and 1, where a score of
C<f> (cok) = 0, indicates no phase coherence between the two signals f(t) and f2(t) at the
frequency a>k. Conversely, a score of C(j)(cok) > 0, m a y indicate phase coherence, however
this is dependent on the length in time of the whole signal (T). The length of the data series
(signal), limits the ability to average sine and cosine coefficients in time and this is
particularly important for low frequencies (Bandrivskyy et al, 2004). Based on the length
of the Qsk,/c and/b data series (5-6min), good resolution was not guaranteed for this index
at frequencies below 0.1 H z , and thus coherence was not evaluated below frequencies of
0.15 H z . This threshold was selected as the lower boundary, as respiratory and cardiac
influences on Q sk , have previously been shown to occur in the frequency domains of 0.150.4 H z and 0.4-2 H z respectively. Importantly, as the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations is -0.4 H z , above the threshold frequency of 0.15 H z , adequate coherence
indexes could still be determined about the relationship of these oscillations to the/c and/ b
signals.
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Phase coherence was calculated by determining the sine and cosine coefficients for
each of the relative phase differences for the Q s k and either the/c or/b signals and averaging
these coefficients in the time domain (i.e. the length of the data series)

1 M*
(sinA^) = ^

X

sinA^„,

n=\

X

Mk
(cos A ^ « ) = yT

YJ

COS

A^b.,

Equation 8.9

«=1

and the coherence index was defined as

C^>(cOic) = y ( s i n A ^ « ) 2 + ( c o s A 0 b ) 2

Equation 8.10

When two signals have the same the same frequency, the phase difference between
them is constant, which means for any finite phase difference, they do not reach the same
point on the oscillation path at the same time (James, 1999). If the phase difference is fixed,
this indicates that one signal is leading or lagging the other signal by the same amount (i.e.
providing they have the same frequency). Conversely, if two signals have different
frequencies it is found that the phase difference is constantly varying, since the cycle time
of the oscillations is different (i.e. they are moving at different rates) (Latka et al, 2005).
Thus, via evaluation of the phase difference data, w e might ascertain that either oscillations
in/c, or/ b are leading (predicting) the high-amplitude oscillations. However, given that the
dominant frequencies of the/c,/b and Q s k m a y be different, phase coherence analysis may
not reflect associations between signals that vary over time, and variation over time m a y be
important to the high-amplitude oscillations, as these high-amplitude oscillations a some
points in time appear to be semi periodic.
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The second indexes calculated from the phase data, were the phase synchronisation
indexes. Phase synchronisation for signal with differing frequencies, refers to the process
by which two signals oscillate with a fixed phase relationship to each other and is a
measure of interdependence of two signals and the adjustment of two signals due to their
interaction (Stefanovska, 2002). For two signals f(t) and f2(t) and their corresponding
instantaneous phases <j>iKn and (j>2k,n , phase synchronisation occurs when n(j)lkn and
m02k.n

= constant, where n and m are integers indicating the ratio of frequency locking.

The presence of n:m phase locking of the Q s k and the/c or/ b signals was determined using
the phase synchronisation index, after appropriate values for n and m were selected. Since,
it was hypothesised that either fc or/b m a y be the origin of the high-amplitude oscillations,
selection of n and m was based on determining the ratio of instantaneous frequencies and
was calculated as follows. The m a x i m u m peak frequency in the wavelet spectrum for Q s k if
QSk) was divided separately by the m a x i m u m peak frequency of the/c and/b spectra (i.e. f
Osk/fc and / QSk//b respectively). This calculated ratio was evaluated and averaged across the
time domain, to ascertain if a synchronisation relationship was present (i.e. a 1:1 ratio
would indicate a phase synchronisation of one oscillation in Q S k to one oscillation in the/c
(/b) signal). Graphical examination of the ratio of instantaneous frequencies in the time
domain, allowed selection of n and m on the basis of determining a value of which the ratio
remains constant (i.e. horizontal plateaus).

Following selection of n and m, generalised phase difference between the/c,/bandQsk
signals was calculated separately as (where f(t) and f2(t) represent the two compared
signals, with instantaneous phases (j) i and (f>2)

L\(j>l2m = (n(/)i -m02) Equation 8.11

and the phase synchronisation index was calculated as

Yii =^/(sinA^(0)2+(cosA^(0)2 Equation 8.12
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where the brackets ( > indicate a time average of phasefluctuations.Similar to phase
coherence the phase synchronisation index was calculated in the frequency domain of 0.1512

2 H z and a score of Jn<m = 0 indicated no synchronisation, whereas yl2m = 1 corresponds
to perfect synchronisation between two signals.

The last index calculated using the phase data from the Qsk,/C and/b signals was the
direction of phase slips (Winterhalder et al, 2006). Since all wavelet spectra for the Q sk ,/ C
and/ b signals were compared in the same frequency domain (0.15-2Hz), the sign of phase
difference (A0k,n ; i.e. negative or positive) at a given frequency (sk) and time (tn), gives
indication of the leading and lagging signal or the direction of phase slips (Winterhalder et
al, 2006). Thus, in the case of/i(f) as the Q s k signal and/ 2 (0 as the/c signal a positive value
would indicate A0k,n

that the/ c is leading and the Q s k signal lagging. T o ascertain if one

signal is a dominant leading signal the number of negative phase differences (-A0Kn ) and
positive phase differences (+A0k<n)

were calculated as a normalised direction of phase slip

index (n) as

_
11=

\(+A0k,n)-(-A0kn) I
. ,

. ,

Equation 8.13

(+A0k,n) + (-A0kn)
where TI = 1 indicates phase slips in one direction (i.e. one signal is leading) and n = 0
indicates that phase slips in both directions (i.e. leading and lagging) occur at the same
frequency (Winterhalder et al, 2006).

Statistical analysis for the maximum peak and dominant frequency band for the Qsk
spectrum was compared separately using a paired t-test, to the m a x i m u m peaks and
dominant frequency bands for the fc andfi,spectra. Correlations for the between studies
variations (n=\6) in the dominant frequency bands for Q sk , fc and fb signals, were
determined to further ascertain the relationships between the dominant frequency bands
within these signals. All data are presented as means with standard errors of the means
unless otherwise stated. Alpha was set at 0.05 for all analyses.
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8.3 RESULTS

At rest, T c averaged 36.7°C ± 0.1, T s k = 32.2°C ± 0.2, Tsk-forearm = 32.5°C ± 0.3, T b
= 35.6°C ± 0.1, fc= 63.7 ± 3.9 b-min"1, and Q s k was 209.7 ± 27.5 A U . The high-amplitude
oscillations were detected in the Q s k traces from all subjects, and had an amplitude of 255.4
± 31.6 A U , extending from a stable baseline flow (140.0 ± 25.3 A U ) . The oscillations, as
analysed using the peak identification method, had a frequency of 0.52 ± 0.06 H z , and each
spanned 1160.1 ± 126.1 ms. Figure 8.2 displays raw Q s k (A), /c (B) and fb (C) traces
collected from one subject during this experiment (note: only 50 s of data are displayed for
clarity). M e a n arterial pressure was 99.5 + 4.0 m m H g .

Output from the continuous wavelet transform is expressed in the time-frequency
domain (termed scalogram; the squared magnitude of the wavelet transform) and is shown
for one subject's Q S k signal (as previously displayed in raw format in Figure 8.2 A ) in
Figure 8.3. Comparison of the QSk, fc and/ b wavelet spectra is not easily achieved in the
time-frequency domain. However, by averaging across the time domain, comparison of
characteristic frequencies of each signal can be achieved, whilst still maintaining good
frequency resolution due to the logarithmic scale (Geyer et al, 2004). Figure 8.4 displays
the time-averaged wavelet transform for the Q S k data presented in Figure 8.3, as well as the
time-averaged wavelet transforms for the/c and/ b signals collected simultaneously from the
same subject.
The dominant frequency band for the Qsk wavelet spectrum (0.69 + 0.19 Hz (± SD),
m a x i m u m peak = 0.53 + 0.08 H z (± SB)) was significantly different (P<0.05) from both the
respiratory (0.26 ± 0.06 H z (±SD), m a x i m u m peak = 0.17 ± 0.02 H z (±SE)) and E C G
wavelet spectra (1.09 ± 0.21 H z (±SD), m a x i m u m peak = 1.07 ± 0.05 H z (±SE)).
Furthermore, variations between the studies (n=16) in the Q s k dominant frequencies were
not significantly correlated with between study variations in either cardiac (i.e. the/c signal;
r = - 0.26, P = 0.35) or respiration (fb; r = - 0.13, P - 0.63) dominant frequencies (Figure
8.5). Importantly, the m a x i m u m peak frequency identified in the wavelet spectra for Q s k
matched that identified by the peak identification algorithm (0.53 ± 0.08 and 0.52 ± 0.06
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Figure 8.2 Typical skin blood flow (A), cardiac frequency (B) and respiration (C) traces for
one subject during thermoneutral rest (Ta = 25°C). Skin blood flow was measured by laserDoppler flowmetry at the ventral forearm. Cardiac frequency was measured by a three lead
electrocardiograph and respiration as measured by a strain gauge, secured to the abdomen
such that each respiratory excursion caused changes in tension of the strain gauge.
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Figure 8.3 Typical wavelet transform of skin blood flow signal, presented as a scalogram
(the squared magnitude of the wavelet transform) in the time-frequency domain for one
subject during thermoneutral rest (Ta = 25°C), as measured by laser-Doppler flowmetry at
the ventral forearm.
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Figure 8.4 Typical time-averaged wavelet spectrum of skin blood flow, cardiac frequency
and respiratory signals, for one subject during thermoneutral rest (T a = 25°C). Skin blood
flow was measured by laser-Doppler flowmetry at the ventral forearm. Cardiac frequency
was measured by a three lead electrocardiograph and respiration as measured by a strain
gauge, secured to the abdomen such that each respiratory excursion caused changes in
tension of the strain gauge.
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Figure 8.5 Scatter plot of dominant frequency in skin blood flow (Q sk ) signal versus both
the dominant frequency in the cardiac frequency and respiration signals. Variations
between the studies (n=16) in the Q s k dominant frequencies were not significantly
correlated with between study variations in either cardiac (i.e. the E C G signal; r = - 0.26, P
= 0.35 or respiration; r = - 0.11, P = 0.69) dominant frequencies. Data are means ± S D .
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respectively), indicating that the high-amplitude oscillations were correctly identified as the
dominant frequency by the wavelet analysis.

Given that a phase coherence score of less than 0.5 indicates poor coherence between
signals (Latka et al, 2005). Neither the calculated phase coherence index for Q s k and/c, nor
that for Q s k and fb showed a significant coherence between these signals, with coherence
scores of -0.1 present across the frequency domain of 0.15-2 H z (see Figure 8.6).
The ratio of instantaneous frequencies between Qsk and/c or/b showed phase locking
of -0.4 and -4 respectively for / QJfc and /

Q>ik/fb

(Figure 8.7 A and B respectively).,

indicating that - 2.5 cardiac cycles for each high-amplitude oscillation and that -4 highamplitude oscillations occur for every fb cycle. T o investigate if this relationship was
significant across the time domain, the phase synchronisation index was determined.
Figures 8.7 C and D show the average outcome (-0.1) of this index for the relationship
between Q s k and/ c , or Q s k and/b respectively, indicating no significant relationship (i.e.
neither the fc ovfb signals oscillate with a fixed phase relationship to Q S k). A s data averaging
m a y have lead to this conclusion (i.e. phase locking m a y have occurred at different points
in time for each subject), phase locking was evaluated for individual subjects. However the
highest value this yielded was -0.4 for both the relationship. Thus, variations among
subjects did not explain a low phase synchronisation score. The index of phase direction
slips also displayed low scores across the frequency domain of 0.15-2 H z , not indicative of
a leading role for either fc orfb to the high-amplitude oscillations (Figure 8.8). However, the
value for/c did increase at higher frequencies, which is significant as/ c is the fastest k n o w n
biological rhythm in Q s k (Stefanovska et al, 1999).
8.4 DISCUSSION

The results from this experiment do not allow acceptance of the fourth hypothesis,
and w e have found no relationship between the dominant frequencies in the Q s k signal and
simultaneously recorded fc and/ b signals. Thus, the high-amplitude oscillations appear not
to be directly related to either fc orfb, despite having a similar frequency This conclusion is
based on significant differences in the peak frequency and dominant frequency bands of the
Qsk,/c and fb wavelet spectra Furthermore, no significant coherence or synchronisation or
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Figure 8.6 Phase coherence index (C(|)) for skin blood flow (QSk) with either cardiac
frequency or respiration. A score of less than 0.1 was gained in each case indicating no
significant relationship between the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations and/c orfb
in the frequency domain of 0.15-2Hz. See text for details.
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Figure 8.7 The ratio of instantaneous frequencies between skin blood flow and cardiac
frequency (A; f 0Jfc = 0.4) or respiration (B; / Qfik/fb = 4). Phase synchronisation index
(Y«,m) for n:m phase locking (see text for details) between Q s k fc or fb (C and D
respectively).
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Figure 8.8 Direction of phase slips index (TI) for skin blood flow and cardiac frequency or
respiration for the frequency domain of 0.15-2Hz (see text for details).
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direction of phase slips was found between these signals, further indicating a direct
relationship to eitherfc and/b is unlikely to account for the high-amplitude oscillations.

Cardiac function creates oscillations or pulses in Qsk, and the cardiac pressure wave
can clearly be seen in the aorta, yet is generally thought to diminish by the arterioles
(Charm and Kurland, 1974; Li, 2004). However, the effect of cardiac function on
oscillations in blood flow in the microvasculature has been clearly demonstrated (Section
1.1.3.1), and intermittent and somewhat smaller pulsations of flow, can be seen in the
smaller vessels (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Bracic and Stefanovska, 1998; Kvernmo et al,
1998; Stefanovska et al, 1999). Furthermore, the arterial pulse wave has been measured in
the capillaries, and the influence of this pulse wave m a y be more evident at higher skin
temperatures (Fagrell et al, 1977). Passive oscillations in intravascular pressure can also
occur due to respiratory function ( M u c k - W e y m a n n et al, 1996; Stefanovska et al, 1999).
A s pressure is the driving force for blood flow within the body, it is not unexpected that
oscillations in intravascular pressure could give rise to oscillations in flow, yet the
amplitude of these oscillations m a y be dampened by factors such as vessel elasticity (Li,
2004). Despite this possibility, clear relationships between fc and fb and Q S k (in the
frequency domains of 0.4-2Hz and 0.15-0.4Hz respectively) have been reported in the
literature (Stefanovska et al, 1999). Thus, it was hypothesised that the high-amplitude
oscillations (-0.4 H z ) m a y be related to either fc andfb.

Methodological factors may account for the lack of a significant relationship between
the Qsk,/c and/b signals. W e calculated three indices from phase data between the tested
signals; phase coherence, phase synchronisation and direction of phase slips, which
respectively measured the interactions between signals, the presence of a fixed relationship
between signals and the direction of a relationship between signals (i.e. leading or lagging)
(Stefanovska, 2002; Bandrivskyy et al, 2004; Latka et al, 2005; Winterhalder et al, 2006).
L o w scores for these indices, as observed in the above results, could be due to substantial
noise within the collected signals However, this is unlikely as the peak frequencies
identified in the f and fb signals are comparable to those reported in the literature
(Stefanovska et al, 1999; Latka et al, 2005). Furthermore, the peak frequency identified by
the wavelet transform in the Q s k signal matched the frequency of high-amplitude
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oscillations as identified by the peak identification algorithm, indicating that the wavelet
transform effectively identified the high-amplitude oscillations. Also, as the frequency
domain examined was quite small (i.e. 0.15-2 H z ) , noise from higher and lower frequencies
would not have effected the calculations, and thus it is concluded that noise within the Q sk ,
fc or/ b signals does not account for the results with regard to these indices.

Phase coherence is a measure of a fixed phase relationship of two or more signals
over time (Bandrivskyy et al, 2004). Thus, a low score for this index could also reflect the
non-stationary nature of Q s k signals (i.e. frequencies of the signal changes over time).
However, as w e also examined the phase synchronisation of two signals, w e were able to
determine if significant phase interactions over time were present. O n the basis of the ratios
of instantaneous frequencies (i.e. the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations (f Qsk))
over time, divided by fc or fb, the frequency locking of - 2.5 fc cycles to each highamplitude oscillation and -4 high-amplitude oscillation to each/ b cyclewere indicated. T o
investigate if this relationship was significant across the time domain, the phase
synchronisation index was determined. This index also showed no significant interaction,
and while this m a y reflect poor selection of the ratios of frequency locking, this is unlikely,
as the index of direction of phase slips showed that neither fc orfb signal was leading the
QSk, except at higher frequencies for fc, which was expected as fc is the fastest k n o w n
biological rhythm in Q s k (Stefanovska et al, 1999).

Another factor accounting for low scores in these indices is interdependence of the
QSk,/c and/ b signals (Latka et al, 2005). Since fc is the driving force for blood flow within
the body, and respiration has k n o w n effects on Qsk, this interdependence is unavoidable.
Despite

this problem,

other

authors

have

shown

significant coherences

and

synchronisations between the Q&,fc and/ b signals (Latka et al, 2005), yet the Q s k traces did
not show evidence of high-amplitude oscillations and, thus, as these oscillations appear as
the dominant frequency within the wavelet spectra from this study, and the interactions of/c
and/ b and skin blood flow m a y be masked in the current study.

An additional factor that should be considered to account for the high-amplitude
oscillations is a combined interaction of/ c and fb on the cutaneous microvasculature. It has
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been shown that w h e n two or more signals (waves) combine, the resultant wave is a sum of
the two individual signals (Adler, 1973). Phase differences between two signals can be
described as 'in-phase' (phase difference = 0°), which relates to situations were two signals
are coincident and the amplitudes of the resulting waves are additive. Whereas when the
relationship between two signals is not coincident ('180° out-of phase'; phase difference =
180°), the amplitudes of the ensuing wave is subtractive (Adler, 1973). T o test if the
combination of fc and fb were mixing to cause the high-amplitude oscillations, the beat
frequency of the/ c and/ b signals were evaluated as the difference between the m a x i m u m
peak frequencies in both spectra. This was 0.9 ± 0.6 H z . Since the frequency of the highamplitude oscillations was -0.5 H z , and was significantly different from the beat frequency
of/ c and/ b , it is unlikely that a combined effect of/ c and/ b is directly accounting for the
high-amplitude oscillations. Furthermore, as displayed in Figure 8.9, the time points where
the/c and/b were in-phase did not coincide with the high-amplitude oscillations.

The results from Chapter 7 support the conclusion the high-amplitude oscillations
occur independently from direct affects of fc and fb.. In Chapter 7, the high-amplitude
oscillations appeared to increase in frequency at the forearm, during upper-arm occlusion at
a supra-systolic level (240 m m H g ) . Such occlusion would have removed the influence of fc
and fb on the cutaneous microvasculature, but it did not attenuate the high-amplitude
oscillations. If the high-amplitude oscillations were mediated by passive mechanisms, then
as a whole, the results from this experiment, and those presented in Chapter 7, support a
local passive mechanism as the cause of these Q S k oscillations.
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Figure 8.9 R a w skin blood flow (Qsk; A U ) and relative phase difference between the
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8.5 S U M M A R Y
O n the basis of the results from Chapter 7 it is likely that passive alterations in
pressure within vascular system contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations. Passive
influences on Q s k, includes oscillations due to the pumping action of the heart (in the
frequency domain of 0.4-2 H z ) and also due to the effects of respiration on intravascular
pressure (in the frequency domain of 0.15-4 Hz). T h e high-amplitude oscillations have a
characteristic frequency (~0.4-0.5Hz) within these the frequency domains of/ c and/,- Thus
it was hypothesised that the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations was related to
either fc or fb. Results from this Chapter contradict this hypothesis, with no clear
relationship between/ c and /band the high-amplitude oscillations found.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 CONCULSIONS
Regulation of skin blood flow (Qsk) is vital to homeostasis, with adjustments to flow
though the cutaneous tissue dictating tissue insulation for the body core such that during
normothermia changes in Q s k are the principal pathway for heat loss, and at the extremes of
the thermoregulatory zone, Q s k can range from close to zero to around 8 /•min"1 (Taylor et
al, 1984; Rowell, 1986; Johnson and Proppe, 1996). Furthermore, Q S k also serves as an
effector site in a range of non-thermal reflexes, displaying variation in response to
baroreceptor activation and adjustments during exercise (Johnson, 1986; Cable, 2006).
Local mechanisms, such as the release of endothelial vasoactive substances, local axon
reflexes and the inherent vasomotion of the vascular smooth muscle, also actively
contribute to the control of Q S k (Taylor et al, 1984; Ignarro, 1989; Kastrup et al, 1989;
Hornyak et al, 1990; Pergola et al, 1993). A s a consequence of these reflexes and local
control mechanisms, Q s k displays high variability, with large magnitude changes in flow
that are not seen in other vascular beds (Brengelmann, 1983; Rowell, 1986). The work
presented in this thesis has primarily concentrated on the investigation of flow through the
cutaneous microcirculation, and is more specifically focused on characterisation and
mechanistic exploration of a novel Q S k phenomenon, which w e have reported in the
literature (Haley et al, 2004a; Haley et al, 2004b). This phenomenon encompasses highamplitude oscillations in Q s k which were detected using laser-Doppler flowmetry in human
and rat tail Qsk, which have a characteristic frequency of -0.4 H z , spanning -1000 ms, and
consist of high-amplitude peaks, accounting for up to a seven-fold increase of baseline Q sk .

Laser-Doppler flowmetry is an important and well-known technique used for
assessing microvascular function of the skin, and facilitates the continuous and noninvasive measurement of QSk. Blood flow to the skin, as measured by this technique
displays marked variability with oscillations in flow, which can seem quite chaotic. These
oscillations are in part due to thermal and non-thermal reflexes and local mechanisms but
also result from methodological issues. Limitations to this method include an inability to
assess Q s k over large areas of skin, and also an inability to accurately determine if changes
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in measured Q s k reflect true variations in Q s k in response to physiological mechanisms or
due to other passive factors (i.e. interactions of red blood cells). Alterations in the measured
level of flow using this method occur due to interaction of the emitted laser light with any
moving tissue, and the raw laser-Doppler flowmetry signal is assumed to represent the
product of the volume and velocity of red cells in the illuminated tissue. Thus, increases or
decreases of flow could represent changes in either volume or velocity of cells, and or
passive factors, such as the interaction of the red blood cell and vessel wall. This could
create turbulence in flow, and account for some of the variation in the Q s k signal (Kernick
et al, 1999). Limitations in the laser-Doppler method and passive contributions to the Q s k
signal are overcome and often ignored in the literature, via averaging, filtering raw Q s k
signals and by presenting absolute changes in Q sk . These processes m a y result in a loss of
the level of information contained within Q s k measurements, and such data treatment m a y
account for the high-amplitude oscillations in Q S k not being previously reported.

While some work within the literature focuses on analysing raw laser-Doppler signals
via the use of signal processing techniques, none has previously reported the presence of
large amplitude oscillations in flow, such as those detected in the high-amplitude
oscillations. T h e Q S k measurements collected in this thesis were considered on two levels;
the first, as an average flow, with variations in average flow assessed in relation to
physiological control mechanisms (i.e. sympathetic nervous system) and second, as a
biological signal, analysed using traditional signal-processing methods. Both levels have
been evaluated with the view that additional information could be gained about the
mechanisms behind the high-amplitude oscillations. Since another primary focus of this
research was to adequately characterise the high-amplitude oscillations, in addition to the
above data analysis methods, a specific method to identify and characterise the highamplitude oscillations was developed. This approach is not c o m m o n to the investigation of
Qsk, yet was deemed important as a high level of detail m a y be required to elucidate
mechanistic contributors to these oscillations.

Active thermal and non-thermal reflexes, as well as local active determinants of Qsk
and passive mechanisms (i.e. oscillations in pressure resulting from cardiac frequency or
respiration, alterations to local transmural pressure and turbulence in flow due to vessel
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structure and or the viscosity of blood) possibly contribute to the high-amplitude
oscillations. Experiments presented within this dissertation confirmed the biological nature
of these oscillations, and have led to the possible identification of a mechanism of
induction, which m a y be c o m m o n among skin regions, and across species. Four hypotheses
concerning these oscillations were tested.

The first hypothesis tested, was that the high-amplitude oscillations were driven by
thermal mechanisms, relating to an elevated m e a n and local skin temperature and that these
oscillations would occur independently of core temperature. The results from Chapters 2, 4
and 5, show the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations in both acral (thigh) and nonacral (finger tip in humans and rat tail) skin regions in conditions where core temperature
was either reduced (Chapter 2 in humans and Chapter 5 in rats), normal (Chapter 4; in
humans) or elevated (Chapter 5; in rats). In all of these experiments, mean skin temperature
was elevated (>36°C), providing strong evidence that these oscillations m a y have been
driven by threshold-dependent changes in skin temperature, and that once this skin
temperature was reached, changes to core temperature would have minimal impact on the
high-amplitude oscillations, whilst still producing global changes in the average level of
Qsk- The threshold level of local skin temperature appeared to be ~35-36°C in h u m a n acral
regions, and was ~30°C in rat tail (whilst mean skin temperature was clamped at 37°C).
However, w e cannot conclude that these oscillations are solely related to elevated skin
temperature since w e have detected these oscillations under thermoneutral conditions
(Chapters 7 and 8). Instead, w e believe that local temperature m a y facilitate or exacerbate
mechanisms to induce the high-amplitude oscillations, or that the threshold temperature for
the induction of these oscillations varies with experimental conditions.

When viewed as a whole the results of Chapters 2, 4 and 5 point to a minimal
involvement of the sympathetic nervous system in these oscillations, since w e have
detected similar high-amplitude oscillations in acral and non-acral regions. That is, the
oscillations are not due to sympathetic active vasodilator nerves as these are lacking in acral
regions. W e have also seen these oscillations in situations where sympathetic noradrenergic
vasoconstrictor outflow would be both optimised (i.e. reduced core temperature in humans
and in rats) and minimal (i.e. hyperthermia). Furthermore, sympathetic regulation of Q S k
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has been shown to occur at a frequency of - 0.04 H z (Kastrup et al, 1989; Stefanovska et
al, 1999; Soderstrom et al, 2003), which is possibly due to the complex second messenger
systems, employed by sympathetic noradrenergic modulation (Rosenbaum and Race,
1968). Thus, due to these temporal disparities, it is concluded that the high-amplitude
oscillations are not likely to be related to sympathetic regulation.

Sympathetic noradrenergic regulation of QSk is mediated by the vascular a- and (3receptors, which act to alter vascular tone (Rowell, 1986). The density and location of these
receptor types (and sub types) is likely to determine vascular tone, with the cutaneous
vasculature having a predominance of a-adrenoceptors (Crandall et al, 1997; Cankar et al,
2000). Sympathetic release and binding of norepinephrine to vascular a- and (3-receptors
respectively results in vasoconstriction and vasodilation (Johnson and Proppe, 1996;
Crandall et al, 1997; Stephens et al, 2001). During the experiment presented in Chapter 2,
subjects were treated with propranolol, and this was found to have no significant effect on
the high-amplitude oscillations, despite producing a significant reduction in cardiac
frequency, w h e n compared to control conditions. A s the subjects were experiencing an
afterdrop in core temperature, sympathetically mediated vasoconstriction should have been
enhanced in the propranolol trials (i.e. since blocking of the ^-receptors with propranolol,
would have prevented vasodilation caused by binding of norepinephrine to (3-receptors).
However, this produced no significant effects on the oscillations. These results m a y
indicate that ^-adrenoceptor activation is not mechanistically involved with the highamplitude oscillations, and perhaps provides further evidence of the independence of these
oscillations from sympathetic noradrenergic mechanisms.

Based on these conclusions, we have excluded central neural regulation in the
induction of the high-amplitude oscillations. Centrally, the preoptic/anterior hypothalamus
integrates temperature signals from both the core and skin, in the regulation of body
temperature. Efferent modulation of the cutaneous vasculature occurs via the sympathetic
nervous system. Thus, since is it unlikely that the high-amplitude oscillations are mediated
by sympathetic outflow, w e believe that local temperature, and not mean skin temperature,
might facilitate these oscillations.
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Further proof of the local nature of these oscillations can be found in the results of the
experiment presented in Chapter 6, which was designed to test the second hypothesis that
the high-amplitude oscillations will be attenuated by topical application of anaesthetic at
one skin site, yet will remain at a contralateral but non-treated skin site. In this experiment,
w e tested if local topical application of anaesthetic would attenuate the high-amplitude
oscillations in response to whole-body heating. The results of this experiment were
conclusive and confirm the biological nature of the high-amplitude oscillations. At the site
treated with Xylocaine, w e found no evidence of the high-amplitude oscillations in Q s k
during 70 minutes of passive heating. However, these oscillations were detected in the
contralateral, untreated thigh. Topical application of Xylocaine is likely to alter both central
and local axon reflexes of the cutaneous vessels, and m a y also affect the vascular smooth
muscle and endothelial function. These actions could be due to either the presence of the
active ingredient lignocaine or due to the vasoactive effects of paraben preservatives also
contained within Xylocaine Jelly. B y whatever means, the possible elimination of centra]
and local neural regulation of Q s k and the removal of the inherent vasoactivity of the
vascular smooth muscle would alter vessel tone, perhaps indicating that local vessel tone is
important to the high-amplitude oscillations. Interestingly, results of this study showed that
likely variations to local vessel tone did not affect a rise in local Q S k during whole-body
heating. This indicates that either the mechanism driving the threshold-dependent induction
of these oscillations, were only partially related to the mechanisms which increase Q S k in
the heat, or that heat m a y only increase or facilitate the mechanisms contributing to the
high-amplitude oscillations. If w e assume the former assumption to correct, then results
from Chapter 6 m a y favour the axon reflex in the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations, as blockade of these reflexes does not attenuate the increase in blood flow
observed following increases in local tissue temperature (Kellogg et al, 1999). This m a y
possibly, explain the ability of Xylocaine (which could also block axon reflexes) to abolish
the high-amplitude oscillations, without producing a significant reduction in average Q s k
during heating.

The experiments presented in Chapters 7 and 8 revealed the presence of highamplitude oscillations in forearm and thigh QSk, under thermoneutral conditions (25°C),
w h e n skin temperature averaged ~33°C, indicating that heat m a y not be a required for the
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induction of these oscillations. The high-amplitude oscillations during normothermia had a
similar frequency and structure to those reported in the previous experiments, where Q s k
was measured at the thigh, during hyperthermia. This provides further support that these
oscillations are mediated by non-thermal mechanisms, independent of heat. Non-thermal
control of Q S k includes neural mechanism mediated by the sympathetic nervous system, and
also passive local non-thermal influences. Passive non-thermal influences on Q S k can be
broadly classified into those relating to pressure (intravascular, transmural and hydrostatic),
vessel structure (radius, elasticity and the branched nature of the vascular system) as well as
properties of the blood itself and all of these variables m a y affect flow, giving rise to true
variations (or possibly only disturbances or turbulence) in blood flow that would appear as
oscillations in the Q S k signal (Section 1.1.3.2) (Charm and Kurland, 1974; Jepsen and
Gaehtgens, 1993; Li, 2004).

Transmural pressure is of particular importance when considering passive
contributors to Q S k, as alterations to this pressure greatly affects vessel radius, which could
be particular of consequence to flow within the cutaneous capillaries and venules. T w o
possible passive mechanisms that could contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations are the
collapsible tube or plug flow conditions, and manipulations of local transmural pressure
could greatly affect both conditions. The third hypothesis tested, examined whether local
passive non-thermal mechanisms contributed to the high-amplitude oscillations, and that
these oscillations m a y specifically involve either a collapsible tube or plug flow mechanism
(see Figure 7.2). T h e results from Chapter 7 support this hypothesis, since manipulations in
local pressure and flow (i.e. occlusion and changes in the position of the Q s k site relative to
heart level) produced significant differences in the frequency of the high-amplitude
oscillations. The most curious and unexplained finding of this experiment was that upper
arm occlusion (2 mins) at either a supra-systolic or supra-diastolic level, seemed to
attenuate the high-amplitude oscillations (in forearm Q s k ) in some subjects, while in others
this procedure seemed to increase the frequency of these oscillations. This finding, although
unexplained, provides clear evidence that alterations to local pressure and flow modulate
the high-amplitude oscillations.
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Strict regulation of some of the passive influences on Q S k does not occur (i.e.
turbulence in flow created due to the interaction of red blood cells) and interactions
between passive variables m a y occur (i.e. alterations in intra vascular pressure affects
vessel elasticity etc.). Thus, the experiments presented in Chapter 7 while favouring the
collapsible tube mechanism, were unable to distinguish between these two conditions.
Nonetheless, results suggest that the mechanisms inducing the high-amplitude oscillations
do not appear to be different between skin regions since the frequency of the highamplitude oscillations was comparable between skin sites (ranging from -0.4-0.6 at both
skin sites), w h e n these sites were measured at heart level. Results from this experiment also
do not support a role of central non-thermal baroreflex control in the induction of the highamplitude oscillations. This finding supports our earlier results from both h u m a n and
animal studies (Chapter 2 and 5), where the high-amplitude oscillations appeared to be
unaffected by global adjustments in m e a n arterial pressure, within a normotensive range.
However, s o m e caution must be exercised when considering these results since vascular
pressure was not measured at the site of the cutaneous blood flow measurements. That is,
global blood pressure measurements m a y not reflect intravascular pressure at the site of
fibre optic probe (Fagrell, 1985).Furthermore, since w e have not studied these oscillations
under conditions of either hypo- or hypertension or in exercising subjects, the influence of
central non-thermal reflexes on these oscillations can not be fully evaluated.

Another passive autoregulatory process in the control of QSk, the venoarteriolar
response, was also evaluated in Chapter 7. The experiment assessed the effect of the
venoarteriolar response of the high-amplitude oscillations at two skin sites. Results from
this experiment display conflicting effects of this response on the high-amplitude
oscillations, since initial measurements from the thigh showed a markedly reduced
frequency of these oscillations in the dependent position (when compared to measurements
at the thigh at heart level in a supine posture), indicating that this response m a y attenuate
the high-amplitude oscillations. However, following 80 mins of seated rest an increase in
the frequency of these oscillations was recorded in the thigh. During this time there was an
unexplained increase in average Q s k and local temperature, which m a y explain the
increased frequency of these oscillation, however as m e a n skin temperature was not
increased, the local increase in temperature m a y reflect a local increase in QSk, possibly due
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to a reduction in the venotarteriolar response. Results from the forearm show a significant
increase in the frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations in the dependent position,
indicating that these oscillations m a y not be affected by the venotarteriolar response. Thus,
based on the results of this experiment it is difficult to ascertain the affects of this local
passive mechanism on the high-amplitude oscillations.

The role of alterations in intravascular pressure on the high-amplitude oscillations
was further examined in Chapter 8. It was hypothesised that, since the cardiac frequency
and respiration have been found in the literature to influence Q s k recordings in the
frequency domains of 0.4-1.6 H z and 0.15-0.4 H z respectively, the high-amplitude
oscillations (~ 0.4 H z ) m a y be related to changes in intravascular pressure created by either
cardiac pumping or respiration. The result, from Chapter 8 show no clear support for this
hypothesis, since wavelet analysis of simultaneously recorded QSk, respiration and cardiac
frequency, showed significant differences between the dominant and peak frequency
components of each signal. Furthermore, no significant coherence nor synchronisation nor
direction of phase slips was found between these signals. That is, the signals did not
synchronise in time with the peaks in the either cardiac frequency or respiration or their
combination (beat frequency). In addition, further support of the independence of the highamplitude oscillations to cardiac frequency m a y be evident in the experiments presented in
Chapter 2, where these oscillations were not significantly different between control and
propranolol trials (80 m g orally). This was despite achieving a significant reduction in
cardiac frequency (-10 b-min"1) with propranolol treatment.

To summarise these conclusions we have confirmed the biological nature of these
oscillation and w e believe these oscillations are c o m m o n a m o n g skin regions, and across
species (humans and rats). It is likely that the high-amplitude oscillations are independent
of core temperature, central sympathetic neural regulation and passive central influences on
Qsk (i.e. cardiac frequency and respiration). These oscillations are reproducibly induced in
humans (acral and non-acral regions) and in rats (acral skin regions), when mean skin
temperature is elevated. However, these oscillations are also present in h u m a n subjects
under normothermic conditions. These oscillations require local vessel tone, indicating that
alterations to either local neural (axon reflexes), the vascular smooth muscle or endothelial
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function could be important to these oscillations. Local manipulations of pressure and flow
also modulate the high-amplitude oscillations. Thus w e believe these oscillations are a local
phenomena, with a mechanism of induction that m a y be multifaceted, or relates to nonthermal passive mechanisms, which are increased or exacerbated in the heat. It is still
possible that these oscillations m a y be driven by threshold dependent changes in skin
temperature, but it the temperature threshold m a y relate to the specific experimental
conditions.

If we assume that local passive non-thermal factors account for the high-amplitude
oscillations, independent of heat, it is possible that the collapsible tube mechanisms could
account for these oscillations. However, on the basis of the results of the experiments
presented in this thesis w e cannot exclude the plug flow condition and it is also possible
that other local mechanisms could account for these oscillations. In search of an alternative
explanation for these oscillations, the selected mechanism must be affected by changes in
local pressure and flow, require normal vessel tone and must also be affected or
exacerbated under hyperthermia. O n e possible explanation that could fit these criteria, is
the local release of nitric oxide, and this mechanism could account for the high-amplitude
oscillations, as the local release of this substance (by the vascular endothelium) would lead
to a local increase in flow (i.e. the peak of the high-amplitude oscillations), and the ensuing
flow would decrease (washout) local levels of nitric oxide leading to a reduction in flow
(i.e. the period of flow between oscillations). Nitric oxide is released from the vascular
endothelium under conditions of increased shear stress (i.e. interaction of red cells and the
vessel wall) and is released from the vascular endothelium in response to heat
(Charkoudian, 2003; Wilkins etal, 2003; Kellogg, 2006).

Potential mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations were
summarised in Figure 1.2, including active and passive components. Based on the
discussion above, this diagram has been simplified and represented, as some contributors
have n o w been excluded (Figure 9.2; with excluded mechanism presented in grey text).
Previously, w e have excluded humoral regulation, since, this type of regulation is thought
to be minimal under normal conditions and w e have detected these oscillations during
normothermic supine rest a condition not likely to induce the release of humoral factors
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Figure 9.1 Potential mechanisms contributing to the high-amplitude oscillations. Text
presented in grey indicates mechanisms, which have been excluded in the induction of the
high-amplitude oscillations.
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(Rowell, 1986; Dunser et al, 2003). In addition, w e have also excluded local mechanisms
such as vasomotion and myogenic autoregulatory mechanisms (see Section 1.1.4).
The laser-Doppler method measures Qsk in the top 1mm of cutaneous tissue, Qsk
measurements collected by this technique m a y largely reflect flow through the cutaneous
venule, or capillary loops which m a y have greater proximity to the skin surface (Nilsson et
al, 1980; Swain and Grant, 1989). However, w e suggest these oscillations are unlikely to
be due to illumination of a specific vessel structure, since it is improbable that precise
placement of the laser-Doppler probe could occur over a specific vessel in multiple
subjects. Nonetheless, the high-amplitude oscillations m a y be more likely to represent flow
through the cutaneous venule or capillary. However, it is also possible that these
oscillations, could represent the integrated flux of a combination of vessels (i.e. a
combination of flow with in arterioles, venules and capillaries) within the illuminated
cutaneous tissue (Nilsson et al, 1980).

Based on the results of the experiments presented in this thesis we cannot further
exclude any other mechanisms from Figure 9.1 in the induction of the high-amplitude
oscillations, such as local axon reflexes or passive influences including local pressure,
vessel structures or viscosity of the blood. However, despite not knowing the exact
mechanism for the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations, these oscillations have been
shown to contribute significantly to mean Qsk, and have been recorded in both acral and
non-acral regions. Such findings support a possible physiological role of these oscillations,
which remains to be determined. Nonetheless, w e suggest that these oscillations m a y
increase tissue heat transfer and enhance tissue perfusion (see Chapter 4).

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
To further investigate mechanisms that contribute to the high-amplitude oscillations,
the following series of experiments is suggested. First, to ascertain the role of nitric oxide
in the induction of the high-amplitude oscillations a series of experiments using intradermal
microdialysis administration of a nitric oxide synthase inhibitor (such as N -nitro-Larginine methyl ester; L - N A M E ) , and following methods similar to those presented by
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Kellogg et al. (1998). In these experiments Q s k was measured during hyperthermia, at two
forearm skin sites (one perfused with L - N A M E in Ringers solution and the other with a
control Ringers solution), via intradermal microdialysis probes (Kellogg et al, 1998). If the
high-amplitude oscillations were found to persist at the control site, but not the L - N A M E
treated site, then endothelial production of the nitric oxide (possibly by the mechanism
described in the previous Section) could account for the high-amplitude oscillations. If
these oscillations were detected at both sites, then conversely nitric oxide m a y not be
important to these oscillations. The effects of other vasoactive substances could also be
tested using similar methods (i.e. histamine , via microdialysis of the H I receptor
antagonist pyrilamine maleate or the H 2 receptor antagonist cimetidine ( W o n g et al, 2004)
or prostaglandins via acetylsalicylic acid (Berghoff et al, 2002)). A further suggestion for
this series of experiments is to measure the presence of the high-amplitude oscillations as
separate and distant skin sites simultaneously, since synchrony and uniformity of these
oscillations at these different sites could indicate that these oscillations are centrally driven
(Schmedtje and Eckberg, 1991).

Second, a series of experiments using iontophoretic application of various drugs
could provide clear mechanistic insight into the role of noraderenergic mechanisms in the
high-amplitude oscillations. Iontophoresis, is a non-invasive method, which has been used
extensively in Q s k research, and introduces charged substances (i.e. drugs which form ions
in solution) across the skin surface by applying a small electric current (Newton et
al. ,2003). Adapting the methods of Stephens et al. (2001) using intradermal injection of
yohimbine, yohimbine plus propranolol and iontophoretic application bretylium tosylate
and a control site of saline to separate skin sites whilst measuring Q s k , could allow for
definitive

evidence

that these

oscillations

occur

independently

of

sympathetic

vasoconstrictor nerves (Stephens et al, 2001). Since these drugs respectively block aadrenoceptors (yohimbine), (3- adrenoceptors (propranolol) and sympathetic vasoconstrictor
nerves (bretylium tosylate) (Stephens et al, 2001). It is suggested, that these drugs are
administered during whole-body passive heating (as heat m a y facilitate these oscillations)
and if high-amplitude oscillations are persistent at the drug treated sites, then w e could
confirm independence from noraderenergic mechanisms. In addition, these oscillations are
not likely to be related to sympathetic vasodilator nerves, as w e have measured these at
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acral skin sites (lacking this mechanism), w e could confirm independence from the
sympathetic nervous system.

Both of these recommended experiments rely on the fact that local alterations to flow
induced by intradermal injections or microdialysis, would not by themselves attenuate the
high-amplitude oscillations. These oscillations have been significantly affected by local
alterations to Q s k , in Chapter 7, thus our third recommended series of experiments involves
non-invasive manipulations of Q sk . Local heating of the skin in this experiment to a
temperature of 42°C (via a water perfused patch, possibly like the water blanket used to
heat the rat skin temperature in Chapter 5), has shown to induce maximal skin Q s k (Taylor
et al, 1984). If the skin was heated, step wise to this temperature and the high-amplitude
oscillations, were detected and persisted at 42°C, then this result would not favour the
collapsible tube mechanism. Since it is assumed at the upper limit of Q sk , the vessel would
remain in the open state, and unable to collapse. Similarly, if the frequency of these
oscillations was found to increase during in stepwise heating, then this would also not
favour the collapsible tube mechanism as the periods of the vessel being in the open state,
should increase with increases with Q sk . It is also possible that these oscillations would
cease at a skin temperature of 42°C if they were attributed to the plug flow mechanism, as
maximal Q s k would represent a continuous flow of red cells through the capillary.
However, one could differentiate between these two mechanism since the frequency of
these oscillations should increase in parallel with increases Q s k as red blood cells would be
expected to have a progressively reduced transit time at increased temperatures. Thus, the
possible differences in the frequency of these oscillations in local stepwise heating could
allow differentiation between the collapsible tube and plug flow mechanism.

Furthermore, distinction between the collapsible tube and plug flow mechanisms
could be gained via local measurements of intravascular pressure, provided local pressure
can measured without disrupting flow. Local capillary blood pressure can be measured, via
a servo-nulling pressure recording system as described in a study conducted by Parazynski
et al. (1993) (Parazynski et al, 1993). Recordings of local pressure, in combination with
global measurements of pressure (i.e. systolic and diastolic blood pressure) could allow for
mathematical modelling of local changes in flow and could be used in addition to local
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manipulations of pressure (similar to those performed in Chapter 7; i.e. occlusion and
changes in Q s k measurement site relative to heart level). Situations which give rise to
reductions to transient reductions in intravascular pressure, but an increase in the measured
frequency of the high-amplitude oscillations would favour the collapsible tube mechanism,
whereas, increases in local intravascular pressure coupled with an increase in the frequency
of these oscillations would favour the plug flow mechanism.

The last recommended experiment, relates to the use of thermal imaging, providing a
video system with high enough resolution can be obtained. Digital infrared thermal imaging
has been used within the literature to measure oscillations (low frequency) in Q s k in
response to local peripheral cooling (Jansky et al, 2003). Jones and Plassman (2002)
describe a method of infrared thermal imaging in combination with signal processing
techniques capable of detecting oscillations in temperature between the frequency range of
0.008 and 8Hz. If the high-amplitude oscillations could be measured using similar
techniques, then investigation of the physiological relevance of these oscillations as they
relate to heat transfer at the skin might be possible. (Jones and Plassmann, 2002; Jansky et
al, 2003). In addition, to thermal imaging a laser-Doppler imaging systems m a y also be
useful in detecting and evaluating the high-amplitude oscillations. This method employs the
Doppler principal (similar to laser-Doppler flowmetry) and provides a spatial perfusion
m a p of the cutaneous tissue (Wardell et al, 1993).
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APPENDIX ONE: CALIBRATION OF EXPERIMENTAL THERMISTORS AND
THEROMOCOUPLES
INTRODUCTION
All thermistors and thermocouples used throughout this thesis were calibrated using
methods previously used within our laboratory (Regan, 1998) and as described here.

METHODS
All thermistors and thermocouples were calibrated before trials against a certified
reference mercury thermometer (Dobbie total immersion mercury thermometer, ± 0.05°C:
Dobbie Instruments, Melbourne, Australia). The reference thermometer was placed in a
stirred water bath along with all thermistors and thermocouples, positioned so as to be close
to the thermometer bulb. Collection of calibration data started with a water temperature of
15°C, which was incremented 5°C every 15 min to m a x i m u m of 45°C, with thermistor
output data collected using a data logger at 0.2 H z (1206 Series Squirrel, Grant Instruments
Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Calibration equations were calculated for each thermistor after
linear analysis of data collected for each thermistor. Temperature results were reported
throughout this thesis, after raw data was corrected by calibration equations gained from
this process.
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Regan, J. M. (1998). Human physiology responses to cold-water immersion: acute and
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APPENDIX TWO: PEAK IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
INTRODUCTION
As described in Chapter Three, an in house and flexible peak identification data

analysis method was developed. The basis of this analysis method was a peak classificat
algorithm, which was developed by Arthur Jenkins. This algorithm was implemented in
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA, Microsoft Corp. V6.0) running under Excel
(Microsoft Corp. V9.0). The VBA identification processes and reference terms of the
algorithm are described here.

PEAK IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM: VISUAL BASIC CODE
(Note continues over the next 22 pages)
Option Base 1
Option Explicit
Public gOutFolder As String
Public gControlSheet A s Worksheet
Public gDataSheet As Worksheet, gBlockOutputSheet A s Worksheet, gPeakOutputSheet As Worksheet
Public Type peaklDmethod
methodnumber A s Integer
methodname A s String
sourcecol A s Integer
active A s Boolean
threshold A s Integer
min_width A s Integer
max_width A s Integer
trim_samples A s Integer
smooth_elements A s Integer
baseline_trim A s Integer
flagcol As Integer
max_rises A s Integer
max_falls A s Integer
End Type
Public Type SummaryStats
avg As Single
sd A s Single
End Type
Public Type IndexedValue
index_ A s Integer
value_ A s String
End Type
Public Type peaklnfo
start A s Integer
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end A s Integer
centre As Single
rises A s Integer
falls A s Integer
peakelements As Integer
plateauelements A s Integer
riseelements As Integer
fallelements A s Integer
width A s Integer
base A s Single
plateau As Single
lastpeak A s Single
Status A s String
End Type
Public Type SummaryBlocklnfo
file_name As String
sample_interval As Double
i_l As Integer
i_n A s Integer
n_valid A s Integer
peaklDmethod A s String
n_peaks A s Integer
valid_peaks A s Integer
peak_elements A s Integer
plateau_elements As Integer
baseline_elements A s Integer
n_thresholds A s Integer
n_validthresholds As Integer
n_truncatedthresholds As Integer
baseline A s SummaryStats
peak_height As SummaryStats
AllnonMissing A s SummaryStats
peaks(200) As peaklnfo
End Type
Dim gBlockInfo() As SummaryBlocklnfo
Const gSeparator As String = ",", glnvalid = 9999
Const g U p A s Integer = 1, g D o w n As Integer = 2, gMissing As Integer = -1, _
gBaseline A s Integer = 0, gShoulder A s Integer = 3, gPlateau A s Integer = 4, gAllnonMissing As Integer =
999
Const gMaxInteger = 32767

Sub Main()
D i m SummaryOutFolder As String, datafile A s Workbook, DataFileName As Variant
D i m i A s Integer, SaveData As Boolean
Get settings
Set gControlSheet = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Control")
With gControlSheet
SaveData = CBool(.Range("SaveData"))
SummaryOutFolder = .Range("OutFolder")
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End With
'Set up & save summary output files
SummaryOutpufFiles SummaryOutFolder
' Open data file & pass to Sub ProcessData
DataFileName = Application.GetOpenFilename
If DataFileName <> False Then
'Get data file
Select Case LCase(Right(DataFileName, 4))
Case ".xls"
Set datafile = Workbooks. Open (filename: ^DataFileName)
Case ".txt"
Workbooks.OpenText filename: ^DataFileName, _
DataType:=xlDelimited, comma:=True, Tab:=True
Set datafile = Workbooks(Workbooks.count)
Case Else
MsgBox "Unknown file type in Sub Main"
Stop
End Select
Set gDataSheet = datafile.Worksheets( 1)
ProcessData gDataSheet, gBlockOutputSheet, gPeakOutputSheet
Else
M s g B o x "No input file"
Stop
End If
gBlockOutputSheet.Parent.Activate
End Sub
SubSummaryOutputFiles(Out_Folder)
D i m BlockOutputFileName As String, PeakOutputFileName As String
D i m BlockOutputfileexists A s Boolean, PeakOutputfileexists As Boolean
D i m w As Workbook, BlockOutputFile As Workbook, PeakOutputFile As Workbook
Get settings
With gControlSheet
BlockOutputFileName = "Block_" & .RangefOutputFileName")
PeakOutputFileName = "Peak_" & .Range("OutputFileName")
End With
' Create new or assign existing summary output files
For Each w In Workbooks
If CBool(InStr(w.Name, BlockOutputFileName)) Then 'assign existing workbook
Set BlockOutputFile = w
BlockOutputfileexists = True
End If
If CBool(InStr(w.Name, PeakOutputFileName)) Then 'assign existing workbook
Set PeakOutputFile = w
PeakOutputfileexists = True
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End If
Next w
If Not BlockOutputfileexists Then 'assign & save new work book
Set BlockOutputFile = Workbooks.Add
BlockOutputFile.SaveAs filename:=Out_Folder & TrimTime(Time) & BlockOutputFileName
, FileFormat:=xlNormal, Passwords"", WriteResPassword:="", _
ReadOnlyRecommended: =False, CreateBackup:=False
End If
If Not PeakOutputfileexists Then 'assign & save new work book
Set PeakOutputFile = Workbooks.Add
PeakOutputFile.SaveAs filename:=Out_Folder & TrimTime(Time) & PeakOutputFileName _
, FileFormat:=xlNormal, Password:^'", WriteResPassword:="", _
ReadOnlyRecommended:=Fal se, CreateB ackup: =False
End If

Set gBlockOutputSheet = BlockOutputFile.Worksheets(l)
With gBlockOutputSheet
.Name = BlockOutputFileName
End With
Set gPeakOutputSheet = PeakOutputFile.Worksheets(l)
With gPeakOutputSheet
.Name = PeakOutputFileName
End With
End Sub
Function newpeakrecord() As peaklnfo
D i m peakrecord A s peaklnfo
With peakrecord
.start = gMissing
.end = gMissing
.centre = gMissing
.peakelements = gMissing
.plateauelements = gMissing
.riseelements = gMissing
.fallelements = gMissing
.width = gMissing
.base = gMissing
.plateau = gMissing
.lastpeak = gMissing
End With
newpeakrecord = peakrecord
End Function
Sub PeakOutput(block A s Integer, outsheet As Worksheet, method As peaklDmethod)
Dim i A s Integer, r As Integer, header As Variant
header = ArrayC'block", "peak", "start", "end", "rises", "plateauelements", _
"falls", "centre", "base", "plateau", "lastpeak", "Status", "File", "Method")
With outsheet
If .Cells( 1, 1) <> header( 1) Then
Range(.Cells(l, 1), .Cells(l, UBound(header, 1))) = header
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End If
r = .UsedRange.Rows.count
End With
With gBlocklnfo(block)
For i = 1 T o .n_peaks
With .peaks(i)
outsheet.Cells(r + ,1) = block
outsheet.Cells(r + ,2) = i
outsheet.Cells(r + ,3) = .start
outsheet.Cells(r + ,4) = .end
outsheet.Cells(r + ,5) = .rises
outsheet.Cells(r + i,6) = .plateauelements
outsheet.Cells(r + i,7) = falls
outsheet.Cells(r + i,8) = .centre
outsheet.Cells(r + i,9) = .base
outsheet.Cells(r + i, 10)= .plateau
outsheet.Cells(r + i, H ) = .lastpeak
outsheet.Cells(r + i, 12)= .Status
outsheet.Cells(r + i, 13)= gBlockInfo(block).file_name
outsheet.Cells(r + i, 14)= method.methodname
End With
Next i
End With
End Sub
Public Sub ProcessData(datasheet As Worksheet, blockoutputsheet As Worksheet, peakoutputsheet As
Worksheet, _
Optional BlockBoundaries As Variant)
Dim HeaderRow As Boolean, datarange As Range
Dim newcol A s Integer, time_c As Integer, LD_c As Integer, _
deltaLD_c As Integer
Dim block_number As Integer, nblocks As Integer, commonblockinfo As SummaryBlocklnfo
Dim Samplelnterval As Double, Samples_per_Block As Integer ', thisblock As SummaryBlocklnfo
Dim methodO A s peaklDmethod, n_methods As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim AutoBlockBoundaries As Boolean
'Make data header if not present & set datarange
With datasheet
.Name = .Parent.Name
'Make header row if missing
HeaderRow = Not IsNumeric(datasheet.Cells( 1, 1))
If Not HeaderRow Then
.Rows(l).Select
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlDown
gControlSheet.Range("Input_Header").Copy
.Paste Destination:=.Cells(l, 1)
End If
If .UsedRange.Rows.count > gMaxInteger Then
Set datarange = Range(.Cells(2, 1), .Cells(gMaxInteger - 1, .UsedRange.Columns.count))
Debug.Print "Data in " & datasheet.Parent.Name & " truncated to M a x integer"
Else
Set datarange = Range(.Cells(2, 1), .Cells(.UsedRange.Rows.count, .UsedRange.Columns.count))
End If
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End With

'Settings
With gControlSheet
time_c = .Range("TimeColumn")
L D _ c = .Range("LDColumn")
deltaLD_c = .Range("deltaLDColumn")
Samplelnterval = .Range("SampleInterval")
Samples_per_Block = .Range("BlockInterval")
AutoBlockBoundaries = .Range("AutoBlockBoundaries")
'DefineMethods
With .Range("Methods")
n_methods = .Columns.count
R e D i m method(n_methods)
For i = 1 To n_methods
method(i).methodnumber= .Cells(l, i)
method(i).methodname = .Cells(2, i)
method(i).sourcecol = .Cells(3, i)
method(i).active = .Cells(4, i)
method(i).threshold = .Cells(5, i)
method(i).min_width = .Cells(6, i)
method(i).max_width = .Cells(7, i)
method(i).trim_samples = .Cells(8, i)
method(i).smooth_elements = .Cells(9, i)
method(i).baseline_trim = .Cells(10, i)
method(i).max_rises = ,Cells(l 1, i)
method(i).max_falls = .Cells(12, i)
If method(i).active = True Then
method(i).flagcol = AddDataColumn(datarange:=datarange,
header:=rnethod(i).rnethodname & " Flags")
End If
Nexti
End With
End With

'New data columns (mAvg, Flags)
For i = 1 To n_methods
With method(i)
If .active = True Then
If .smooth_elements > 0 Then
newcol = AddDataColumn(datarange:=datarange, header:="mAvg")
MovingAverage .smoofh_elements, .sourcecol, newcol, datarange
.sourcecol = newcol
End If
' Flag missing, baseline & peaks in .flagcol
SetFlags method(i), datarange
End If
End With
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Next i

'Averaging Block loops
Erase gBlocklnfo

Do
If Not AutoBlockBoundaries Then
Select Case IsEmpty(BlockBoundaries)
Case True A s k for manual entry or revert to Auto
M s g B o x "Can't find user-defined block boundaries - reverting to Auto"
AutoBlockBoundaries = True
Case False 'Get boundaries from array in BlockBoundaries
M s g B o x "User-defined blocks not implemented - reverting to Auto"
AutoBlockBoundaries = True
End Select
End If
If AutoBlockBoundaries Then
block_number = block_number + 1
R e D i m Preserve gBlockInfo(block_number)
With gBlockInfo(block_number)
.i_l = (block_number - 1) * Samples_per_Block + 1
'test remaining data length
Select Case (datarange.Rows.count - (.i_l - 1)) / Samples_per_Block
Case Is > = 1.5
.i_n = .i_l + Samples_per_Block - 1
Case Is < 1.5
.i_n = datarange.Rows.count
Case Else
M s g B o x "Inconsistent cut-offs Processdata block definition"
Stop
End Select
End With
End If
For i = 1 To n_methods
If method(i).active = True Then
commonblockinfo = gBlockInfo(block_number)
GetPeaklnfo block_number, method(i), datarange
block_stats block_number, LD_c, method(i), datarange, gBaseline
block_stats block_number, LD_c, method(i), datarange, gPlateau
block_stats block_number, LD_c, method(i), datarange, gAllnonMissing
With gBlockInfo(block_number)
.file_name = datasheet.Name
,sample_interval = Samplelnterval
.n_valid = ValidSamples(LD_c, datarange, .i_l, .i_n)
.peaklDmethod = method(i).methodname
For j = 1 T o .n_peaks
If CBool(InStr(.peaks(j).Status, "Complete")) Then
,valid_peaks = .valid_peaks + 1
.peak_elements = ,peak_elements + .peaksO)-peakelements
.plateau_elements = .plateau_elements + .peaks(j).plateauelements
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End If
Nextj
End With
BlockOutput gBlockInfo(block_number), datarange, time_c, blockoutputsheet
PeakOutput block_number, peakoutputsheet, method(i)
'Clear method-specific info from blocklnfo
gBlockInfo(block_number) = commonblockinfo
End If
Next i
Loop Until gBlockInfo(block_number).i_n = datarange.Rows.count
nblocks = block_number

End Sub
Function ExtractFileName(path)
D i m ps A s String, ps_position A s Integer
ps = Application.PathSeparator
If InStr(l, path, ps, 1) = 0 Then
M s g B o x "Not a path in Function ExtractFileName"
Stop
End If
Do
ps_position = InStr(l, path, ps, 1)
path = Mid(path, ps_position + 1)
Loop Until InStr(l, path, ps, 1) = 0
ExtractFileName = path
End Function
Sub SetFlags(method As peaklDmethod, datarange As Range)
'Selects procedure based on method.methodname<-gControlSheet.Range("Methods")
With method
Select Case .methodname
Case "Absolute"
Set_Flags_Absolute method, datarange
Case "Delta", "MAvgDelta"
Set_Flags_Delta method, datarange
Case Else
M s g B o x "Unknown method in SetFlags"
Stop
End Select
End With
End Sub
Function TrimTime(t)
D i m position
If InStr(l, t,":", l) = 0Then
M s g B o x t & "is not a valid Time in Function TrimTime"
Stop
End If

Do
position = InStr(l,t,":", 1)
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t = Mid(t, 1, position - 1) & Mid(t, position + 1)
Loop Until InStr(l, t,":", 1) = 0
TrimTime = Left(t, Len(t) - 2)
End Function
Sub MovingMedian(sourcecol As Integer, DestCol As Integer, datarange As Range)
D i m oddelements As Boolean, startrow As Integer, endrow A s Integer, r As Integer
D i m lag As Integer, elements A s Integer
'Settings
With gControlSheet
elements = .Range("mMedian_elements")
End With
oddelements = CBool(elements Mod 2)
If Not oddelements Then
M s g B o x "Even number (" & elements & ") of elements not supported by MovingMedian"
Stop
End If
lag = Int(elements / 2)
startrow = lag + 1
endrow = datarange.Rows.count - lag
With datarange
For r = 1 T o startrow - 1: .Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing: Next r
For r = startrow To endrow
O n Error G o T o ErrorHandler
If Application.WorksheetFunction.CountIf(Range(.Cells(r - lag, sourcecol), _
.Cells(r + lag, sourcecol)), gMissing) = 0 Then
.Cells(r, DestCol) = Application.WorksheetFunction. _
Median(Range(.CeIls(r - lag, sourcecol), .Cells(r + lag, sourcecol)))
Else
.Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing
End If
O n Error G o T o 0
Nextr
For r = endrow + 1 T o .Rows.count: .Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing: Next r
End With
Exit Sub
ErrorHandler:
Select Case Err.number
Case 1004 Average probably failed because of blank data
Err.Clear
Resume Next
Case Else
MsgBox "Unknown error in Sub MovingMedian"
Stop
End Select
End Sub
Sub MovingAverage(elements As Integer, sourcecol As Integer, DestCol As Integer, datarange As Range)
D i m oddelements As Boolean, startrow As Integer, endrow A s Integer, r As Integer
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D i m lag As Integer

oddelements = CBool(elements M o d 2)
If Not oddelements Then
M s g B o x "Even number (" & elements & ") of elements not supported by MovingAverage"
Stop
End If
lag = Int(elements / 2)
startrow = lag + 1
endrow = datarange.Rows.count - lag
With datarange
For r = 1 T o startrow - 1: .Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing: Next r
For r = startrow To endrow
O n Error G o T o ErrorHandler
If Application.WorksheetFunction.CountIf(Range(.Cells(r - lag, sourcecol), _
.Cells(r + lag, sourcecol)),"") = 0 Then
.Cells(r, DestCol) = Application.WorksheetFunction. _
Average(Range(.Cells(r - lag, sourcecol), .Cells(r + lag, sourcecol)))
Else
,Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing
End If
O n Error G o T o 0
Nextr
For r = endrow + 1 To .Rows.count: .Cells(r, DestCol) = gMissing: Next r
End With
Exit Sub
ErrorHandler:
Select Case Err.number
Case 1004 'Median probably failed because of blank data
Err.Clear
Resume Next
Case Else
M s g B o x "Unknown error in Sub MovingMedian"
Stop
End Select
End Sub

Sub Set_Flags_Absolute(method As peaklDmethod, datarange As Range)
D i m r As Integer
With datarange
For r = 1 + mefhod.trim_samples To .Rows.count - method.trim_samples
If Len(.Cells(r, method.sourcecol)) = 0 Then 'missing/edited data
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = gMissing
Elself .Cells(r, method.sourcecol) >= method.threshold Then 'Peak
If .Cells(r - 1, method.sourcecol) < method.threshold And _
.Cells(r + 1, method.sourcecol) > = method.threshold Then 'Peak start
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = g U p
End If
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If .Cells(r - 1, method.sourcecol) > = method.threshold A n d _
,Cells(r + 1, method.sourcecol) < method.threshold Then 'Peak end
,Cells(r, method.flagcol) = g D o w n
End If
Else 'baseline
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = gBaseline
End If
Nextr
End With
End Sub

Sub Set_Flags_Delta(method A s peaklDmethod, datarange A s Range)
D i m r A s Integer
With datarange
For r = 1 + method.trim_samples T o .Rows.count - method.trim_samples
If .Cells(r, method.sourcecol) > method.threshold Then
,Cells(r, method.flagcol) = g U p
Elself .Cells(r, method.sourcecol) < -method.threshold Then
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = g D o w n
Elself .Cells(r, method.sourcecol) = "" Then
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = gMissing
Else
.Cells(r, method.flagcol) = gBaseline
End If
Nextr
End With
End Sub

Function peakheight(datacol A s Integer, flagcol A s Integer, data A s Range, _
i_l A s Integer, i_n A s Integer) A s Double
D i m npeaks A s Integer, Ht A s Double, r A s Integer, _
r_start A s Integer, r_end A s Integer
'Intialise
r = i_l- 1
With data

Do
r= r+1
Select Case .Cells(r, flagcol)
Case g U p
r_start = r
' Find peak end
Do
r = r+ 1
Loop Until .Cells(r, flagcol) = g D o w n Or r = i_n
If .Cells(r, flagcol) = g D o w n Then 'complete peak
npeaks = npeaks + 1
r_end = r
Ht = Ht + Application.WorksheetFunction.Median(Range(.Cells(r_start, datacol), _
.Cells(r_end, datacol)))
Else 'incomplete peak
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'Do nothing
End If
Case Else
'Do nothing
End Select
Loop Until r = i_n
End With
' Calculate average ht
If npeaks > 0 Then
peakheight = Ht / npeaks
Else
peakheight = 0
End If
End Function

Sub block_stats(block A s Integer, datacol A s Integer, method A s peaklDmethod, _
data A s Range, category A s Integer)
D i m flagcol A s Integer, sum A s Single, sumsquares A s Single, count A s Integer, r A s Integer, i A s Integer
Settings
flagcol = method.flagcol

Select Case category
Case gBaseline
For r = gBlockInfo(block).i_l T o gBlockInfo(block).i_n
If data.Cells(r, flagcol) = category Then
count = count + 1
sum = sum + data.Cells(r, datacol)
sumsquares = sumsquares + Pwr(data.Cells(r, datacol), 2)
End If
Nextr
If count > 1 Then
gBlockInfo(block).baseline.avg = sum / count
gBlockInfo(block).baseline.sd = Pwr(((sumsquares - Pwr(sum, 2) / count) / (count - 1)), 0.5)
Else
gBlockInfo(block).baseline.avg = gMissing
gBlockInfo(block).baseline.sd = gMissing
End If
Case gPlateau
With gBlocklnfo(block)
For i = 1 T o .n_peaks
If CBool(InStr(.peaks(i).Status, "Complete")) Then
For r = .peaks(i).start T o .peaks(i).end
If data.Cells(r, flagcol) = category Then
count = count + 1
sum = sum + data.Cells(r, datacol)
sumsquares = sumsquares + Pwr(data.Cells(r, datacol), 2)
End If
Next r
End If
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Next i
End With
If count > 1 Then
gBlockInfo(block).peak_height.avg = sum / count
gBlockInfo(block).peak_height.sd = Pwr(((sumsquares - Pwr(sum, 2) / count) / (count - 1)), 0.5)
Else
gBlocktnfo(block).peak_height.avg = gMissing
gBlockInfo(block).peak_height.sd = gMissing
End If
Case gAllnonMissing
For r = gBlockInfo(block).i_l T o gBlockInfo(bIock).i_n
If data.Cells(r,flagcol)< > "" Then
count = count + 1
sum = sum + data.Cells(r, datacol)
sumsquares = sumsquares + Pwr(data.Cells(r, datacol), 2)
End If
Nextr
If count > 1 Then
gBlockInfo(block).AllnonMissing.avg = sum / count
gBlockInfo(block).AllnonMissing.sd = Pwr(((sumsquares - Pwr(sum, 2) / count) / (count - 1)), 0.5)
Else
gBlockInfo(block).AllnonMissing.avg = gMissing
gBlockInfo(block).AllnonMissing.sd = gMissing
End If
Case gMissing
M s g B o x "Can't do stats on missing data in Sub block_stats"
Stop
Case Else
M s g B o x "Unknown category (" & category & ") in Sub block_stats"
End Select

End Sub

Function ValidSamples(datacol A s Integer, _
data A s Range, i_l A s Integer, i_n A s Integer) A s Integer
D i m r A s Integer, blankcount A s Integer
r = i_l - 1 ' row index
blankcount = 0 ' blank data row counter
With data
Do
r = r+ 1
If .Cells(r, datacol) = "" Then
blankcount = blankcount + 1
End If
Loop Until r = i_n
ValidSamples = (i_n - i_l) + 1 - blankcount
End With
End Function
Sub GetPeakInfo(block As Integer, method As peaklDmethod, data As Range)

'Common
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D i m r A s Integer, flag_col A s Integer, source_col A s Integer, i A s Integer, j As Integer
D i m min_width A s Integer, max_width A s Integer, baselineTrim A s Integer, Abort As Boolean
D i m LD_col A s Integer, deltaLD_col A s Integer, time_col
D i m next_peak_start A s Integer
D i m rises A s Integer, falls A s Integer, category As Integer
D i m n_thresholds A s Integer, n_validPeakthresholds A s Integer, n_truncatedPeakthresholds A s Integer
D i m max_rises A s Integer, max_falls A s Integer
D i m sum_l A s Single, sum_2 A s Single, sum_3 A s Single, count A s Integer
D i m previousthreshold A s Integer, nextthreshold As Integer, provisionalend As Integer
Const up A s Integer = 1, d o w n A s Integer = -1 'Previous threshold values

'Settings
With gControlSheet
time_col = .Range("TimeColumn")
LD_col = .Range("LDColumn")
deltaLD_col = .Range("deltaLDColumn")
End With
flag_col = method.flagcol
source_col = method.sourcecol
min_width = method.min_width
max_width = method.max_width
baselineTrim = method.baseline_trim
max_rises = method.max_rises
m a x falls = method.max falls

'Initialise
r = gBlocktnfo(block).i_l - 1

'Main loops
With data
Select Case method.methodname
Case "Absolute"

Do
r = r+ 1
If .Cells(r, flag_col) = gUp Then 'Provisional peak - count peak & elements, set plateau flags
With gBIocklnfo(block)
.n_peaks = ,n_peaks + 1
If .n_peaks = 200 Then Stop
.peaks(.n_peaks) = newpeakrecord
,peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements = .peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements + 1
.peaks(.n_peaks).start = r
End With
Do
r = r+ 1
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements = .peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements + 1
End With
Loop Until .Cells(r, flag_col) = g D o w n Or _
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r = gBlockInfo(block).i_n Or _
.Cells(r, flag_col) = gMissing
Select Case .Cells(r, flag_col)
Case gMissing
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Truncated." & "MissingData_"
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
End With
Abort = True
Case g D o w n
With gBlockInfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Complete."
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = r
End With
Select Case gBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks).peakelements
Case min_width T o max_width
With gBlocklnfo(block)
,peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "ValidWidth_"
End With
Case Else
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = "InvalidWidth_"
End With
End Select
Case Else
If r = gBlockInfo(block).i_n Then
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Truncated_" & "EndBlockData_"
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
End With
Abort = True
Else
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "AbnormalTermination_"
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
End With
Abort = True
End If
End Select
Flag and estimate plateau
WithgBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks)
sum_3 = 0: count = 0
For i = .start + 1 T o .end - 1
data.Cells(i, flag_col) = gPlateau
If Not Abort Then
sum_3 = sum_3 + data.Cells(i, LD_col)
count = count + 1
End If
Next i
If count > 0 Then
.plateau = sum_3 / count
Else
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.plateau = gMissing
End If
End With
End If
Loop Until r > = gBlockInfo(block).i_n Or Abort

Case "Delta", "MAvgDelta"
Do
If next_peak_start > 0 Then
r = next_peak_start - 1
next_peak_start = 0
Else
r = r+ 1
End If

If .Cells(r, flag_col) = g U p Then 'Count and accumulate data from peak
Abort = False
previousthreshold = up
rises = 1: falls = 0
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.n_peaks = .n_peaks + 1
If r = 2399 Then Stop
,peaks(.n_peaks) = newpeakrecord
.peaks(.n_peaks).start = r
.peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements = 1
.peaks(.n_peaks).rises = 1
End With
'Find peak end
i= 0
Do
i= i+l
Select Case .Cells(r + i, flag_col)
Case g U p
If previousthreshold = down Then
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = provisionalend
End With
next_peak_start = r + i
Else
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).rises = ,peaks(.n_peaks).rises + 1
If .peaks(.n_peaks).rises > max_rises Then
,peaks(.n_peaks).Status = _
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Rises>" & max_rises & "_"
,peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
Abort = True
End If
End With
End If
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previousthreshold = up
Case gDown
provisionalend = r + i
previousthreshold = down
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks)falls = .peaks(.n_peaks).falls + 1
If .peaks(.n_peaks).falls > max_falls Then
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = _
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Falls>" & max_falls & "_"
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
Abort = True
End If
End With
Case gMissing
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
,peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Truncated." & "MissingData_
Abort = True
next.peak.start = r + i + 1
End With
Case Else
With gBlocklnfo(block)
If r + i = .i_n Then
.peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Truncated." &
"EndBlockData."
Abort = True
next_peak_start = r + i + 1
End If
End With
End Select
With gBlocklnfo(block)
If r + i = .i_n A n d .peaks(.n_peaks).end = gMissing Then
.peaks(.n_peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Truncated." & "EndBlockData.1
Abort = True
next.peak.start = r + i + 1
End If
End With
Loop Until gBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks).end > 0 Or.
Abort Or _
r + i = gBlockInfo(block).i_n Or _
next.peak.start = gBlockInfo(block).i_n

If Not Abort Then
previousthreshold = down
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n.peaks).Status = .peaks(.n_peaks).Status & "Complete."
End With
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For j = gBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks).start T o _
gBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks).end
With .Cells(j, flag_col).Font
.Bold = True
.Colorlndex = 43
End With
With gBlocklnfo(block)
.peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements = .peaks(.n_peaks).peakelements + 1
End With

Select Case ,Cells(j, flag_col)
Case g U p
previousthreshold = up
Case g D o w n
previousthreshold = d o w n
Case gBaseline, gShoulder, gPlateau 'true baseline, shoulder or plateau
Find next threshold
For i = j + 1 T o gBlockInfo(block).peaks(gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks).end
Select Case .Cells(i, flag_col)
Case g U p
nextthreshold = up
Exit For
Case g D o w n
nextthreshold = d o w n
Exit For
Case Else
'keep searching
End Select
Next i
If nextthreshold = previousthreshold Then
category = gShoulder
Else
category = gPlateau
End If
Select Case category
Case gShoulder
.Cells(j, flag_col) = gShoulder
Case gPlateau
.Cells(j, flag_col) = gPlateau
With gBlocklnfo(block)
,peaks(.n_peaks).plateauelements = .peaks(.n_peaks).plateauelements + 1
End With
Case Else
M s g B o x " U n k n o w n baseline category in GetPeaklnfo"
Stop
End Select
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Case Else 'unknown flag
M s g B o x "Unknown flag in Delta.Flag col at row = " & j
Stop
End Select
Nextj
'Collect shape info
With gBlocklnfo(block)
With .peaks(.n.peaks)
sum.l = 0: sum_2 = 0: sum_3 = 0: count = 0
.base = (data.Cells(.start - 1, LD_col) + data.Cells(.end, LD.col)) / 2
.width = .end - .start
For i = 0 To .width
If i < .width Then
sum.l = sum.l + data.Cells(.start + i, LD.col) - .base
sum_2 = sum_2 + (data.Cells(.start + i, LD.col) - .base) * (i + 1)
End If
Select Case data.Cells(.start + i, flag_col)
Case gPlateau
sum_3 = sum.3 + data.Cells(.start + i, LD.col)
count = count + 1
Case Else
'not interested
End Select
Next i
.centre = sum_2 / sum.l + .start - 1
.plateau = sum_3 / count
End If

End With' .peaks(.n.peaks)
If.n_peaks >1 Then
If CBool(InStr(.peaks(.n_peaks - l).Status, "Complete")) Then
count = Application.WorksheetFunction.CountIf(Range _
(data.Cells(.peaks(.n_peaks - l).end,flag_col),_
data.Cells(.peaks(.n_peaks).start, flag_col)), _
gMissing)
If count = 0 Then
.peaks(.n_peaks).lastpeak = ,peaks(.n_peaks).centre - _
.peaks(.n_peaks - 1 ).centre
Else
,peaks(.n_peaks).lastpeak = gMissing
End If
Else
.peaks(.n_peaks).lastpeak = gMissing
End If
Else
,peaks(.n_peaks).lastpeak = gMissing
End If
End With 'Blocklnfo(block)
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End If 'Not Abort
i

End If' gUp
Loop Until r = gBlockInfo(block).i_n

Case Else
M s g B o x " U n k n o w n method in GetPeaklnfo"
Stop
End Select
'Filter baseline
For i = 1 T o gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks
For j = 1 T o baselineTrim
If .Cells(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).start - j, method.flagcol) = gBaseline Then _
.Cells(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).start - j, method.flagcol) = gMissing
If gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).end < > gMissing Then
If .Cells(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).end + j, method.flagcol) = gBaseline Then
.Cells(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).end + j, method.flagcol) = gMissing
End If
Nextj
Nexti
'Calculate & store total efficiency (V5.15 20/2/06)
For r = gBlockInfo(block).i_l T o gBlockInfo(block).i_n
If data.Cells(r,flag_col)= g U p O r data.Cells(r, flag_col) = g D o w n Then
n.thresholds = n.thresholds + 1
End If
Nextr
For i = 1 To gBlockInfo(block).n_peaks
If CBool(InStr(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).Status, "Complete")) Then
n.validPeakthresholds = n.validPeakthresholds + _
gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).rises + gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).falls
If CBool(InStr(gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).Status, "Truncated")) Then
n.truncatedPeakthresholds = n.truncatedPeakthresholds + _
gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).rises + gBlockInfo(block).peaks(i).falls
End If
Nexti
With gBlocklnfo(block)
^.thresholds = n.thresholds
.n.validthresholds = n.validPeakthresholds
.n.truncatedthresholds = n.truncatedPeakthresholds
End With

End With
End Sub
Public Function AddDataColumn(datarange As Range, header As String,
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Optional firstcolumn As Boolean = False,
Optional datarows As Long) A s Integer
D i m oldcolumns A s Integer
Select Case firstcolumn
Case False
datarows = datarange.Rows.count
oldcolumns = datarange.Columns.count
Case True
If datarows = 0 Then
M s g B o x "Number of datarows required for 1st column in Function AddDataColumn"
Stop
End If
oldcolumns = 0
End Select
Set datarange = Range(datarange.Cells( 1, 1), datarange.Cells(datarows, oldcolumns + 1))
datarange.Parent.Cells(l, datarange.Columns.count) = header
AddDataColumn = datarange.Columns.count
End Function
Sub BlockOutput(blockinfo As SummaryBlocklnfo, data As Range, timecol As Integer, _
outputsheet A s Worksheet)
D i m start.time A s Double, end.time A s Double, Duration As Double, _
missing A s Double, H z As Double, Ht A s Double, baseline As Double
D i m HeaderExists As Boolean, HeaderRow A s Variant, outputrow As Integer, Samplelnterval As Double, i
As Integer
D i m count A s Integer, sum A s Single, sumsquares As Single, width As Single, width.sd As Single
Const msec_per_min As Double = 60000#
'Check for Header row and insert if missing
With outputsheet
HeaderRow = ArrayC'File", "Samplelnterval (msec)", "Start (min)", "End (min)", _
"Duration (min)", "missing (min)", "frequency (Hz)", "width", _
"width.sd", "Height", "Height.sd", "Baseline", _
"Baseline.sd", "ValidPeaks", "AllnonMissing_avg", "AllnonMissing_sd",_
"peaklDmethod", "n.thresholds", "n.validthresholds", "n.truncatedthresholds")
HeaderExists = (.Cells(l, 1) = HeaderRow(l))

If Not HeaderExists Then
For i = 1 T o UBound(HeaderRow, 1)
.Cells(l,i) = HeaderRow(i)
Next i
End If
End With
'Set output row
outputrow = outputsheet.UsedRange.Rows.count + 1
'Calculate Results
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With blockinfo
start.time = (data.Cells(.i_l, timecol) - .sample.interval) / msec_per_min
end.time = data.Cells(.i.n, timecol) / msec.per.min
Duration = end.time - start.time
missing = (.i.n - .i.l + 1 - .n.valid) * .sample.interval / msec.per.min
count = 0
For i = 1 T o .n_peaks
If CBool(InStr(.peaks(i).Status, "Complete")) Then
count = count + 1
End If
Next i
H z = count / ((Duration - missing) * 60)
If .n.peaks > 0 Then
count = 0
For i = 1 T o .n.peaks
If CBool(InStr(.peaks(i).Status, "Complete")) Then
count = count + 1
sum = sum + .peaks(i).peakelements
sumsquares = sumsquares + Pwr((.peaks(i).peakelements), 2)
End If
Nexti
If count > 1 Then
width = (sum / count) * .sample.interval
width.sd = .sample.interval * Pwr(((sumsquares - Pwr(sum, 2) / count) / (count - 1)), 0.5)
Else
width = gMissing: width.sd = gMissing
End If
Else
width = gMissing: width.sd = gMissing
End If
End With
'Report to resultssheet
With outputsheet
,Cells(outputrow, 1) = blockinfo.file.name
.Cells(outputrow, 2) = blockinfo.sample.interval
.Cells(outputrow, 3) = start.time
.Cells(outputrow, 4) = end.time
.Cells(outputrow, 5) = Duration
.Cells(outputrow, 6) = missing
.Cells(outputrow, 7) = H z
.Cells(outputrow, 8) = width
.Cells(outputrow, 9) = width.sd
.Cells(outputrow, 10) = blockinfo.peak_height.avg
.Cells(outputrow, 11) = blockinfo.peak_height.sd
.Cells(outputrow, 12) = blockinfo.baseline.avg
,Cells(outputrow, 13) = blockinfo.baseline.sd
.Cells(outputrow, 14) = blockinfo. valid.peaks
.Cells(outputrow, 15) = blockinfo.AllnonMissing.avg
,Cells(outputrow, 16) = blockinfo.AllnonMissing.sd
,Cells(outputrow, 17) = blockinfo.peaklDmethod
.Cells(outputrow, 18) = blockinfo.n.thresholds
,Cells(outputrow, 19) = blockinfo.n.validthresholds
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.Cells(outputrow, 20) = blockinfo.n.truncatedthresholds
End With
End Sub
Public Function extractPath(fullpath)
D i m temp A s String
temp = fullpath
Do
If Len(temp) = 1 Then
M s g B o x "Can't find path separator in " & fullpath
Stop
End If
temp = Mid(temp, 1, Len(temp) - 1)
Loop Until Right(temp, 1) = Application.PathSeparator
extractPath = temp
End Function
Public Function Pwr(x As Single, exp As Single)
Pwr = Application.WorksheetFunction.Power(x, exp)
End Function
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